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ABSTRACT

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) has been applied to the quantitative measurement

of nitric oxide (NO) in premixed, laminar, high-pressure flames. The chemistry of these

flames was also studied using three current chemical kinetics schemes so as to determine

the predictive capabilities of each mechanism with respect to NO concentrations. The

flames studied were low-temperature (1600<I"<1850 K) C2H6/O2]]_T2 and C2H4/O2[N2

flames, and high-temperature (2100<T<2300 K) C2H6/O2/N2 flames. The NO formed in

the low-temperature flames was predominantly prompt-NO, while the NO formed in the

high-temperature flames was predominantly thermal-NO.

It was initially desired to use laser-saturated fluorescence (LSF) to measure the NO

concentrations. However, while the excitation transition was well saturated at atmos-

pheric pressure, the fluorescence behavior was basically linear with respect to laser power

at pressures above 6 atm. It has been demonstrated through measurements and

calculations that the fluorescence quenching rate variation is negligible for a set of LIF

measurements of NO at a given pressure. Therefore, linear LIF could be used to perform

quantitative measurements of NO concentration in these high-pressure flames.

For the low-temperature flames, it was found that the equivalence ratio corre-

sponding to the peak [NO] at a given pressure shifted towards leaner conditions with

increasing pressure. Chemical kinetics calculations using the coupled species-energy

equations gave generally acceptable NO predictions for the ethane flames, but less

acceptable _'esults for the ethylene flames. The LIF measurements of [NO] in the high-

temperature flames were also compared to NO predictions using the energy solution;
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however, the input temperature profile found from the energy solution was scaled to a

post-flame temperature measured using Rayleigh scattering. These results showed

acceptable agreement between the measurements and predictions, but demonstrated the

need for more precise temperature measurements.

The transportability of a calibration factor from one set of flame conditions to

another also was investigated by considering changes in the absorption and quenching

environment for different flame conditions. Finally, the feasibility of performing LIF

measurements of [NO] in turbulent flames was smdiect; the single-shot detection limit was

determined to be 2 ppm.





CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Nitric oxide (NO) is a major atmospheric pollutant which contributes to a variety of

environmental problems, including the destruction of the stratospheric ozone layer

[3ohnston, 1971], the formation of acid rain [Miller and Fisk, 1987], and the production of

smog in urban environments [Mortimer, 1983]. NO is formed in every practical

combustion application, many of which (such as internal combustion engines and gas-

turbine combustors) are operated at high pressure. With the increasingly stringent envi-

ronmental regulations being enacted worldwide, it has become a goal of combustion

designers to reduce NO emissions from practical combustors. To do this, a more thorough

understanding of the chemical kinetics of NO formation at high pressure is needed. In

turn, this requires accurate in situ measurements of NO concentrations in practical

combustion environments.

Quantitative measurements of NO concentration can be obtained using both physical

techniques, such as probe-sampling [Heberling, 1977; Leonard and Correa, 1990; Drake

et al., 1991], and optical techniques, such as laser-induced fluorescence (Lib3 [Morley,

1981, 1982; Chou et al., 1983; Cattolica et al., 1989; Heard et al., 1992; Reisel et al.,

1993]. Probe-sampling combined with chemilumineseent detection is advantageous since

it possesses a lower detection limit, is easier to use, and is less expensive than laser-based

methods. However, a physical probe can disrupt the flow field, potentially altering the

concentrations of radical species; moreover, such probes may not be able to withstand the
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harshconditions of practical combustion environments [Miller and Fisk, 1987]. These

disadvantages can be overcome by employing optical techniques. Optical procedures

allow for remote sensing of numerous species in a variety of environments. Unlike sam-

piing probes, optical methods generally do not alter the combustion process; in addition,

many combustors are more readily adaptable to optical access than to physical sampling

probes. Finally, precise spatial resolution is achievable through the use of optical meth-

ods.

Previous LIF measurements of NO have been performed in both subatmospheric-

and atmospheric- pressure flames. When performing a linear LIF measurement, one must

be concerned with the effects of electronic quenching on the fluorescence signal. There

are several possible techniques which can be used to account for the influence of a variable

quenching environment on the LIF signal. First, changes in electronic quenching can be

simply ignored [Morley, 1981; Chou et al., 1983]. This tactic should only be considered

after it has been determined that the quenching environment is nearly constant for the

flame conditions studied. A second approach is to measure the quenching rate coefficient

in each flame, and adjust the LIF signal accordingly [CattoLica et al., 1989; Heard et aL,

1992]. This procedure requires additional measurements, and may introduce further

uncertainties into the results. A third approach is to calculate the quenching rate coeffi-

cient for each flame. This method requires knowledge of the major species concentrations

and quenching cross-sections for these species. Finally, laser-saturated fluorescence

(LSF) can be used to eliminate the effects of quenching on the fluorescence signal. LSF

has been used previously, in a narrowband detection scheme, to measure OH [Salmon and

Laurendeau, 1985; Carter et al., 1992], CH [Kohse-H6inghaus et al., 1984], and Nil

[Salmon et al., 1984] concentrations. A broadband LSF detection scheme has also been

developed and applied to NO concentration measurements at atmospheric pressure [Reisel

et al., 1993]. Of these four approaches, broadband LSF may be the most straightforward



and accurate approach. However, a broadband LSF technique may not be applicable to

NO at high pressure, due to the compactness of the NO spectrum and the increased coUi-

sional broadening of the spectral lines at high pressure.

Nitric oxide is produced through three main reaction pathways [Drake and Blint,

1991]. These mechanisms are the Zeldovich, or thermal-NO, mechanism [Zeldovich,

1946], the N20-intermediate mechanism [Malte and Pratt, 1974], and the prompt-NO

mechanism [Fenimore, 1971]. The amount of NO formed through each of these pathways

depends on temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio, and fuel type [Drake et al., 1991].

For instance, the thermal-NO mechanism will form very little NO at temperatures below

1900 K, but becomes the dominant NO formation pathway for lean flames at temperatures

above 2000 K. Similarly, Bachmaier et al. [1973] found that the amount of prompt-NO

produced in a flame at a given equivalence ratio depends on the fuel type.

Most of the relevant chemical kinetics models have been developed using low-

pressure measurements. The applicability of such a chemical kinetics scheme is unclear

for high-pressure flames. Drake et al. [1991] found that one proposed mechanism [Drake

and Blint, 1991] could be used with some certainty to predict flame front NO production

in lean, low-temperature (T < 1800 K), premixed C.2HJO2/N2 flames up to 9 arm. How-

ever, work is still required in rich flames, high-temperature flames, flames using other fuel

types, and even in lean flames to thoroughly evaluate the ability of the kinetics models

with respect to NO predictions at high pressure. Other proposed chemical kinetics

schemes also exist which require systematic evaluation at high pressure.

1.2 Contents of Thesis

In this work, the LIF method is employed for the measurement of NO concentrations

in a variety of atmospheric- and high-pressure flames. These flames include laminar,

high-pressure (P < 15 atm), low-temperature (1600 < T < 1850 K) C.2H6/O_/N2 and _H4

/O2/N2 flames, and laminar, high-temperature (2100 < T < 2300 K) C2I-I_/O2/N 2 flames.
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Because of its quenching-independent nature, the feasibility of the LSF method is assessed

for these measurements. The measured results are compared to the predictions of several

chemical kinetics models to determine their capability for predicting high-pressure NO

concentrations. While thermocouples can be used to measure temperatures in the low-

temperature flames, a Rayleigh scattering thermometric technique is developed and uti-

lized to measure temperatures in the high-temperature flames. The LSF method is also

applied, in a preliminary fashion, to a few atmospheric-pressure turbulent flames to assess

the capability for single-pulse measurements. The above work can be used to determine

the accuracy of current chemical kinetics schemes. More importantly, this investigation

demonstrates the feasibility of applying LIF to the measurement of NO concentrations in

practical combustion environments.

In Chapter 2, a review is presented of the basic theory for laser-induced fluorescence

(LIF). Owing to the importance of chemical kinetic modeling, a summary is also pres-

ented of the formation mechanisms for NO. Following this, previous studies which

employed LIF to make quantitative measurements of NO are reviewed. Finally, a few

other techniques available for obtaining quantitative measurements of NO are briefly

discussed; these techniques include probe sampling and resonantly enhanced multiphoton

ionization (REMPI). In Chapter 3, the experimental apparatus and methods used for the

LIF measurements are described. The procedures used for making the theoretical calcu-

lations of the flame chemistry are also presented.

The results of LIF measurements of NO in flat, laminar, C2H6/02/N2 flames at

pressures up to 14.6 atm are presented in Chapter 4. In addition, to evaluate the utility of

current chemical kinetics models at high pressure, the flames are modeled using two dif-

ferent reaction mechanisms: the GMK-DB mechanism [Drake and Blint, 1991], and the

MB mechanism [Miller and Bowman, 1989]. Comparisons between the predicted results

and the LIF measurements provide a test of the ability of these mechanisms to predict the



effectsof high pressure on NO emissions. The similarity of the predicted and measured

pressure trends also indicates that the trends are real and not an artifact of the measurement

technique. A primary result found from this study is that the equivalence ratio corre-

sponding to the peak NO concentration at a given pressure shifts towards leaner conditions

as the pressure increases for these low-temperature flames.

In Chapter 5, this work is extended by presenting LIF measurements of NO in fiat,

laminar, CaI_/02/N2 flames at pressures up to 11.9 atm. By comparing the NO mea-

surements obtained from two different excitation lines, the internal consistency of the LIF

procedure is verified. These measurements also seek to determine whether the shifting

behavior is limited to paraffinic fuels (like ethane), or if, as anticipated, this trend is a more

universal phenomenon. By again modeling the flames using two different reaction

mechanisms, the ability of current chemical kinetics schemes to predict [NO] is evaluated

in high-pressure CaH4/O2/N_ flames. One of these is the GMK-DB model; the other is the

hydrocarbon scheme of Miller and Melius [1992] combined with the nitrogen kinetics of

the GMK-DB model (MIME-DB). Comparisons between the predicted results and the

LIF measurements provide a test of the ability of these mechanisms to predict the effects

of high pressure on NO emissions from low-temperature premixed ethylene flames.

The theoretical transportability of the calibration factor is investigated for linear LIF

measurements of [NO] in Chapter 6. In particular, comparisons are made between pre-

dicted fluorescence signals for a fixed NO mole fraction at calibration and measurement

conditions for several calibration schemes. The flames considered are laminar, premixed,

high-pressure CzI-IJO2/N 2 flames. Many of the same concepts would apply to other types

of flames, as well. Finally, a discussion is given of some practical problems that would

arise when attempting to use the same calibration factor at considerably different operat-

ing conditions.



The technique used to measure temperatures using Rayleigh scattering is developed

and explained in Chapter 7. An approach similar to that of Namer and Schefer [1985] is

taken; the technique used is an iterative scheme which involves correcting for the scat-

tering cross-section based upon the species concentrations predicted using a comprehen-

sive chemical kinetics model. Instead of assuming that the minor species are insignificant

(as done by Namer and Schefer [1985]), the GMK-DB mechanism is used to provide a

more accurate description of the flame chemistry. This should provide a more accurate

representation of the flame composition, particularly through the flame front. Having

calculated the gas composition, effective Rayleigh scattering cross-sections can be deter-

mined at each point in the flame. The Rayleigh scattering signal can then be corrected to

give an accurate temperature measurement.

In Chapter 8, the low-temperature, laminar flame work is extended by presenting

LIF measurements of NO concentrations in lean, laminar, high-temperature (2100 _ T_.

<_2300 K) C_I-IdO2/N2 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.7 to 0.95 and pressures of 1.0 and

3.05 atm. The flames studied exhibit a steady rise in NO concentration with increasing

height above the burner, indicating that significant thermal-NO production occurs in the

burnt-gas region. To evaluate the predictive capability of current chemical kinetics

models with respect to the NO production in these flames, the flames are also modeled

using the GMK-DB model.

Preliminary results of [NO] measurements in a turbulent flame are presented in

Chapter 9. A single-shot detection limit is also determined. Because the measurements

are performed at 1 atm, broadband laser-saturated fluorescence (LSF) [Reisel et al., 1993]

is employed for the measurements. LSF has been used previously to measure [OH] in

turbulent flames [Lucht et al., 1984; Drake and Pitz, 1985]. The LSF signal is independent

of the fluorescence quenching environment; therefore, the variable quenching environ-
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ment of a turbulent flame will not affect the measurement. Finally, Chapter 10 contains

conclusions reached from the entire investigation. Recommendations axe also made for

further work.



CHAPTER2

THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Nitric oxide (NO) is a major atmospheric pollutant which contributes to a variety of

environmental problems, including the destruction of the stratospheric ozone layer

[Johnston, 1971], the production of photochemical smog [Mortimer, 1983], and the for-

mation of acid rain [Miller and Fisk, 1987]. Combustion processes, ranging from boilers

in power plants to gas turbine engines on aircraft, are a primary source of NO. The above

problems could be lessened by reducing NO emissions from various combustors into the

atmosphere. To reduce NO emissions, an understanding is needed of the chemical

kinetics involved in combustion processes.

Miller and Fisk [1987] argue that while some kinetics research can be conducted

with physical sampling probes, improved measurements are more likely to arise from the

use of optical measurement techniques. Physical sampling probes disrupt the flow field

near the probe, and this disruption along with internal probe reactions may cause the

concentration of the species under investigation to change. Optical measurement tech-

niques are less likely to disturb the combustion process, as these remote measurements do

not physically affect the flame; the result is more accurate measurements of the

concentrations of minor flame species such as NO. In addition, optical techniques are

more easily applied to practical combustion processes, whereas a physical probe may not

withstand the harsh (high-pressure and high-temperature) conditions in such devices.
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In this chapter, a review is presented of the basic theory for laser-induced fluores-

cence (LIF). Owing to the importance of chemical kinetic modeling, a summary of the

formation mechanisms for NO is also presented. Following this, previous studies which

employed LIF to make quantitative measurements of NO are reviewed. Finally, a few

other techniques available for obtaining quantitative measurements of NO are briefly

discussed; these techniques include probe sampling and resonantly enhanced multiphoton

ionization (REMPI).

For this investigation, an understanding is needed of both the laser-induced

fluorescence technique and the chemical kinetics controlling NO formation. The basic

theory behind these two subjects is presented below.

2.2.1 Laser-Induced Fluorescence Theory

Laser-induced fluorescence is an optical technique which can be used for the

detection and measurement of various radical species in a combustion environment. A

basic understanding of the physical processes important to LIF can be gained through the

use of a two-level electronic model. This model does not represent completely the phys-

ical situation controlling the broadband LIF measurements of NO discussed below.

However, the two-level model is presented first so that the general behavior of an LIF

system can be more readily understood. Following the discussion of the two-level model,

the model is extended to include other fcaturcs important in LIF measurements of NO.

In the two-level model, the number density (cm 3) for the ground level is designated

by Nt and that for the excited level by N_. As discussed by Laurendeau and Goldsmith

[1989], there are four basic assumptions that must be made when using this model. First,

the laser beam employed for excitation should be uniform and linearly polarized. Second,

all of thc population must be in the ground level before laser excitation (Nt = N_. Third,
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the fluorescence signal is measured only when the population in the excited level reaches

steady state conditions. Fourth, the fluorescence signal occurs at one wavelength, corre-

sponding to a single electronic transition.

There axe four transitions between the two electronic levels, each represented by a

different rate coefficient (sa). The four processes are absorption (represented by WQ,

stimulated emission (W_), spontaneous emission (A_), and colLisional quenching (Q_.

While absorption requires the absorption of one photon (if the process is single-photon

LIF), stimulated emission and spontaneous emission result in the emission of one photon.

Two rate equations can be written for the population in each electronic level with time.

These equations are

aN,
+ N.(W..,+ A.., , (2.1)

and

_N_

"_" = N_Wa -N,,(W_ + A_ + Q_) (2.2)

Under steady-state conditions, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are both equal to zero. Noting that

NO = Nt +iV,, the population in the excited state can then be related to the total population,

N ° , through

NO
N, = {(W,a +A.., + Q..,)IW,..} + 1 (2.3)

Both the absorption and stimulated emission rate coefficients depend on the laser

irradiance. Thus, under non-saturated conditions (i.e., when the laser irradiance is small)

both W_ and W,_ are small. In this case, Eq. (2.3) can be written as

N.={ IV,.. }N o (2.4)
A,a + Q_
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The fluorescence emission e/(W/cma*sr) can be related to N. through [Laurendeau and

Goldsmith, 1989]

hcv,a..,.
e/=Try . , (2.5)

where v/(cm_ representsthe wavenumber atwhich the fluorescenceoccurs. The signal

obtained from the fluorescenceemission depends on the collectionopticsand the detec-

tionelectronics,i.e.,

V/ = _gT _ cV,e/ , (2.6)

where Vf is the fluorescence voltage, G is the photomulfiplier gain (V/q/), V_ is the

fluorescence collection volume (cm3), f_ is the solid collection angle of the optics (st),

and 13is a term accounting for the detection efficiency of the collection optics. Combining

Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), the fluorescence voltage for linear fluorescence can be deter-

mined from

v:= hc,,Xwf (2.7)
-- )LA +O 

As mentioned above, the rate coefficient for absorption depends on the laser irra-

diance. For single-photon LIF, this rate coefficient can be found from

W,.. =-- , (2.8)
hcvL

where a is the one-photon cross-section (cruZ), It. is the laser irradiance (W/em2), and vt.

represents the wavenumber of the laser irradiance (cm'_). From Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), it is

easy to see that, for small laser irradiances, the LIF signal depends on both the quenching

environment and the laser power.

Under saturation conditions, the laser irradiance is large, which results in large val-

ues for W,,. and Wa. For this case, Eq. (2.3) can be written as
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'M 0

IV,- W,..+ Wa "'t (2.9)

The two rate coefficients for absorption and stimulated emission arc related by

gtW,.. = g,W,j, where gt and g, arc the degeneracies of the ground and excited levels,

respectively. After substitution, Eq. (2.9) becomes

N,:( g* IN °g- g.j,

Using F_Is.(2.5)and (2.6),the signalforlaser-saturatedfluoresoencc(LSF) can then be

writtenas

)t j (2.11)

By comparing Eqs. (2.11) and (2.7), it can be seen that the LSF method is inherently

independent of electronic quenching and laser power, while linear LIF measttren'_nts

depend on both of these quantities. This often makes LIF more difficult to use than LSF

for quantitative measurements of species concentrations.

The above discussion applies to narrowband detection, for which one transition is

monitored exclusively. However, for LSF and LIF measurements of NO in flames, it has

been previously shown that broadband detection is required to enhance the fluorescence

signal [Reiscl et al., 1993]. This requiremem is due to both the compactness of the NO

spectrum and the small NO concentration present in many flames. Previously, broadband

detection has not been necessary for LSF measurements of flame radicals; on the other

hand, standard LIF measurements arc routinely performed using broadband detection.

The basic analysis of the LSF or LIF signal remains unchanged for broadband detection.

However, the effects of rotational population transfer must now be considered. In addi-

tion, the influence of photoionization should be included for NO. These details have been

covered in depth by Reisel et al. [1993], and only the highlights are summarized here.
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By including photoionization and rotational energy transfer, five types of transition

can now occur between two electronic levels, and one can occur within a single electronic

level. Each of these is represented by a different rate coefficient (s_). The five inter-

electronic processes are absorption (Wa3, stimulated emission (W_), spontaneous emission

(A(j,k)), collisional quenching (Q,), and photoionization (Wi). In addition, rotational

relaxation (Q/m,n)) can occur within each electronic level. In the foUowing equations, j

will be used to represent a rovibronic level in the excited electronic state, and k a rovi-

bronic level in the ground electronic state. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure

2.1. As seen in Fig. 2.1, after excitation (which occurs through one rovibronic transition),

the molecule may experience either stimulated emission, electronic quenching, vibrational

or rotational relaxation, spontaneous emission (fluorescence), or photoionization. If a

molecule first undergoes vibrational or rotational relaxation, it may still fluoresce, be

photoionized, or be electronically quenched. In addition, after returning to the X-state,

vibrational and rotational relaxation will almost certainly occur. (A further complication

is that more than one rovibronic transition can often be excited, which leads to more than

one pair of laser-coupled levels. For simplicity, however, only one set of laser-coupled

levels is considered in the present analysis.)

Rate equations can now be written for the population in each laser-coupled level.

These two equations are

dNt

--_-=-N_W_,-_ N_Q,(I,k)+N,W,., + _. N../i(j,l)+ X NkQ,(k,l) , (2.12)
1 k,l

and

dN u

-_ =NIW,.. -N,{W,u +Q, + Wi}- _, N,Q,(u,j)
j*u

-_EN,,A(u,k)+ _ N_Q,U,u) (2.13)
k j_.
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Figure 2.1 Example excitation scheme used in LIF studies. Shown are the rate coeffi-
cients for electronic quenching (Q,.), vibrational (Qv) and rotational (Q,)
relaxation, absorption (W_) and emission (W,t), spontaneous emission
(A(j,k)), and photoionization (W.).
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A rate equation for the population in each of the collisionally populated levels within the

excited electronic state can also be written:

dNj _, {NmQ'(m'j)-NyQ'(j'm)}- _ N_(j'k)-Nj(Q" + Wi) (2.14)

where m is a rovibronic level in the excited electronic state not corresponding to the level

of interest. Under steady-state conditions, Eqs. (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14) are each equal to

zero.

The influence of photoionization can be assessed by considering the ratio of the rate

coefficient for photoionization to that for stimulated emission [Salmon and Laurendeau,

1987], i.e.,

Wi ff.,Id(hVoC)

W.i 2J, B_/(xAvt.c) ' (2.15)

where ffi is the photoionization cross section (cm2), IL is the laser itradiance (W/cm2), Vo is

the transition wavenumber (cm_), AVL is the laser spectral width (cm_), c is the speed of

light (cm/s), and B_ is the Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission (cm3.cm'l/J-s). In

this expression, the following assumptions have been made: (1) the laser linewidth is

much greater than the absorption linewidth, (2) the laser linewidth is described by a

Lorentzian lineshape, and (3) the laser line is centered on the molecular transition.

Equation (2.15) can be reduced to

w,  a (AVdVo)
2(_Jc)h "

(2.16)

where/_ is the Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission (cm3/J.s2), as tabulated by

Reisel et al. [1992]. For the LIF measurements of NO considered by Reisel et al. [1993],

o,-=7.0x10 "19cm 2 [Zacharias et al., 1980] and AvL=0.3 cm_; hence, for the 02(26.5) line of

NO in the _(0,0) band, WIAV.,, - 0.001. An estimate of W_ = 5 x l0 u s "t at the peak of the

laser pulse can be made by considering a beam energy of 2 mJ/pulse, a Gaussian spatial
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profile with a spot size of 250 gm, and a typical temporal profile. Therefore, the photo-

ionization rate coefficient is found to be Wi = 5 x 10s s"t along the laser centerline. This

value of the rate coefficient for photoionization is comparable to that for electronic

quenching at atmospheric pressure [Drake and Ratcliffe, 1993). Thus, in regions of high

laser irradiance, fluorescence is inhibited by photoionization as well as electronic

quenching.

Besides noting the effects of photoionization on the fluorescence signal, it is

important to determine the effects of rotational energy transfer. As discussed by Reisel et

al. [1993], after excitation the population rapidly redistributes over the different rovi-

bronic levels within the excited eleclronic state. Fluorescence is then detected from each

of these rovibronic levels back to the ground electronic state. By comparison to Eq. (2.5),

the total fluorescence emission, _.r, for broadband LIF can be found from

=he{ vf(u,k)A(u,k)N, + _. v_j,k)A(j',k)Ni} (2.17)e/,r 4x is. '

where, from Eqs. (2.13)and (2.14)under steady-stateconditions,

N,w,..+ Z NiQ,(/,u)
= J"" (2.18)

iV, W_+Q,+Wi+ ]_ Q,(u,j)+ ZA(u,k) '

and

_, N,Q,(m,j)

-.'i (2.19)
NJ=Q,+Wi+ Z Q,.(j,m)+ ZA(j,k)

m ,ej k

In Eq. (2.17), v/(j,k) is the wavenumber of the fluorescence transition and N i is the pop-

ulation in rovibronic levelj of the excited electronic state. As can be seen from Eq. (2.17),

broadband detection will offer a much larger signal than narrowband detection, for if

narrowband detection were to be used, only fluorescence from the directly excited rovi-

bronic level would be detected.
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If one desired to analytically determine the population in each excited rovibronic

level, one would need to know the rotational transfer coefficients, Q,. However, there is

very little data available on these rate coefficients [Crosley, 1992]. Therefore, the above

expressions are more valuable for demonstrating the increase in available signal when

using broadband detection than for computing the actual distribution in population among

the rovibronic levels in the upper electronic state.

2.2.2 Nitric Oxide Chemical Kinetics

NO is produced through three main reaction mechanisms [Drake and Blint, 1991]:

(1) the Zeldovich, or thermal-NO, mechanism [Zeldovich, 1946], (2) the N20-

intermediate mechanism [Wolfrum, 1972; Malte and Pratt, 1974], and (3) the prompt-NO

mechanism [Fenimore, 1971]. The amount of NO formed through each of these

mechanisms depends on the temperature, pressure, and equivalence ratio of the flame.

There are three primary reactions in the thermal-NO mechanism. These are [Miller

and Bowman, 1989]

and

O +N2c--_NO +N ,

N+O2<--_NO +0,

(Zl)

(z2)

N + OH _-> NO + H . (Z3)

The thermal-NO mechanism principally involves the breaking of strong molecular bonds;

hence, the mechanism is very temperature dependent. For low temperature flames, the

amount of NO produced through this mechanism is small, but for high temperature flames,

the thermal-NO mechanism becomes the dominant pathway for NO production [Corr et

al., 1992]

The N20-intermediate mechanism has four primary reactions [Malte and Pratt,

1974]. These are
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and

N2+O +M _->N20 +M ,

N20 +0 <-->NO +NO,

N20 +0 _-->N2 + O:,

(MP1)

(MP2)

(MP3)

N20 + H <-->N 2 + OH. (MP4)

As can be seen, the N20-intermediate mechanism involves the production of nitrous

oxide, and the subsequent attack of N20 by the atomic flame radicals O and H. These

reactions can lead to either the production of NO, or the reforming of N2.

The third main pathway for NO formation is the prompt-NO mechanism. This

mechanism does not directly form NO; rather the prompt-NO mechanism involves the

reaction of hydrocarbon species with N2 to form cyano compounds (such as HCN) and

atomic nitrogen which then react to form NO. The dominant reaction in this mechanism

is now thought to be [Corr et aL, 1992]

CH + N2 *..->HCN + N . (F1)

In addition, three other reactions are frequently considered for modeling prompt-NO

production; however, the first two of these are considered insignificant, and the last one is

considered minor when compared to Reaction F1 [Miller and Bowman, 1989]. These are

CH2 + N2 _ HCN + NH , (F2)

CH 2+ N 2e-_H2CN + N, (F3)

and

C +N2 <--->CN +N. (F4)

It has been found [Bachmaier, 1973] that the prompt-NO mechanism depends on the type

of fuel used in the combustion process. This is due to the various rates at which different

fuels will break into the required smaller hydrocarbons. In addition, the prompt-NO
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mechanism depends strongly on the equivalence ratio. This mechanism also tends to

produce much more NO under moderately fuel-rich conditions than under fuel-lean con-

ditions. However, prompt-NO production is significantly curtailed for highly fuel-rich

flames.

Another source of NO in practical combustion processes is the NO formed from

fuel-bound nitrogen. Unlike the ideal "clean" fuels that are frequently used in laboratory

experiments, many practical fuels, such as coal, contain nitrogen. For these fuels, it is

important to study the chemical kinetics involved in producing NO from fuel-bound

nitrogen. However, because this conversion does not apply to the fuels used in this study,

the pertinent reactions will not be reviewed here. Miller and Bowman [1989] discuss the

kinetics of fuel-bound nitrogen in considerable detail

Over the years, computer modeling of various flames has produced information

concerning the relative importance of each of the above mechanisms. As mentioned

previously, the thermal-NO mechanism is very temperature dependent. To minimize the

amount of thermal-NO formed, the temperature of the flame must be reduced. This,

however, will tend to decrease the efficiency of combustion devices. It has also been

found that production of NO through the thermal-NO and the NzO-intermediate paths can

be enhanced by superequilibrium concentrations of OH and O [Drake et al., 1991].

Glarborg et al. [ 1986] found that for methane combustion in well-stin_ reactors, the

thermal-NO contribution, because it is temperature dependent, is greatest in near-

stoichiometric flames. However, prompt-NO formation peaks in rich flames, thereby

pushing peak NO emissions to richer conditions for low-temperature flames. Con" et al.

[1992] claim that all three mechanisms should be considered for lean, premixed combus-

tion. Unlike diffusion flames, which are dominated by thermal-NO production, premixed

flames are not necessarily stoichiometric, and thus the lower temperature of these flames

tends to enhance the influence of the prompt and N20 mechanisms.
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Miller and Bowman [1989] performed a thorough chemical kinetics modeling study

to determine the relative importance of the various reaction paths. They found that, in

general, the thermal-NO reactions need to be coupled with those reactions involving oxi-

dation of the fuel. This is necessary because of the presence of O and OH radicals in the

thermal-NO mechanism. Frequently, equilibrium concentrations of O, 02, Nz, and OH

had been used in previous thermal-NO calculations; this procedure however, leads to an

inaccurate prediction of the NO formation rates. As mentioned previously, Miller and

Bowman [1989] also determined that Reactions (F2) and (F3) are insignificant in the

prompt-NO production process, and that Reaction (F1) dominates the process. Reaction

(F4) does contribute a minor amount of prompt-NO. Their work also suggests that the

rapid drop-off of prompt-NO production in rich flames is due to a rapid decrease in the

HCN concentration. This would correspondingly indicate a lack of N atoms being pro-

duced through Reaction (F1).

Part of this work is concerned with high-pressure, low-temperature premixed

flames. Reisel et al. [1993] found that most of the NO is formed in the flamefront for

atmospheric-pressure versions of these flames. Modeling the flamefront NO in such

flames requires consideration of all three reaction mechanisms [Drake and Blint, 1991;

Corr et al., 1992]. However, the prompt-NO mechanism does not contribute to post-flame

NO production, owing to a lack of necessary radicals in the post-flame gases. Drake et al.

[1991] found that for high-pressure, low-temperature, lean, premixed C_H6/02/N2 flames,

all three mechanisms (with the thermal-NO and N20-intermediate mechanisms enhanced

by superequilibrium O concentrations) contribute to flamefront NO production.

In summary, previous work has found that the thermal-NO mechanism dominates at

high temperatures, and that all three mechanisms are important in low-temperature flames.

However, the prompt-NO mechanism tends to dominate in moderately rich low-

temperature flames. As the flames become more fuel-rich, prompt-NO production peaks,
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and then rapidly decreases. In low-temperature flames, most of the NO is formed in the

flamefront, while in high-temperature flames, significant NO production will occur in the

post-flame zone. These results suggest that for low NO production, combustion designers

should keep flame temperatures low, and either use very lean or very rich combustion.

2.3 Previous Ouantitative NO Measurement_

Previously, quantitative NO measurements have been made through a variety of

techniques, including laser-induced fluorescence, probe sampling, and absorption spec-

troscopy. Below, the previous studies of NO using LIF are thoroughly reviewed; a brief

discussion is also provided of two other useful techniques for obtaining quantitative

measurements of NO, REMPI and probe sampling. A summary of other NO-measuring

techniques, such as absorption spectroscopy, can be found in Reisel [1991].

2.3.1 LIF Measurements of NO

There have been several laser-induced fluorescence studies which have provided

semi-quantitative NO measurements in combustion environments. Most of these [Mor-

ley, 1981, 1982, Chou, et al. 1983, Cattolica etal. 1989, and Heard etaL, 1992] have used

linear LIF. Consequently, these studies empioyed various strategies to account for

variations in the quenching rate coefficient.

Morley [1981] used LIF measurements to study the reaction mechanism which

produces NO from fuel nitrogen. He utilized fiat, rich, H2/O2/Ar flames at 1790-2200 If,,

doped with varying amounts of CH3CN, as the environment for the NO concentration

measurements. The range of NO concentrations which he measured was 180 to 1600 ppm.

For excitation, the region containing the Pt bandhead in the _0,0) band was used, while

for detection, the fluorescence was monitored in the spectral region between and including

the y(0,1) and _0,5) bands [Morley, 1982]. Calibration was achieved by doping NO into

each flame, and obtaining the fluorescence signal for this known amount of NO. This

technique assumes that there is no NO destruction in these H2/02/Ar flames; Morley
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[1981] felt that this was an acceptable technique, for the NO signal was constant in the

burnt gas region and was proportional to the amount of NO originally doped into the

flame. For small amounts of CH3CN, the NO concentration increased throughout the

post-flame region. Large amounts of CH3CN doping produced a maximum point of NO

concentration early in the post-flame region, with the NO concentration decreasing

downstream from this point. Morley [1981] determined from this result that the NO-

producing reaction is initially faster than the NO-consuming reaction, but that this trend

reverses further downstream in the flame.

Chou et o2. [1983] utilized the LIF technique to detem_e NO concentration profiles

in flat, am_spheric-pressure NH3/O2/N2 and CH+/air/02 flames. They determined

absolute concentrations for all their flames by using absorption measurements to deter-

mine the NO concentration in a lean NH3/O2/Nz flame. They then scaled the fluorescence

signal of interest to that from this flame, assuming a linear relationship between the LIF

signaland theabsoluteconcentration.Hence, theircalibrationmethod assumes thatthe

quenchingenvironmentisthesame inallflames.They were unsuccessfulatcalibrating

the signal by doping NO into rich NH3 flames, because the NO was consumed in these rich

flames. The results they present were all for rich NI-I3/02/N2 and CH4/air/02 flames,

which they believed should have a higher NO concentration than comparable lean flames.

However, as described by Reisel [1991], there is reason to doubt their absolute concen-

tration measurements, for there is a strong possibility that part of the LIF signal they

measured was attributable to another polyatomic molecule.

For their measurements, Chou et al. [1983] utilized a laser energy of 1 gJ/pulse,

which was low enough, based on previous calculations [Eckbreth et al., 1979], to avoid

saturation. Chou et al. [1983] also determined that NH 3quasi-continuum absorption in the

NO 7(0,0)-band region could provide considerable interference to the NO measurements.

To reduce this problem, they used a combination of the 0.2(7.5), _R12(7.5), P2(14.5),
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rQ,2(14.5), and °P,2(24.5 ) lines of the (0,1) band for NO excitation, even though this

choice lowered the LIF signals by a factor of 2.5 (due to the lower initial population in the

v" = 1 vibrational level). Detection was performed using the _0,3) band. They reported

measured concentrations down to -13 ppm, and felt that NO could be detected with LIF

at concentrations less than I ppm. Finally, they detected the evolution of prompt-NO in a

variety of CH 4/air/O 2 flames.

Cattolica et aL [1989] used LIF to perform quantitative NO concentration mea-

surements in flat, low-pressure (76 tort) H2/O2/NO flames. They utilized both lean and

rich flames with two different levels of NO-doping. The NO was excited using the

0.2(25.5) transition in the T(1,0)-band, as this transition is well separated from nearby

main-branch transitions, and has a ground state population which varies by only :!:3% over

a temperature range from 1000 to 1700 K. The fluorescence was detected in the T(1,4)-

band, as that band has a favorable branching ratio and is sufficiently spectrally separated

from the excitation wavelength to allow for rejection of Rayleigh scattering. They found

a rapid reduction in NO concentration in the first 10 mm above the burner, beyond which

the NO concentration remained constant for each flame. The concentration in the post-

flame region was proportional to the amount of NO added. These results indicated that

some (-10-30%) destruction of NO was occurring in the flame, but that the amount of

destruction was smaller than Seery and Zabielski [1981] had observed through use of a

molecular-beam mass spectroscopy experiment. To obtain absolute NO concentrations,

Cattolica et aL [1989] measured the local collisional quenching rate coefficient by deter-

mining the time constant of the fluorescence decay via a temporally-resolved fluorescence

measurement.

Heard et al. [1992] performed LIF measurements of NO in low-pressure (30-120

tort) CH4/air flames. For excitation, they utilized the Q,(17.5) line of the d0,0) band,

while detection was accomplished using either the _0,1) band or the _0,2) band. To
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avoid saturation effects, the NO measurements were taken with a laser energy of ~1

_l/pulse. Heard et al. [1992) calibrated the NO fluorescence signals by obtaining LIF

measurements of known amounts of NO in He/At mixtures at room temperature. The

difference in quenching environment between the calibration mixture and the flames was

accounted for by the measurement of fluorescence decay times. The change in Boltzmann

fraction of the ground level owing to the temperature difference between the calibration

mixture and the flame conditions was also incorporated into the analysis.

As discussed in Section 2.1, linear fluorescence is complicated by the dependence of

the signal on both the laser power and the quenching environment in the flame. Variations

in laser power can be quantitatively corrected by using laser-energy normalization. Col-

lisional effects must be handled by either assuming a constant quenching rate coefficient

or determining the actual value of this rate coefficient. The four studies discussed above

handled the quenching problem in different ways; Morley [1981, 1982] and Chou et al.

[1983] related their fluorescence signal to that in a flame with a known NO concentration,

thus making the assumption of a constant quenching environment, while Cattolica et aL

[1989] and Heard et al. [ 1992] monitored the quenching rate coefficient directly to correct

the fluorescence signals.

One way to essentially avoid the dependence on laser power and quenching rate

coefficient is to employ laser-saturated fluorescence (LSF) [Daily, 1977]. To achieve

saturation of the NO transition of interest, the laser irradiance must be large enough to

ensure that the laser excitation rate is much greater than the coUisional quenching rate.

When this condition is met, the population in the excited level is equal to that in the ground

level to within a ratio of the degeneracies of the two levels. Because the LSF signal is

unaffected by the quenching environment, quantitative measurements are more easily

made with LSF than with linear LIF. A drawback of LSF is that saturation cannot be

maintained in the wings of the beam where the irradiance is low. Previously, laser-
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saturatedfluorescencehasbeenusedfor successfulquantitativemeasurements of OH

[Salmon and Laurendeau, 1985; Carter et al., 1992], NH [Salmon et al., 1984], and CH

[Kohse-HSinghaus et al., 1984]. In addition, a broadband version of LSF has been applied

to quantitative measurements of NO [Reisel et al., 1993].

Reisel et al. [1993] used LSF to perform quantitative NO measurements in a series

of laminar, flat, atmospheric-pressure, C2H_/O2/N2 flames. In this study, they measured

[NO] vs. height above the burner for six different flames, using both linear LIF and LSF.

In addition, they measured the NO concentration in the post-flame zone in a series of

flames with different equivalence ratios. The NO concentrations were calibrated by

doping three different known quantities of NO into a lean (_b=0.80) flame, and measuring

the respective fluorescence signals. The resulting data were fit to a straight line through

a least-squares procedure, and the slope of the line was used as a calibration factor for

[NO] vs. the fluorescence signal. This factor was then applied to each flame of interest to

obtain the relevant NO concentrations. The data from the post-flame zone (8 mm above

the burner surface) in the various flames is reproduced from Reisel et aL [1993] in Fig.

2.2. The temperatures of these flames were 1600-1800 K. The linear LIF measurements

were performed with a laser energy of -25 _/pulse, and the laser energy for the LSF

measurements was ~1 mJ/pulse.

Figure 2.2 shows that the results obtained using linear LIF and LSF are almost

identical, thus indicating that the effects of fluorescence quenching on the LIF signal can

be neglected. Further analysis, involving the calculation of the quenching rate coefficient

based on the calculated major species concentrations and existing quenching cross-

sections [Drake and Ratcliffe, 1991], verifies that the quenching rate coefficient does not

vary significantly over the range of equivalence ratios studied (see Chapter 4). This result

shows that for these flames, quantitative measurements of NO can be made using linear

LIF, without the normally requisite corrections for quenching rate variations.
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Figure 2.2 Measurement of NO number density vs. equivalence ratio in the post-flame

zone of C2I-I_/Oz/N2 flames at atmospheric pressure. The total flow rate and

dilution ratio were held constant at-17.7 slpm and 3.1, respectively. [Reisel

et al., 1993]
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Reisel et al. [1993] also determined that the NO was produced predominantly in the

flamefront of these low-temperature flames. The NO concenu"ation did not vary with

height above -3 mm, indicating that the NO produced was primarily prompt-NO. The

temperatures obtained in these flames were not high enough to produce significant

amounts of thermal-NO. Finally, Reisel et al. [1993] estimated a detection limit of -1

ppm of NO for the flames of their investigation.

Recently, Battles et al. [1994] attempted to obtain quantitative planar laser-induced

fluorescence (PLIF) images of NO in lean, high-pressure, CHJair flames. Excitation was

performed using the Q_(14.5) + 0.2(20.5) + P1(23.5) lines of the _0,0) band, and the

broadband fluorescence was detected after passing through a UG5 Schott glass filter. The

excitation region was chosen to minimize interference with 02, which has spectral features

in the same region as the 7(0,0) band of NO. In addition, the wide spectral region

encompassing UG5 detection increases the possibility of interference from 02 fluores-

cence. The excitation region is also fairly sensitive to temperature, which leads to addi-

tional uncertainty when interpreting relative fluorescence signals from a flowfield. To

make the images quantitative, a measurement of the [NO] was obtained with a

chemiluminescent analyzer at a single point in the flow field, and then applied over the

remainder of the flowfield. A procedure was also developed to apply the same calibration
g

in other flames. This procedure involves correcting the fluorescence signal for changes in

the quenching environment and for variations in the spectrum resulting from temperature

changes and from pressure broadening of the spectral fines. Using this procedure, Battles

et aL [1994] calibrated the NO fluorescence signal in a 1 arm flame, and then applied the

calibration at higher pressures. To successfully use the atmosphe_-pressure calibration

at higher pressures, precise positioning of the laser wavelength at different pressures and

accurate knowledge of the laser and spectral linewidths are needed.
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2.3.2 REMPI Measurements of NO

Resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) is an optical diagnostic

technique which involves ionization, through multiphoton absorption, of the species under

investigation. The ionized particles are then detected with a physical probe located above

the point of laser excitation. REMPI provides high sensitivity, and has excellent spatial

resolution [Rockney et al., 1982]. In addition, REMPI allows for NO measurements

which are independent of quenching [Cattolica et al., 1989].

Two studies using REMPI to detect NO in flames appeared almost simultaneously.

Roekney et al. [1982] used REMPI to detect nascent NO in an atmospheric-pressure,

laminar, premixed, CHJair flame. They measured a REMPI spectrum of the (0,0) and

(1,0) A-X bands, and determined the absolute NO concentration in the flames. The signals

were calibrated by using a linear relationship between concentration and signal, based

upon a measurement of the REMPI signal at a known NO concentration. Mallard et al.

[1982] used REMPI to detect NO in an atmospheric-pressure H2/air/N20 flame. In this

study, Mallard et al. [1982] presented a REMPI spectrum of the A-X transition between

270 and 317 nm and noted that the spectrum was very similar to the single-photon

absorption spectrum in atmospheric-pressure flames. This prompted them to develop a

new model for REMPI, which accounts for both the collisional repopulation of the state

depleted by laser excitation and the coUisional removal of molecules from the directly

excited state, to explain this behavior. Mallard et al. [1982] also determined that the

detectability limit of NO by REMPI is ~1 ppm. Jacobs [1986] used REMPI to determine

the population of NO in the ground electronic state. They reported that REMPI has more

sensitivity than LIF for detecting low concentrations of NO.

Howard et al. [1992] used REMPI to measure relative NO concentrations in low-

pressure C2H4/02/Ar and H2/NO2 flames. These measurements were taken as part of a

study comparing measured O, H, OH, CH 3, HCO, NO and NO2 measurements to kinetic
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predictions. The ions produced from the REMPI process were detected on a 0.5-mm

diameter platinum rod located just above the focus of the laser beam. Using REMPI, the

relative NO concentration as a function of height above the burner was measured. These

values could have easily been converted to quantitative measurements with a suitable

calibration.

2.3.3 Probe Sampling Measurements of NO

The description "probe sampling techniques" encompasses several measurement

processes which all involve the insertion of a physical probe into the flame, withdrawing

a sample of gas from the flame, and analyzing the sample to measure the concentrations

of various species. Two of the more comm0nly used techniques currently used to measure

[NO] are probe sampling with chemiluminescent detection and molecular beam-mass

spectrometry (MBMS).

The chemiluminescent detection concept was first proposed by Fontijn, et al. [ 1970].

In the proposed scheme, NO reacts with O or 03, emitting light in the process. The light

is detected by a phototube, and the resulting intensity is directly equated to the NO con-

centration through an appropriate calibration. Such a technique is useful for detection of

NO down to ppb levels, and has been implemented in commercially available devices.

This technique has been used in numerous studies for the detection of NO. Frequently,

the NO is measured in conjunction with NOz and reported as NO,; however, most of the

NOx in a flame wiU be in the form of NO. To give an idea as to some of the applications

of this technique, a sampling of relevant studies is presented below.

Heberling [1977] used chemiluminescent detection to determine prompt NO for-

marion in high pressure, premixed, C2H4/air flames. To do this, gas samples from the

flames were collected with a 1/4-inch water-cooled stainless steel probe from various

locations in the post-flame zone. The data were then extrapolated back to a height of zero,

and the resulting intercept was termed the prompt NO. Such an analysis includes the NO
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formed from other paths besides the Fenimore path; therefore, many investigators may not

consider this result to give only prompt-NO. Total NO, was measured, which led to added

difficulties near the flamefront, where the ratio of [NO2 ]/[NO] was high. This meant that

the [NO] measured in the flamefi:ont was also too high. However, this problem was not

as great in the post-flame zone, where most of the measurements were taken.

Leonard and Correa [1990] used chemiluminescent detection to measure NO, in

lean, premixed, high-pressure methane flames. A 1/8-inch uncooled quartz sampling

probe was used to remove gas samples from the post-flame zone of the different flames.

The samples were then directed to a NOx analyzer, as well as to CO, CO2, and O2 ana-

lyzers. Using the probe, NO_ was measured, down to ppm levels, as a function of equiv-

alence ratio for different pressures (up to 10.3 alan) and different inlet temperatures. They

found that the [NO_ ] at a given equivalence ratio in these lean flames was greater at higher

pressures and at higher inlet temperatures.

Drake et al. [1991] measured [NO] as a function of height above the burner for

several high-pressure, lean, C2I-I_/O2/N 2 flames. An uncooled, 100-1am quartz sampling

probe was used to remove the gas sample, and the sample was transported to the chemi-

luminescent analyzer through water-cooled quartz and Teflon lines so as to minimize

surface reactions. The chemiluminescence was generated using a surface reaction of NO2

with an organic liquid. These features improved the sensitivity and spatial resolution of

the technique. Almost all of the measured NO_ was found to occur in the form of NO. The

measured profiles of [NO] were found to rise rapidly, and then to flatten in the post-flame

zone of these low-temperature flames. The distance above the burner over which the [NO]

increased varied inversely with pressure. However, the spatial resolution of the technique

remained adequate to resolve the NO production region up to 6.1 atm.

Molecular beam-mass spectrometry is a technique in which a sample of gas is

removed from the flame and sent in a narrow stream into a mass spectrometer. A
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molecular beam is a very low-pressure, narrow beam of neutral molecules which is

designed to minimize collisionswith other molecules in the beam and with the walls

[Ramscy, 1985]. Such a beam shouldrctainthe speciesconccntrationsitposscsseclwhen

the sample was originallyremoved from the flame. The beam isthen directedthrough a

mass spectrometer.Insuch adevice,themolecules arefirstturnedintoions,oftenthrough

electronbombardment. The ionsarethenseparatedintodifferentbeams corresponding to

a ratioof mass to charge [Shradcr,1971]. This separationisdone eitherwith a steady

magnetic field (magnetic dcflectionspectrometry) or with a pulsatingmagnetic field

(time-of-flightspectrometry)[Fristromand Wcstenbcrg, 1965]. For the formcr, the ions

arcdeflectedby varyingamounts based upon themass oftheion.For thelatter,a constant

kineticenergy from the magnetic fieldisimparted onto a group of ions,resultingindif-

ferentvelocitiesfortheions based on the mass of the ion. The time necessarytoreach a

detectoristhen recorded,allowing forthe dcterminationof the concentrationof the ions.

While the analysisof the resultingsignalscan be more involved than with chcmilumi-

nescentdetection,the MBMS system offerssimultaneousmeasurement ofmany species.

The sensitivityof the MBMS techniquedepends on the sensitivityof the detectorused.

To givea flavorof the typeof work which can be done with MBMS, two MBMS studies

involvingNO arediscussedbelow.

Seery and Zabiclski [1981] performed MBMS with a time-of-flight mass spec-

trometer to study low-pressure H2/02/At/NO flames. A quartz probe with a diameter of

350 gm was used to remove the gas samples from different heights above the burner. The

major species H20, H2, and 02 were measured, in addition to the NO, as a function of

height above the burner. Garo et al. [1992] used MBMS to measure NO and other species

concen_ations in low-pressure, premixed, laminar, CH4/02 flames with added NH 3 and

NO. A small quartz probe was used to remove the gas sample and begin the formation of

the molecular beam. They used the samples to obtain profiles of H20, OH, O, CO, CO2,
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H, HCN, CH3, and NO as a function of height above the burner. The data were then used

to evaluate chemical kinetics models for the flames. As can be seen from these examples,

MBMS allows for simultaneous measurement of many flame species, which is convenient

for chemical kinetic evaluations.

Physical probe techniques allow for the spatially resolved measurement of NO, often

coupled with the measurement of other species. However, care must be taken to minimize

perturbation of the flowfield and to ensure that the reactions in the gas sample are frozen

as it is removed from the flame. If these are not done, the probe may alter the chemistry

of the flame or products, resulting in inaccurate concentration measurements.

In summary, laser-induced fluorescence in an accurate, sensitive, non-intrusive

diagnostic technique which can be used to measure NO. Unlike other quantitative tech-

niques such as REMPI and probe sampling, LIF allows for measurements to be made

without use of any physical probe which could disturb the flame. This disturbance could

alter the actual NO concentrations. The theory for LIF has been summarized, both for a

simple two-level model of NO, and for broadband LIF measurements.

The basic chemical kinetics of NO formation have also been reviewed. There are

three main reaction paths for NO formation which are of concern in the combustion of

non-niu'ogen containing fuels. The Zeldovich mechanism dominates NO production at

high-temperatures (> 2000 K). The N20-intermediate mechanism is important in lean

flames in the fi_nefront, and the prompt-NO mechanism is especially important in the

flamefront of rich flames.
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CHAFFER 3

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND COMPUTER MODELING

3.1 Introduction

Combustion environments can be studied both experimentally and theoretically.

Experimentally, the concentration of certain radical species can be determined by both

optical techniques and with physical sampling probes [Miller and Fisk, 1987]. These

measurements can then be compared to theoretically predicted concentrations which can

be calculated from comprehensive chemical kinetics models. A comparison of this type

can be beneficial in one of two ways. First, if the chemical kinetics are well understood

for a given flame, the results predicted by the computer programs can be used to determine

the accuracy of an experimental technique. Conversely, if the accuracy of the measure-

ment technique is well known, the measurements can be used to determine the validity of

the proposed chemical kinetics.

In this study, an experimental technique, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), is applied

to the detection of nitric oxide (NO) in high-pressure flames. Previously, LIF had not been

applied to the detection of NO at high pressure; however, based on the accuracy of LIF (4-

25%) in the determination of the NO concentration at atmospheric-pressure [Reisel et al.,

1993] and the success of LIF (in the form of laser-saturated fluorescence) for the mea-

surement of [OH] at high-pressure [Carter et al., 1992], LIF is expected to be an accurate

technique for the determination of NO concentration in high-pressure flames. The NO

measurements obtained using LIF will then be used to check the accuracy of the chemical

kinetics models for laminar, premixed, flat, high-pressure CzH_/02/N2 and Call4/O2/N2
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flames.

In this chapter, the apparatus used for the LIF measurements is described. An

explanation of the procedure used in making the theoretical calculations of the flame

structure is then presented.

3.2 Exoerimental A_aratus

For the majority of the LIF measurements of NO, the 0.2(26.5) line of the _0,0) band

(_=225.6 rim) was used for excitation of NO. The laser system producing this wavelength

is composed of a Quanta-Ray DCR-3G Nd:YAG laser, with a PDL-2 dye laser and a

WEX-1 wavelength extender. The second harmonic (_=532 nm) of the Nd:YAG laser

was used to pump the dye laser, which was configured for transverse pumping of the

oscillator and longitudinal pumping of the amplifier. The dye laser output (_,=572nm) was

frequency doubled, and the resulting ultraviolet beam was mixed with the residual infrared

beam (1064 rim) to produce radiation at L=225.6 nm. A PeUin-Broca prism was used to

disperse the colinear beams (with wavelengths of 1064, 572, 286, and 225.6 nm), and the

desired beam (225.6 nm) was raised in height with a prism assembly inside the WEX. The

maximum energy obtained for the mixed beam leaving the WEX assembly was -6.5

mJ/pulse (corresponding to an energy of-330 mJ/pulse for the L=532 nm beam).

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.1. After the

beam left the WEX, a portion was directed to a LrV-sensitive photodiode, which produced

a triggering pulse for the electronics. The main beam was then focussed with a 1000-mm

focal length lens, giving an -250 _tm spot size over the burner. To block any scattered

radiation, an aperture was placed before the burner. The beam was directed towards the

burner and raised in height with a two-mirror beam steering assembly. After passing over

the burner, the beam was directed towards a beam dump, with a portion of the beam split

off with a fused silica plate and directed towards a photodiode. This photodiode was used

to monitor the beam energy.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus: A-trigger photodiode;

B,G-beam-splitter, C-1000-mm focal-length lens; D,K-beam steering

assembly; E-aperture; F-pressure vessel; H-beam dump; I-power-

monitoring photodiode; J-200-mm focal length lens; L-300-mm focal-

length lens; M-1/2 m monochromator, N-PMT.
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Fluorescence, typically from the _(0,1) band of NO at 234 - 237 nm, was coUected

at a 90* angle to the incident laser radiation. The fluorescence was collimated with a

200-mm focal-length fused silica lens. A mirror assembly rotated the fluorescence by 90*,

after which the fluorescence was focused by a 300-mm focal-length fused silica lens onto

the entrance slit of a 1/2-m monoehromator. The detector located after the exit slit was an

RCA 1P28B photomuldplier tube (PMT), specially wired for temporal resolution of the

fluorescence signal [Harris et al., 1976].

For the LIF measurements of NO number density, the entrance slit width of the

1/2-m monochromator was 120 _tm and the entrance slit height was set at 1 era. With a

magnification factor of 1.5 in the collection optics, the resulting image of the entrance slit

was 80 _tm x 6.67 mm. In an attempt to achieve laser-saturated fluorescence (LSF), which

would have resulted in a natural independence of the fluorescence signal from quenching

and laser power fluctuations, it was desired to minimize the collection of fluorescence

from the wings of the laser beam. To achieve this, the image of the entrance slit (80 _tm)

was chosen to be smaller than the width of the focused laser beam (250grn) and was

positioned at the center of the beam.

The PMT and photodiode signals were recorded with Stanford Research Systems

equipment. For the LIF experiments, the PMT signal was resolved with an SR255 fast

sampler using a 500-ps sampling gate, which was centered on the peak of the fluorescence

pulse using an SR200 gate scanner. An SR250 gated integrator was used to capture sig-

nals from the photodiode monitoring the UV-beam energy. The output voltages from the

fast sampler and the gated integrator were digitized and stored with the SR245 computer

interface module and the SR265 software package, respectively. For the measurements of

NO number density, the fluorescence signal was normally averaged over 600 laser shots.

Two burners were used for the laminar flame experiments. For the low-temperature

flames, the burner used was a 2.5-cm diameter, water-cooled, sintered-bronze McKenna
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fiat-flame burner. For the high-temperature measurements, the burner was a 1.3xl.3 cm

premixed Hencken burner, which consists of densely packed, 0.5-mm diameter, stainless

steel tubes. In both cases, the burner is located inside the high-pressure combustion

facility described by Carter et al. [1989]. The pressure vessel has four optical ports, two

of which are used for directing the laser beam through the facility. Mass flow controllers

were employed in the gas delivery system for the fuel, 02, diluent N2, and N2 guard flows,

and rotameters were used for the NO/N 2 flOW with which NO was doped into the flame for

fluorescence signal calibration. Cafibration of the mass flow controllers and rotameters

was performed through use of a dry-test volumetric flowmeter and a bubble meter.

Temperatures were measured in two ways: with a Pt-Pt/10%Rh, radiation-

corrected, uncoated thermocouple (bead diameter -_ 0.2 mm), and with Rayleigh scatter-

ing. For the thermocouple measurements, the measured temperatures were corrected for

radiative heat loss using the corrections found in Bradley and Matthews [1968]. For the

Rayleigh scattering measurements, the experimental apparatus used for the LIF mea-

surements was utilized with the following modifications. The power monitoring photo-

diode was moved to a location before the pressure vessel. For the McKenna burner, the

image of the entrance slit was reduced to 67ttm x 6.7 mm by reducing the entrance slit

width to 100ttm. For the Hencken burner, the height of the entrance slit was also reduced

to 2 ram, resulting in an entrance slit image of 67_tm x 1.3 ram. The excitation frequency

was changed to v--44355 cmX; this frequency does not cause significant interference from

NO fluorescence. The monochromator was also tuned for maximum detection of the

Raylcigh scattering signal at X-_225.4 nm. Finally, the Rayleigh scattering signal was

processed with a Stanford Research System SR250 boxcar avcrager and gated integrator,

using a 6-ns temporal gate width.
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3.3 Chemical Kinetics Modeling

Most of the experimental laminar flames, as well as a number of variations on these

flames, were investigated through computer modeling. The modeling of the chemical

kinetics was performed using the Sandia steady, laminar, one-dimensional, premixed

flame code [Kee et al., 1985]. This is a standard Fornan program that solves the species

conservation equations for the concentration of each species under consideration, the

density of the combustion products, and the flow velocity as a function of position above

the burner. If an energy equation solution is also desired, the code solves for the tem-

perature profile of the flame, considering conductive heat loss to the burner, but not con-

sidering radiative heat losses. The program uses Newton's method and time-stepping

procedures to solve the boundary value problem. In addition, the CHEMKIN-II computer

program library was used to process the chemical kinetics into a form which is appropriate

for use by the Sandia flame code [Kee et al., 1989]. The thermodynamic and transport

properties, required by the Sandia flame code for calculation of the species concentration

profiles, were provided by two reports from Sandia National Laboratories: Kee et aL

[1987] provided the thermodynamic property data base and Kee et al. [ 1986] provided the

transport property data base.

Three different elementary reaction mechanisms have been used as the chemical

kinetics input into the computer model. All three mechanisms are based on the mecha-

nism assembled by Glarborg et al. [1986] and are listed in Appendix A. The first mech-

anism used is taken from the set of elementary reactions listed by Drake and Blint [1991],

and will be referred to as "GMK-DB". This reaction mechanism considers 49 species and

over 200 elementary reactions. In their reaction mechanism, Drake and Blint [1991]

adopted most of the reaction mechanism in Glarborg et al. [1986]; however, they made a

few changes. These modifications include a change in the N20 +M _ N2 + 0 +M rate

parameters, which were altered based on the results of Hanson and Salirrtian [1984]. Also,
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the rate parameters for the CH +N_ _ HCN + N reaction were taken from Dean et al.

[1988] based on measurements in a high temperature shock tube. (New rate parameters

have since been proposed by Dean et al. [1991]. However, these new rate parameters lead

to a substantial increase in the [NO] calculated with the GMK-DB model. The [NO]

calculated with the new rate parameters was a factor of ,-7 times greater than that calcu-

lated with the Dean et al. [1988] parameters.) In addition, a propane reaction mechanism

was included [Drake et al., 1991; Blint, 1986]. Finally, pressure dependencies were added

for four reactions. The reaction rates for these were computed through Troe corrections

[Gardiner and Troe, 1984] for 3 hydrocarbon recombination reactions, and a

Lindemann-Hinshelwood correction [Kee et aL, 1989] for the N20 + M = N2 +O + M

reaction. The rate parameters for pressures of 0.98, 3.1, 6.1, and 9.2 arm are given by

Drake et al. [1991]. The rate parameters for 11.9 and 14.6 atrn were provided by Drake

and Blint [1992], and the rates for these four reactions are listed for all pressures in Table

3.1. These were incorporated directly into the chemical kinetics, and were used to model

the flames at 1.0, 3.05, 6.10, 9.15, 11.9 and 14.6 arm. The GMK-DB model was used for

the modeling of the high- and low-temperature C2[-I+/02/N2 flames and the low-

temperature C2H +/O 2/N 2 flames, and for the prediction of scattering coefficients for the

Rayleigh scattering measurements.

The second mechanism used was assembled by Miller and Bowman [1989], and will

be referred to as "MB". This mechanism is, for the most part, a revision of the Glarborg

et al. [1986] mechanism, and includes the modification of many reaction rate coefficients.

The updated mechanism accounts for the pressure dependencies of five different reac-

tions; in addition, convenient formulations are provided for the Troe, SRI, and

Lindemann-Hinshelwood correction parameters. The SRI technique is very similar to the

Troe approach, but uses a different form for the "center-broadening" parameter. These

correction parameters can be input directly into the CHEMKIN program, and the flame
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Reactionrates of pressure-dependent reactions in the GMK-DB mechanism.

The coefficients listed are for the formula k=A.TI.exp(-E,/RT).

Reaction A (s I) n E, (caYmole)

1.0 attn.

CH4 _ CH3 + H 4.4E+30 -5.158 104290.0

Czl-h _ CH3 + CH 3 3.9E+31 -4.810 91908.0

C,fls _ C:,H4 + H 3.1E+23 -3.384 42121.0

N20 _ N 2 + 0 1.2E+21 -3.313 65200.0

3.05 atm.

CH4 _ CH3 + H 3.2E+30 -5.016 104599.0

C,fle _ CH3 + CH3 3.2E+33 -5.346 92810.0

C_H5 _-_ C:/4 + H 3.2E+24 -3.577 42892.0

1720 _ N2 + 0 1.7E+20 -2.880 64115.0

6.1 atm.

CH4 _ CH3 + H 5.0E+30 -5.020 104853.0

CJ'16 _ CH3 + CH3 8.3E+30 -4.532 92034.0

C_/'/s _ C_/'4 + H 1.4E+24 -3.116 42588.0

N20 _ N2 + 0 1.2E+19 -2.474 63527.0

9.15 atm.

CH4 _-_ CH3 + H 7.9E+30 -5.048 105030.0

C,J-16_ CH3+ CH3 1.7E+29 -4.003 91510.0

C:_rt5 _ C,fl4 + H 6.7E+21 -2.693 42218.0

N20 _ N 2 -i- 0 1.4E+18 -2.169 63075.0

11.9 atm.

CH4 _ CH3 + H 9.2E+30 -5.049 105120.0

C2H6 _ CH3 + CH3 3.6E+29 -3,493 91201.0

C:_r'15_ Cj-I4 + H 8.8E+20 -2.414 41961.0

N20 _ N2 + 0 3.2E+17 -1.962 62765.0

14.6 atm.

CH4 _ CH3 + H 8.9E+30 -5.030 105166.0

Cz1-16_ CH3 + CH3 1.4E+29 -3.360 91082.0

CJ-I5 _ C-Jt4 + H 1.8E+20 -2.197 41756.0

N20 _ N2 + 0 9.4E+16 -1.794 62509.0
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were renamed:

[Miller, 1992].

flames.

code then computes the unimolecular reaction rate coefficients at any given pressure. This

form is more useful than the information provided by Drake and Blim [1991] and Drake

et al. [1991], which while usable over a range of pressures, is only truly applicable at a

few specific pressures. Finally, to allow utilization of the thermodynamic property and

transport property databases, two of the species in the Miller and Bowman mechanism

C3H3 was changed to H2CCCH, and C4H3 was changed to H2CCCCH

The MB model was used to model the low-temperature C2I-I_/Oz/N2

The third model used was a combination of the model for the H-C-O kinetics pro-

posed by Miller and Melius [1992] and the nitrogen kinetics from the GMK-DB model,

and will be known as "MIME-DB". This mechanism extends the MB model with the

inclusion of higher hydrocarbon chemistry. Itwas designed to model the rich combustion

of aliphatic fuels. While the model was also designed with sooting conditions in mind, the

mechanism is still applicable in rich, non-sooting flames [Miller et al., 1991]. We have

added the nitrogen kinetics from the GMK-DB model, based upon the success that was

achieved in the NO modeling with this mechanism. The MIME-DB model was used for

modeling the low-temperature C2H4/O2/_ 2 flames.

There have been some comparisons to [NO] measurements of the Glarborg et al.

[1986] model, the GMK-DB model, and the MB model. Glarborg et al. [1986] compared

their model to the measurements of Bartok et al. [1972] and Duterque et al. [1981] in

stirred reactors. These two studies made measurements of NO, formation as a function of

equivalence ratio for CH_/air combustion. Very good agreement was found between these

measurements and the chemical kinetics modeling of NO,. Drake et al. [1991] compared

measurements of NO in lean, laminar, premixed C2I-I6/02/N2 flames at high pressure to

the NO concentrations calculated using the GMK-DB model. Overall, the agreement

between measured and calculated profiles was qualitatively correct, but there tended to be
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some underprediction of [NO] below 6.1 ann, and overprediction of [NO] at 9.2 ann.

Drake and Blint [1991] also comparedthe GMK-DB model with the data of Heberling

[1977] in high-pressure C2H4/air flames. The results of this study showed that the

GMK-DB model predicted the flamefront NO to within a factor of two, and followed the

correct qualitative trends. The MB model has been compared by Miller and Bowman

[1989] to the NOx measurements of Bartok et al. [1972]. The agreement between the two

was found to be good, although the model tended to underpredict the NOx in very rich CH4

/air combustion. However, Garo et al. [1992] found that the MB mechanism generally

underpredicted measured NO concentrations in low-pressure CH4/02/NH3 flames. A

review of some comparisons of the model predictions to experimental results for various

other species can be found in Appendix B.

Table 3.2 lists the important keywords used in the solutions of the computer model

for each flame. A keyword is a tool used to specify the procedure to be employed by the

computer in the solution. A brief description of each is also provided in Table 3.2, and a

more thorough description of each can be found in Kee et al. [1985]. Typically, some of

the values of these variables were varied for different flames, in attempts to obtain con-

vergence of the solution. However, some values were fairly standard. The value of

XEND was always set at 5.0 cm or 10.0 cm, and was held constant for a specific fuel and

pressure. The four tolerances were typically set at 10_s. GRAD and CURV were usually

set at 0.20 and 0.40, respectively. These values remained fairly constant, with few

exceptions, for all the flames. Most of the time, the program was run to solve the coupled

energy-species equations (ENRG) for a burner stabilized flame (BURN), utilizing multi-

component diffusion (MULT). As an initial guess, the flame was estimated to be thin and

near the burner.
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Table 3.2 Important keywords used in computer modeling.

Keyword Description

BURN

TGIV
ENRG
USTG

RSTR

TIME
XEND

XCEN
WMIX
PRES
FLRT

GRAD

CURV
MOLE

ATOL

RTOL
ATIM

RT[M

MULT

VCOR

Solve problem as a burner-stabilized flame.
Solve f'Lxedtemperature case.

Solve coupled energy-species equations.
Solve using specified temperature profile in keyword file.

Solve using a previous solution as the initial guess.

Set the parameters for time integration (s).
Set position of the end of the computation interval (em).

Set estimate of the position of the center of the flame zone (cm).

Set esfmate of the width of the flame zone (cm).

Set the pressure at which the flame is burning (arm).

Set the cold gas flow rate flux (g/cm2-sec).

Controls number of grid points placed in regions of high gradient.

Controls number of grid points placed in regions of high curvature.
Report results in mole fi'actions.

Set absolute tolerance for termination of Newton integration.

Set relative tolerance for termination of Newton integration.

Set absolute tolerance for termination of time stepping.

Set relative tolerance for termination of time stepping.

Set use of multicomponent diffusion.

Transport option which corrects velocity formalism.
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While a solution of the coupled species-energy equations could be found, theoreti-

cally, for each flame by running an isolated case starting with the full reaction mechanism,

this procedure would be very time consuming. Obtaining a solution from scratch is

difficult, for success requires accurate guesses of the temperature profile and species

concentrations. To counteract these problems, an alternative solution method was devel-

oped. While different techniques were occasionally implemented in attempts to encour-

age solution convergence, the basic outline of the method is as follows.

1. Run a case for the flame of interest utilizing the reaction mechanism

without nitrogenous species. For instance, this eliminates 17 species and

over 60 reactions in the GMK-DB mechanism. Consider a fixed temper-

ature (keyword TEMP) case, using as accurate an estimate of the temper-

ature profile as possible (keyword USTG), and beginning with a small

number of grid points. The majority of the grid points should be near the

burner surface. This allows the first solution to be found without consid-

ering the energy equation, which the computer code has more difficulty

solving. Step 1 is typically only performed for the first lean and first rich

flame at a given pressure for a particular fuel.

2. Use the output from step 1 as the input for a combined energy-species

equation solution. Replace TEMP with ENRG, eliminate USTG, and

insert RSTR (for a restart t-de input). In addition, refine the solution by

increasing the number of grid points in the solution by decreasing the size

of "GRAD" and "CURV".

3. Modify the solution file (restart f'de) from step 2 to contain the additional

nitrogencous species and reactions; these species will have an initial con-

centration of zero throughout the entire flame. Use this to find the solution

of the combined energy-species equations for the full mechanism. Due to
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the size of the reaction mechanism, the complete lVITME-DB mechanism

was usually only solved with a fixed temperature profile for this step,

instead of the full energy solution. A test case was run, and the tempera-

ture profile from a full energy solution and the energy solution using the

reduced mechanism was found to differ by only 2-3 IC

4. Use the output from step 2 as the initial guess for the energy solution for a

flame with a similar stoichiometry. It is best if the equivalence ratio

changes by only 0.05 or 0.1. Once this is found, the furl mechanism can

be solved as in step 3. In addition, when starting a new pressure, a flame

with the same equivalence ratio from a different pressure can be used as

the initial guess at a new pressure.

For this work, the modification of the solution file required in step 3 was performed with

a computer program written by Inbody [1990]. A satisfactory number of grid points was

considered to be between 60 and 80, depending on the complexity of the flame.

The above solution technique was found to be adequate for obtaining a computer-

generated model of the flame structure. A flame could often be solved in several hours

using steps 2 and 3 and an appropriate previous solution as the initial guess. However,

several days were often needed to obtain the solutions of the first lean and rich flame at a

new pressure. Certain characteristics of the program were noticed, and solution strategies

were developed based on these. For instance, when beginning solutions at a new pressure,

the program usually preferred to go from a lower pressure to a higher pressure. So, for a

solution at 6.1 atm, convergence was more easily obtained by using a solution from a 3.05

atm flame than from a 9.15 atm flame as the restart file. In addition, when finding a

temperature profile via an energy solution, the program converged more easily if the new

temperature was higher than the initial guess (for changes of more than a few degrees).

Thus, lean flames could be solved in order of increasing equivalence ratio rather easily,
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but it was then very difficult to progress from a 0-1.0 flame to a (_=1.05 flame. It was

found to be easier to use a (_=0.80 flame solution as the initial guess for a rich flame than

to proceed to rich flames from a stoichiometric flame (which would require a drop in

temperature). Also, if one wished to find a t_=0.70 solution from a 0=0.80 flame, it was

usually best to provide an initial temperature guess 50-100 K lower than that calculated

for the 0=0.80 flame. To induce solution, it was occasionally necessary to temporarily

modify the size of the tolerances. Often, the number of grid points from one solution

needed to be reduced to form a coarser grid for the next solution to be achieved.

The computer modeling was performed on both a Sun Sparcstation 1, and on a Gould

PN9080 computer. Both computers gave identical results for a tested simulation. Due to

the relative speed of the machines, most of the modeling was done using the Gould com-

puter.

L_4_.Smmu 

In this chapter, the apparatus used for LIF measurements of NO and for temperature

measurements have been described. In addition, a description has been presented of the

NO modeling technique utilized in this study. A summary of the different reaction

mechanisms used for the modeling has also been presented. The combination of both an

experimental and a theoretical study can prove very useful in the determination of the

current understanding of a combustion process. In this case, the experimental NO data

allow assessment of the NO profiles predicted by the currently postulated chemical

kinetics for high-pressure, laminar, C2H6/O2 fN 2 and C2H4/O2_]" 2 flames.
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CHAFFER 4

LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS AND MODELING

OF NITRIC OXIDE IN HIGH-PRESSURE, LOW-TEMPERATURE

LAMINAR C2HJO2/N'_ FLAMES

4.1 Introduction

High-pressure combustion applications, such as gas-turbine engines, are a major

sourceof nitricoxide (NO) emissions.An importantgoalistominimize theNO produced

through combustion, forNO isapollutantwhich contributestoa varietyof environmental

problems. The achievement of thisgoalby combustion designersrequires,among other

things,a thorough understanding of the chemical kineticsinvolved in the production of

NO at high-pressure. Such understanding, in turn, mandates accurate in situ measure-

ments of NO concentration.

Quantitative measurements of NO concenlration can be obtained using both physical

techniques, such as probe-sampling [Heberling, 1977; Leonard and Correa, 1990; Drake

et al., 1991], and optical techniques, such as laser-induced fluorescence CLIF) [Morley,

1981, 1982; Chou et al., 1983; Cattolica et al., 1989; Heard et al., 1992; Reisel et al.,

1993]. Probe-sampling combined with chemilumineseent detection is advantageous since

it possesses a lower detection limit, is easier to use, and is less expensive than laser-based

methods. However, a physical probe can disrupt the flow field, potentially altering the

concentrations of radical species; moreover, such probes may not be able to withstand the

harsh conditions of practical combustion environments [Miller and Fisk, 1987]. These

disadvantages can be overcome by employing optical techniques. Optical procedures
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allow for remote sensing of numerous species in a variety of environments. Unlike sam-

piing probes, optical methods generally do not alter the combustion process; in addition,

many combustors are more readily adaptable to optical access than to physical sampling

probes. Finally, precise spatial resolution is achievable through the use of optical meth-

ods.

In this chapter, LIF measurements of NO in fiat, laminar, C2H6/02/N2 flames at

pressures up to 14.6 arm are presented. In addition, to evaluate the utility of current

chemical kinetics models at high pressure, the flames are modeled using two different

reaction mechanisms [Miller and Bowman, 1989; Drake and Blint, 1991]. Comparisons

between the modeling results and the LIF measurements provide a test of the ability of

these mechanisms to predict the effects of high pressure on NO emissions. The s'unilarity

of the predicted and measured pressure trends also indicates that the trends are real and not

an artifact of the measurement technique.

4.2 Laser-Induced Fluorescence Methodolo_

The laser system and optical layout used in performing the LIF measurements of NO

aredescribedinChapter3. The burnerusedforthemeasurementswas a 2.5-cmdiameter,

water-cooled,sintered-bronzeMcKcnna flat-flameburner.The burnerwas locatedinside

thehigh-pressurecombustionfacilitydescribedby Carteretal.[1989].

When performinga linearLIF measurement,one must be concernedwiththeeffects

of both laserpower fluctuationsand quenchingvariationson thefluorescencesignaL

Correctionsforlaserpower variationcanbc made by normalizingthefluorescencesignal

usingthemeasured laserpower. Quenching variationscan be handledina similarman-

net,however, measurement of thequenching ratecoefficientisnot a trivialtask.By

comparing measurements obtained using both LIF and laser-saturated fluorescence (LSF),

it has previously been found that the quenching variation over the flame conditions is not

significant at a given pressure [Reisel et al., 1993]. To develop a better appreciation of
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the flame conditions over which the NO fluorescence signal is not susceptible to signifi-

cant errors due to quenching variations, quenching rate coefficients in the post-flame zone

have been calculated using equilibrium concentrations and the quenching cross-sections

from Drake and Ratclfffe [1993]. The quenching rate coefficient per unit pressure, Q/P,

, '

can be calculated from

(4.1)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, Xi is the mole fraction of quenching

species i, gi is the quenching cross-section of NO with species i, and IA-is the reduced mass

between species i and NO. A plot of the results of this calculation for a variety of C_I-I_

/02/N2 flames (with a volumetric dilution ratio of 3.1) is shown in Fig. 4.1. In these

calculations, only the species studied by Drake and Ratcliffe [1993] were considered in

the calculations (N 2, 02, H20, CO2, CO, C_I-I_,H2, NO, H, OH, and O); these include the

dominant quenching species in the post-flame zone.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.1, the quenching variation over most temperatures for this

range of equivalence ratios in CaH_/02/N2 flames is relatively small However, if LIF

measurements were to be made in flames at the extremes of this region, the fluorescence

signal would need to be corrected for quenching variations. For instance, if the measured

fluorescence ratio between two flames at 4=1.0, T=1500 K and 4=1.4, T=2100 K was x,

then the actual fluorescence ratio (after quenching corrections) would be 1.55x. This

suggests that significant errors due to quenching variations could appear under some LIF

measurement conditions. However, for the range of the flame conditions in this investi-

gation, the quenching fluctuations after calibration at _=0.80, T=1700 K are less than

_15%, which is within the accuracy of the LIF measurements.
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Figure 4.1: Calculated quenching rate coefficient per unit pressure (arm _-s"_) in the

post-flame region for a series of C2HJO2/N2 flames at P'_2/l?o2= 3.1.
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4.3 Chemical Kinetics Modeling Calculations

NO is produced through three main reaction mechanisms [Drake and Blint, 1991]:

(1) the Zeldovich, or thermal-NO, mechanism [Zeldovich, 1946], (2) the N20-

intermediate mechanism [Wolfrum, 1972; Malte and Pratt, 1974], and (3) the prompt-NO

mechanism [Fenimore, 1971]. The amount of NO formed through each of these

mechanisms depends on the temperature, pressure, and equivalence ratio of the flame.

The details of these paths can be found in Chapter 2.

Most of the experimental flames in this study, as well as a number of variations on

these flames, were investigated through computer modeling. The modeling of the chem-

ical kinetics was performed using the Sandia steady, laminar, one-dimensional, premixed

flame code [Kee et al., 1985]. The details of the modeling can be found in Chapter 3.

Two different mechanisms have been used as the chemical kinetics input into the

computer model. Both are based on the comprehensive mechanism assembled by Glar-

borg et al. [1986]. The first mechanism (GMK-DB) is taken from the set of elementary

reactions listed by Drake and Blint [1991]. This reaction mechanism considers 49 species

and over 200 reactions. Drake and Blint [I991] adopted most of the reaction mechanism

from Glarborg et al. [1986]; however, they made a few modifications. These include the

introduction of pressure dependency into four unimolecular reactions, the addition of a

C_Hs reaction mechanism, and the introduction of rate parameters for

CH + N2 _ HCN +N based on measurements in a high temperature shock tube [Dean et

al., 1988]. The unimolecular rate parameters for pressures of 3.05, 6.1, 9.15, 11.9 and

14.6 atm are listed in Table 3.1.

The second mechanism (MB) was assembled by Miller and Bowman [1989]. This

mechanism is a revision of the Glarborg et al. [1986] mechanism, and includes the

modification of many reaction rate coefficients. To allow utilization of the thermody-
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namic property and transport property data bases, two of the species in the Miller and

Bowman mechanism were renamed: C3H3 was changed to H2CCCH, and C4H3 was

changed to H2CCCCH [Miller, 1992].

This work is concerned with high-pressure, low-temperature premixed flames.

Reisel et al. [1993] found that most of the NO is formed in the flamefront for

atmospheric-pressure versions of these flames. As mentioned in Chapter 3, modeling the

flamef_ont NO in such flames generally requires consideration of all three reaction

mechanisms. In particular, while the prompt-NO mechanism does not contribute to NO

production in the post-flame zone (where the measurements are taken), its inclusion

remains necessary, as almost all of the NO production in these flames occurs in the flame-

front, where the prompt-NO reaction path is important. The primary goal of the kinetics

modeling effort is to assess the ability of the kinetics models to predict the effects of

pressure on NO concemration. To do this, the solution of the coupled species-energy

equations is employed to determine the temperature profile in these flames. A burner

surface temperature of 300 K is used as a boundary condition to mimic heat loss to the

burner. While the calculated temperature profile will not agree precisely with the actual

temperature profile (leading to potential errors in quantitative agreement), the calculated

temperatures agree sufficiently with the measured temperatures to allow for accurate

assessment of the pressure trends.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Using the experimental apparatus described in Chapter 3, quantitative LIF mea-

surements of NO were performed in flat, laminar, high-pressure C2I-_/O2/N2 flames. Data

were obtained at five pressures over a range of 3.05-14.6 arm. The temperatures of these

flames, as measured with radiation-corrected Pt-Pt/10%Rh thermocouples in the post-

flame region, ranged from 1600 to 1850 K (precision +_30 K, accuracy +75 K). All of the
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flames had a dilution ratio (_YN2/Vo2)of 3.1. The total flow rates were held constant at each

pressure, and were as follows: 6.18 slpm (3.05 arm), 9.10 slpm (6.10 arm), 10.95 slpm

(9.15 atm), 12.75 slpm (11.9 atm), and 14.5 slpm (14.6 arm).

Originally it was intended to perform laser-saturated fluorescence (LSF) measure-

merits at high-pressure, as had been successfully demonstrated for the hydroxyl radical

[Carter et al., 1992]. This approach was desired so that the effects of changes in the

quenching environment could be neglected [Laurendeau and Goldsmith, 1989]. To

determine the extent of saturation of the 0.2(26.5) line of NO, the fluorescence signal was

measured as a function of laser power at each flame pressure. The laser power was

attenuated through the use of quartz plates, a borosilicate glass reflector (replacing one

turning mirror) and neutral density filters. The attenuation factor of each combination was

determined through Rayleigh scattering measurements.

Previously, a similar saturation curve was obtained for the R_(16.5) line of NO at

atmospheric pressure. This atmospheric data indicated that the transition is well saturated

[Reisel et al. , 1993]; however, saturation was found to become more difficult with

increasing pressures. Plots of the relative fluorescence signal vs. the relative laser power

are presented in Fig. 4.2 for pressures up to 6.1 atm. The atmospheric-pressure curve is

taken from Reisel et al. [1993] for the R1(16.5) line, and the other two curves are for the

0.2(26.5) line. Partial saturation still occurs at 3 atm, but at higher pressures, the fluores-

cence signal varies nearly linearly with laser power. The lack of saturation at high pres-

sures is most likely due to increased line broadening [Carter, 1992] as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3 presents laser excitation scans over the same spectral region for a _=0.80 flame

at three pressures. The apparent increase in background signal as the pressure is increased

is due to increased NO spectral line-broadening as opposed to increased fluorescence from

another species. The line-broadening, coupled with the compactness of the NO spectrum
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CzI_/02/N2 flames at different pressures. The equivalence ratio of each

flame was 0=0.80. Note that significant saturation behavior exists at I atm,

and some saturation occurs at 3.05 atm. However, the relationship is
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[Reisel et al., 1993], causes the wings of neighboring lines to be excited along with the

primary line. It is difficult to maintain saturation in the wings of these lines, and therefore

the addition of neighboring lines drives the broadband fluorescence towards linear

behavior. Although the primary line is still experiencing saturation, the broadband

detection scheme monitors the additional linear behavior of neighboring lines, and thus

brings the whole fluorescence behavior towards linearity.

Since the quenching environment for the flames at a given pressure is relatively

constant (Fig. 4.1), the linear fluorescence signal should be fairly insensitive to changes in

stoichiometry. Thus, the ratio of fluorescence signals for any two flames should give

approximately the ratio of NO number densities. This conclusion has been verified at

atmospheric pressure by demonstrating the excellent agreement between NO number

densities determined via LSF and LIF [Reisel, et al., 1993]. On this basis, the fluores-

cence signals at a given pressure were calibrated using the following procedure. Mea-

surements of the fluorescence voltage from the burnt-gas region of the ¢=0.80 flame were

obtained for three different levels of doped NO. It is assumed that the doped NO does not

react through the flame, and that the amount of NO found in this flame is small compared

to the amount of doped NO. The former assumption is supported by computer modeling,

which indicates that the burnt-gas NO concentration is equal to the doped NO concentra-

tion to within 5% for these lean flames.

The data from the three doping conditions, when plotted as fluorescence signal vs.

doped [NO], form a straight line. The slope of this line was used to obtain a fluorescence

voltage calibration, which was then applied to the fluorescence signal measured in the

undoped ¢=0.80 flame. The observed linear relationship further indicates that the NO

undergoes little reaction in this flame. NO concentrations in the other flames at the same

pressure were determined from the measured fluorescence signal using the NO concert-
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tration vs. signal voltage calibration determined in the _)=0.80 flame. With the nearly

constant quenching environment, corrections for any variation in quenching between

flames was deemed unnecessary.

By calibrating at each pressure, no corrections are required for both changes in the

quenching environment (due to pressure changes) and changes in the optical alignment

which results from maximizing the NO fluorescence signal at each pressure. This carl-

bration procedure also does not require corrections originating from changes in the spec-

tral linewidth due to pressure broadening, variations in spectral line overlap with pressure,

and changes in rotational energy transfer with pressure.

Table 4.1 presents, for a representative sample of the flames studied, a comparison

of the corrected thermocouple measurements with the flame temperatures found through

computer modeling for both the GMK-DB and the MB mechanisms. The results in Table

4.1, when coupled with previous thermocouple measurements and modeling of

atmospheric-pressure flames [Reisel, 1991], indicate that the temperatures calculated

using the GMK-DB reaction mechanism are fairly close to the measured temperatures,

particularly at lower pressures. However, due to an increase with pressure of the tem-

peratures calculated by the GMK-DB model, the temperatures calculated by the MB

model are closer to the experimentally measured temperatures at higher pressures. Due to

the differences between the measured and modeled temperatures, it will be important to

determine the sensitivity of the modeling results to small changes (:!:50 K) in temperature.

The temperatures calculated from the MB mechanism are consistently 50-100 K below

those determined from the GMK-DB mechanism. This may be due to the fact that the MB

mechanism predicts a flame-front location slightly closer to the burner than the GMK-DB

mechanism; this would lead to a larger heat loss to the burner for the MB mechanism.

Figures 4.4 - 4.6 present NO number density as a function of equivalence ratio at five

different pressures as found through LIF measurements (Fig. 4.4), the GMK-DB model
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the post-flame temperatures found through thcrmocouplc

measurements and through computer modeling, using the GMK-DB (1991)

and the MB (1989) reaction mechanisms, for various flames. All tcmpcra-
turns are in K.

Flame

Pressure

3.05

3.05

3.05

6.10

6.10

6.10

9.15

9.15

9.15

11.9

11.9

14.6

14.6

Thermocouple

0.80

1.00

1.20

0.80

1.00

1.20

0.80

1.00

1.20

0.80

1.00

0.80

1.00

Drake-Blint

Source of Temperature

Miller-Bowman

1730 1716 1666

1860 1835 1788

1790 1716 1681

1710 1714 1652

1830 1825 1774

1780 1707 1685

1700 1756 1647

1800 1859 1756

1750 1736 1678

1680 1778 1653

1790 1866 1764

1690 1802 1661

1800 1888 1767
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(Fig. 4.5), and the MB model (Fig. 4.6). The results are for 3 mm above the burner surface

for the flames up to 9.15 arm, and 2.5 mm above the burner for the flames at 11.9 and 14.6

arm. Prof'fles of [NO] vs. height above the burner were measured in several flames, and

the NO number density was found to be constant from 1.0 mm to 5.0 nun, indicating that

most of the NO was formed in the flamefront. Figure 4.7 presents examples of these

profiles, taken in _b=0.80 flames at four different pressures.

The LIF measurements of the post-flame zone [NO] shown in Fig. 4.4 have also been

tabulated in Table 4.2. The laser energy above the burner was -1 rnl/pulse. The LIF

measurements were corrected for laser power fluctuations; linearly for the flames at P

6.10 arm, and non-linearly based on the results of the saturation experiments for the flames

at 3.05 arm. The estimated detection limit is ~1 ppm. This limit could probably be

increased by using a larger slit width and/or a longer temporal detection window. Statis-

tical uncertainties (95% confidence level) in the relative measurements have been found

to be less than +7.5%. The propagation of errors analysis which is used to determine the

statistical uncertainties is described in Appendix C. However, estimated uncertainties in

the calibration procedure (due primarily to the repeatability of the NO calibration and

secondarily to the assumption of no NO destruction through the flame) lead to an uncer-

tainty in the accuracy of the quantitative measurements of :_.25%.

Note that all of the curves in Fig. 4.4 maintain the same basic shape; i.e., the NO

number density steadily increases with increasing equivalence ratio, peaks in a slightly

rich flame, and then rapidly decreases. However, as the pressure is increased, the equiv-

alence ratio corresponding to the point of peak NO shifts towards leaner conditions. This

can also be seen in Fig. 4.8, which shows the equivalence ratio at peak NO concentration

as a function of pressure, and also the variation with pressure of the points of half-peak

NO concentration.
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Table 4.2: Measured NO number densities(xl0"t3cm 3)in the C2HdO2/N2 flames ofthis

study. (NM indicatesno measurement atthiscondition.)

0.60

0.70

0.80

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

1.20

1.25

1.30

1.35

1.40

1.45

1.50

Pressure

3.05 6.10 9.15 11.9 14.6

3.7 5.7 10.0 24.6 30.5

5.7 7.8 13.6 34.4 38.9

8.5 11.7 19.9 50.5 62.4

14.4 17.9 35.2 86.2 102

NM NM NM 105 129

21.1 31.5 58.7 131 154

NM NM 60.0 140 153

29.2 40.9 61.5 137 136

32.1 41.4 56.7 98.1 102

33.1 35.2 56.7 63.1 62.0

32.7 _.2 38.7 19.3 35.7

_.0 11.9 _.5 12.3 20.1

17.9 NM NM NM NM

8.4 3.5 4.9 10.1 10.7

4.6 NM NM NM NM

2.6 2.7 4.8 NM NM
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Figure 4.5 indicates that the GMK-DB reaction mechanism predicts with good

accuracy the post-flame NO concentrations under most conditions. The plots of NO

concentration vs. equivalence ratio found through computer modeling follow the same

general trends as the experimentally measured NO concentration with pressure; i.e., the

equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak NO concentration shifts towards leaner

conditions with increasing pressure. In addition, at each pressure, the predictions show a

rising NO concentration with increasing equivalence ratio, through a peak value in slightly

rich flames, followed by a rapid drop-off in NO concentration. However, the results found

using the GMK-DB mechanism also display a few inconsistencies with the measurements.

While the quantitative agreement appears to be quite good in the lean flames, the

predictions tend to be higher than the measurements near the peak NO concentrations,

especially at 6.10 and 9.15 atm. In addition, the drop-off from the peak NO concentration

appears to occur more slowly in the predictions than in the measurements under rich

conditions, and more quickly under lean conditions. The quantitative inconsistencies at

6.10 and 9.15 atm are significant, but perhaps should be taken as anomalies in the

generally good agreement, rather than an indication of a serious problem in the under-

standing of the chemical kinetics. As will be seen, small errors in the modeling

temperature can lead to significant variations in the predicted results. In fact, due to the

general increase in calculated flame temperatures with pressure (as compared to the fairly

consistent measured temperatures listed in Table 4.1), the predicted increase in NO

number density with pressure may be slightly greater than that actually occurring. This

feature, coupled with the uncertainties in the measurements, may place the measurements

and modeling in better agreement than shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. However, the

remaining inconsistencies, such as the underprediction of the NO concentrations in lean

flames, appear at each pressure, and thus indicate that work may be needed on the kinetics

under these conditions.
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The results for the MB mechanism are shown in Fig. 4.6. The predicted pressure

trends foUow the expected behavior, and the equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak

NO concentration shifts towards leaner conditions with increasing pressure. In addition,

the NO concentration increases gradually with increasing equivalence ratio, and then

rapidly drops after reaching the peak NO concentration. In fact, the relative behavior of

the [NO] vs. equivalence ratio curves as a function of pressure is more accurate for the MB

model than for the GMK-DB model for lean flames. However, the MB mechanism greatly

underpredicts the NO concentrations measured in these flames. (Note that the NO con-

centration axis in Fig. 4.6 is scaled at 1/5 the size of that in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5.) Similar

discrepancies were noted by Garo et al. [1992] in their comparisons between

measurements and MB modeLing of low-pressure CH4/O2/NH3 flames. Unlike the rela-

tively minor quantitative discrepancies found for the GMK-DB mechanism, these results

indicate that modifications are necessary in the MB reaction mechanism; the reasons

behind the underprediction of [NO] will be discussed later.

Figure 4.8 can be used to compare the qualitative behavior and accuracy of the two

mechanisms with respect to variations in pressure. As can be seen, both mechanisms

predict with good accuracy the equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak NO concen-

tration, although the GMK-DB mechanism does this slightly better. The GMK-DB

mechanism is also better at predicting the location of the half peak NO concentration on

the rich side; however, the MB mechanism is more accurate on the lean side. This indi-

cates that some of the qualitative disagreement found for lean flames when using the

GMK-DB mechanism might be removed with judicious application of the elementary

reactions in the MB mechanism. Finally, it appears that both mechanisms give roughly

the same sized band of equivalence ratios for those flames having an NO concentration

equal to at least half the peak NO concentration.
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At this point it should be noted that the above comparisons and observations may

only apply for C.zH_/Oz/N2 flames. The results of the chemical kinetics modeling could

be greatly affected by fuel type. Nitric oxide is produced mostly through the prompt-NO

reaction path at the lower temperatures of these flames, and this path depends strongly on

the type of fuel. The GMK-DB and MB mechanisms were developed primarily for CH4,

whose structure is similar to C.zH_. However, the same level of agreement may not hold

for non-paraffmic fuels.

In an attempt to determine the reasons for the severe underprediction of NO con-

centration encountered when using the MB mechanism, several variations on both the

reaction mechanism and the associated temperature profile have been considered. The

results produced by these variations at 9.15 atm are shown in Fig. 4.9 as a representative

sample of this work. The factors which were of most concern were the lower predicted

temperature for the MB mechanism compared to that found with the GMK-DB mecha-

nism and the different rate coefficient used for the primary prompt-NO reaction, i.e.,

CH +N 2 _-_ HCN +N (F1). In addition, the bib mechanism includes the reaction

CH + 1-120 _ CH20 + H, (MB32)

which depletes a large amount of the CH in the flame. Figure 4.9 contains plots of the

results of the energy solution for the GMK-DB mechanism, and four variations on the MB

mechanism: (1) the previously shown energy solution; (2) use of the temperature profile

from the energy solution and the Dean et al. (1988) rate coefficient for reaction (F1); (3)

case (2) with the removal of reaction (MB32); and (4) case (3) with the temperature profile

found via the GMK-DB mechanism. The results, at all the pressures, indicate that the

changes associated with case (4) (MB-4 in Fig. 4.9) provide a solution on par with the

GMK-DB mechanism in terms of quantitative agreement with the LIF measurements.
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The large change in [NO] obtained upon the removal of reaction (MB32) indicates that the

inclusion of this reaction requires refinement of the remainder of the kinetics model to

account for the underprediction of NO concentrations at high pressure.

Another factor requiting investigation is the effect of small temperature variations

on the modeling results. Typical solutions are shown in Fig. 4.10 for the 9.15 atm flames.

Here, 50 K has been added and subtracted from the temperature profile found by the

energy solution for the GMK-DB mechanism. As can be seen, these small temperature

fluctuations strongly affect the quantitative agreement with LIF measurements, but not the

qualitative behavior of the model results. Therefore, the choice of the energy solution is

an acceptable modeling technique for the purpose of assessing the influence of pressure

on NO behavior. However, discrepancies in quantitative agreement by as much as a factor

of two can occur for a temperature disparity of only -100 K. Thus, precise quantitative

comparisons require that the flames be modeled using an accurately measured flame

temperature profile; unfortunately, these are very difficult to obtain experimentally in

high-pressure flames.

It is also of interest to determine the relative contributions of each NO-production

path to the total NO contribution. To do this, the GMK-DB model has been run for three

cases: (1) with the N20-intermediate and thermal-NO reactions removed, (2) with the

thermal-NO reactions removed, and (3) with the complete mechanism. For each scheme,

the temperature profile used was that found from the energy solution of the GMK-DB

model. This procedure allows detemaination of the contributions from each mechanism.

Representative results are shown in Fig. 4.11 for the flames at 9.15 atm. As can be seen,

NO production in the rich flames is dominated by the prompt-NO reactions, while all three

paths are important in the lean flames. This finding confirms previous results [Drake et

al, 1991], and also indicates that it may be sufficient to model many rich flames without

the thermal and NzO-intermediate paths.
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It is important to determine the reasons for the shift in peak NO concentration

towards leaner conditions with increasing pressure. One possibility is that this behavior

is related to the location of the flame front, which moves closer to the burner surface with

increasing pressure. The distance of the flame from the burner is an important factor in

the resulting flame temperature [Ferguson and Keek, 1979]. However, this possibility is

discounted for two reasons. First, plots of flame front location vs. equivalence ratio (as

determined by the location of maximum [CHI from the GMK-DB mechanism) are similar

in shape at each pressure; the flame is closest to the burner in stoichiometrie and slightly

rich flames, and then moves further away from the burner for richer or leaner flames.

Second, data taken at 3 atm for two sets of flames with different total flow rates (which

alters the location of the flame front for a given stoichiometry) indicates that the shape of

the [NO] vs. equivalence ratio curve does not change substantially with total flow rate, and

that the peak [NO] occurs at the same equivalence ratio.

Kinetic modeling indicates that the few pressure-dependent reactions in the reaction

mechanisms are also not responsible for the shift in peak NO concentration with pressure,

as changes in specific reaction rates at different pressures did not significantly affect the

results. Instead, it appears that this shift is primarily caused by the increasing importance

at higher pressures of CH production from CH2 and OH in near-stoichiometric flames; i.e.,

CH 2 + OH _ CH + tt20 (GMK-DB52)

In the following discussion, "maximum concentration" refers to the highest coneenuation

as a function of distance above the burner in a given flame at a given pressure, while "peak

concentration" refers to the highest concentration when the maximum concentration is

plotted as a function of equivalence ratio at a given pressure.

The shift in peak NO concentration with pressure is directly caused by a shift in the

equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak CH concentration; this is to be expected as the

majority of NO in rich flames is formed through the prompt-NO path, which is dominated
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Figure 4.12: Calculated maximum CH concentrations using the GMK-DB mechanism

as a function of pressure and equivalence ratio. Note that the shift in peak

[NO] with increasing pressure is mimicked by that for [CH].
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by reaction (F1). This shift is apparent in Fig. 4.12, which shows the maximum CH

concentration vs. pressure for flames of varying equivalence ratio. The maximum [CH]

drops for each equivalence ratio with increasing pressure, but drops more rapidly for

richer flames. The result is that the equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [CH]

decreases with increasing pressure in a manner similar to that for peak [NO] vs. pressure

(see Fig. 4.8). However, the question remains as to why the equivalence ratio corre-

sponding to the peak [CH'] shifts towards leaner conditions with rising pressure.

CH is formed from both CH2 and Call through reaction GMK-DB52 above, plus the

following reactions:

and

CH2 + H 6..) CH + H2

CH 2 + 0 6-, CH + OH

(GMK-DB47)

(GMK-DB50)

CzI-I + 0 _ CH + CO (GMK-DB120)

While a plot of the maximum C2H concentration as a function of pressure and equivalence

ratio indicates considerable shifting in the equivalence ratio corresponding to peak [C.2H],

the rate of reaction GMK-DB 120 is too small in comparison to the sum of the rates of

GMK-DB47, 50, and 52 (< 0.3%) to induce a significant shift in the peak [CH].

A plot of the variation in the maximum CH2 concentration as a function of pressure

and equivalence ratio is shown in Fig. 4.13. As can be seen, many similarities exist

between the curves in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13; however, the equivalence ratio curves in Fig.

4.13 are not in the same order as in Fig. 4.12. Table 4.3 presents the forward reaction rates

for reactions GMK-DB47, 50 and 52 at qb=l.0, 1.1, and 1.25, for five different pressures.

These rates were calculated at the location corresponding to the highest rate of [CH]

production. Similar results were found at the location of maximum [CH'] in the flames.

The modest effect of pressure on these reaction rates stems from the strong reduction in

the concentrations of CH2, OH, O, and H with increasing pressure.
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Figure 4.13: Calculated maximum CH2 concentrations using the GMKoDB mechanism

as a function of pressure and equivalence ratio. Note that the. order of the

flames at a given pressure differs from that of CH in Fig. 4.12. Changes in

the rate of CH formation with equivalence ratio and pressure cause the

different order for CH compared to CHz.
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Table 4.3: Forward reaction rates of CH forming reactions at location of maximum rate

of [CI-I] production. Listed are the rates of the CH2+(H,O,OH) reactions

(GMK-DB47, GMK-DB50, GMK-DB52), and the sum of the three rates.

qb--1.00

_=1.10

_=1.25

i ii

Pressure GMK-DB47 GMK-DB50 GMK-DB52 Sum

(atm) Rate Rate Rate

(mole.cm-3.s -l) (mole.em-3.s -l) (mole.em-3,s -1)

3.04 5.07E-5 9.52E-7 7.91E-5 1.31E-4

6.10 7.40E-5 1.57E-6 1.71E-4 2.46E-4

9.15 8.58E-5 2.09E-6 2.83E-4 3.71E-4

11.9 7.87E-5 1.98E-6 2.92E-4 3.72E-4

14.6 1.12E-4 3.65E-6 5.94E-4 7.09E-4

3.04 1.02E-4 9.76E-7 8.68E-5 1.90E-4

6.10 1.84E-4 1.89E-6 2.23E-4 4.09E-4

9.15 2.08E-4 2.19E-6 3.21E-4 5.31E-4

11.9 1.72E-4 1.74E-6 2.62E-4 4.36E-4

14.6 1.96E-4 2.08E-6 3.50E-4 5.49E-4

3.04 1.16E-4 6.53E-7 5.20E-5 1.69E-4

6.10 1.44E-4 7.59E-7 7.57E-5 2.20E-4

9.15 1.61E-4 8.68E-7 1.10E-4 2.72E-4

11.9 1.89E-4 9.24E-7 1.31E-4 3.21E-4

14.6 1.21E-4 6.65E-7 8.70E-5 2.08E-4
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One can see from the sum of the reaction rates listed in Table 4.3 that, as the pressure

increases, the near-stoichiometric flames become more "efficient", relative to the rich

flames, at producing CH from CH2. Table 4.3 also indicates that the rates of reactions

GMK-DB47 and GMK-DB50 remain relatively constant with pressure. However, the rate

of reaction GMK-DB52 varies significantly with pressure for the ¢_=1.00 flame, and to a

lesser degree for the (I)=1.10 flame. This indicates that reaction GMK-DB52 gains

importance in the CH formation process as the pressure increases for near-stoichiometric

flames. This effect of pressure, in turn, explains why the order of the maximum [CH]

differs from that of the maximum [CHz] at a given pressure, leading to the shifting

behavior in the peak [CH]. In summary, the shift in equivalence ratio corresponding to

the peak [NO] toward leaner conditions with pressure is caused by a similar shift in the

peak [CH], which is caused by the variation with pressure and equivalence ratio of the rate

of CH production from CH2 and OH.

The above reasoning is clearly based on the currently accepted kinetics models for

NO formation. Future changes in the chemical kinetics might result in a new explanation

for the pressure-dependent shifting behavior [Bozzetli et al., 1993]. However, owing to

the good qualitative agreement between the chemical kinetics models and the LIF data,

major modifications to the existing kinetics models are not anticipated. While fine tuning

of the models appears necessary, this should not change the explanation for the shifting

behavior.

Similarly, the comparison of the GMK-DB and biB results to the LIF data should

not be construed as favoring one model over the other. The sensitivity of the predicted

NO concentrations to small variations in flame temperature strongly suggests caution

when making quantitative comparisons to model predictions. Considering the importance

of reaction (MB32), the good agreement between the LIF data and the GMK-DB results

could easily be fortuitous. On the other hand, the poor agreement with the MB model
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indicates that further work is surely necessary.

The feasibility of LIF measurements of NO down to ~1 ppm in low-temperature,

premixed laminar flames at pressures up to 14.6 atm has been demonstrated. For C-aI-I_/O2

/N2 flames, the equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak NO concentration shifts

towards lower equivalence ratios with increasing pressure. Comparisons between the

measurements and two chemical kinetics models indicate that the GMK-DB model

accurately predicts the pressure trends found in the measurements, and also provides

generally good agreement with the measured NO concentrations. However, the MB

model while correctly predicting the pressure trends, significantly underprediets the NO

concentrations in these flames; this indicates that modification of the MB model may be

necessary for high-pressure flames. In addition, most of the NO produced in these flames

arises from the prompt-NO reaction path. Finally, the shift in peak NO concentration

towards lower equivalence ratios with increasing pressure appears to be primarily due to

the increase in importance, in near-stoichiometric flames, of the reaction forming CH from

CH_ and OH.
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CHAPTER 5

QUANTITATIVE LIF MEASUREMENTS AND MODELING OF NO

IN HIGH-PRESSURE C_FI4/O2/N2 FLAMES

5.1 Introduction

High-pressure combustion applications, such as gas-turbine engines, are a major

source of nitric oxide (NO) emissions. As the environmental problems caused by high NO

emissions grow, it has become imperative to reduce NO emissions from combustion

processes. The achievement of this goal by combustion designers requires, among other

things, a thorough understanding of the chemical kinetics involved in the production of

NO at high-pressure. Such understanding, in turn, mandates accurate in situ measure-

merits of NO concentration.

Quantitative measurements of NO concentration earl be obtained using both physical

techniques, such as probe-sampling [Heberling, 1977; Leonard and Correa, 1990; Drake

et al., 1991], and optical techniques, such as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) [Morley,

1981, 1982; Chou et al., 1983; Cattolica et al., 1989; Heard et al., 1992; Reisel et al.,

1993]. Probe-sampling combined with chemiluminescent detection is advantageous since

it possesses a lower detection limit, is easier to use, and is less expensive than laser-based

methods. However, a physical probe can disrupt the flow field, potentially altering the

concentrations of radical species; moreover, such probes may not be able to withstand the

harsh conditions of practical combustion environments [Miller and Fisk, 1987]. These

disadvantages can be overcome by employing optical techniques. Optical procedures

allow for remote sensing of numerous species in a variety of environments. Unlike sam-
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piing probes, optical methods generally do not alter the combustion process; in addition,

many combustors are more readily adaptable to optical access than to physical sampling

probes. FinaLly, precise spatial resolution is achievable through the use of optical meth-

ods.

The feasibility of making quantitative LIF measurements of NO in C..J_/02/N2

flames up to 14.6 atm has been demonstrated in Chapter 4. These results showed that the

equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [NO] at a given pressure shifts towards leaner

conditions with increasing pressure. In addition, the measured pressure shift was suc-

cessfuUy modeled using two chemical kinetics schemes [Miller and Bowman, 1989;

Drake and Blint, 1991]; the model from Drake and Biint [1991] also provided good

quantitative agreement with the measured NO concentrations.

In this chapter, this work is extended by presenting LIF measurements of NO in fiat,

laminar, C2I-I4/O2_ 2 flames at pressures up to 11.9 arm. By comparing NO measurements

obtained from two different excitation lines, the internal consistency of the LIF procedure

is verified. These measurements also allow for investigation into whether the shifting

behavior is limited to paraffinic fuels (like ethane), or if, as anticipated, it is a more uni-

versal phenomenon. In addition, by modeling the flames using two different reaction

mechanisms, the ability of current chemical kinetics schemes to predict [NO] in

high-pressure C2H4/02/N2 flames is evaluated. One of these is the Glarborg-Miller-Kee

model as modified by Drake and Blint (GMK-DB) [Glarborg et al., 1986; Drake and Blint,

1991]; the other is the hydrocarbon scheme of Miller and Melius [1992] combined with

the nitrogen kinetics of the GMK-DB model (MIME-DB). Comparisons between the

predicted results and the LIF measurements provide a test of the ability of these mecha-

nisms to predict the effects of high pressure on NO emissions from premixed ethylene

flames.
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5.2 Laser-Induced Fluorescence Methodoloev

The laser system and optical layout used in performing the LIF measurements of NO

are described in Chapter 3. The burner used for the measurements was a 2.5-cm diameter,

water-cooled, sintered-bronze McKenna fiat-flame burner. The burner was located inside

the high-pressure combustion facility described by Carter et al. [1989].

When performing a linear LIF measurement, one must be concerned with the effects

of both laser power fluctuations and quenching variations on the fluorescence signal. One

way to avoid such effects is to employ laser-saturated fluorescence (I.,SF), which has been

previously applied with broadband detection to NO at atmospheric pressure [Reiscl et al.,

1993]. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, saturated conditions are difficult to maintain

for NO measurements above 3 atrn. For linear fluorescence measurements, corrections for

laser power fluctuations can be made by normalizing the fluorescence signal using the

measured laser power. Quenching variations could be handed in a similar manner;,

however, the measurement of quenching rate coefficients is not a trivial task. By com-

paring measurements obtained using both linear and saturated LIF, it has been previously

found that quenching variations at a given pressure are not significant for the previous

range of flame conditions [Reisel et al., 1993]. To confm'n that this result is also true for

the CaH4/O2/N2 flames of this study, the quenching rate coefficients have been calcdated

in the post-flame zone using equilibrium concentrations and the quenching cross-sections

from Drake and Ratcliffe [1993]. The quenching rate coefficient per unit pressure, Q/P,

can be calculated from

Q 1 { 8kT "_o.n . Xioi

, (5.1)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, Xi is the mole fraction of quenching

species i, oi is the quenching cross-section of NO with species i, and _t_is the reduced mass
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between species i and NO. Only the species studied by Drake and Rat_liffe [1993] were

considered for the calculations (N 2, 02, H20, CO2, CO, C2I-I6,H_, NO, H, OH, and O);

these include the dominant quenching species in the post-flame zone.

The quenching variation proves to be relatively small (<15%) over most of the flame

conditions for which linear fluorescence is required (P _ 6.1 arm) in the C2H,/02/N2

flames. A few of the flames with ___1.4 have quenching rate coefficients which vary from

the calibration flame by ~20%; however, even this difference is less than the uncertainty

in the measurements. Greater differences would arise if the linear fluorescence mea-

surements were extended to flames having larger equivalence ratios (_)=1.8); however,

measurements at these equivalence ratios were only performed at lower pressures, for

which LSF was employed.

5.3 Chemical Kinetics Modelin_ Calculations

NO is produced through three main reaction mechanisms [Drake and Blint, 1991]:

(1) the Zeldovich, or thermal-NO, mechanism [Zeldovich, 1946], (2) the NzO-

intermediate mechanism [Wolf-rum, 1972; Malte and Pratt, 1974], and (3) the prompt-NO

mechanism [Fenimore, 1971]. The amount of NO formed through each of these

mechanisms depends on the temperature, pressure, and equivalence ratio of the flame.

The details of these paths earl be found in Chapter 2.

Most of the experimental flames in this study, as well as a number of variations on

these flames, were investigated through computer modeling. The modeling of the chem-

ical kinetics was performed using the Sandia steady, laminar, one-dimensional, premixed

flame code [Kee et al., 1985]. The details of the modeling can be found in Chapter 3.

Previously, Reisel et al. [1993] found that most of the NO produced in

atmospheric-pressure versions of similar low-temperature CaI-I_/O_/N 2flames is produced

in the flamefront rather than in the post-flame region. Owing to the similar temperatures

of the C2H4/O2/N2 flames of this study, it is expected that there will again be little post-
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flame thermal-NO production. As discussed in Chapter 3, modeling the flarnefront NO in

such flames generally requires consideration of all three reaction mechanisms. In

particular, while the prompt-NO mechanism does not contribute to NO production in the

post-flame zone (where the measurements are taken), its inclusion remains necessary

since most of the NO produced in the flamefront is related to the prompt-NO pathway.

The primary goal of the kinetics modeling effort is to assess the ability of the kinetics

models to predict the effects of pressure on NO concentration. To do this, the solution of

the coupled speeies-energy equations is employed to determine the temperature profile in

these flames. A burner surface temperature of 300 K is used as a boundary condition to

mimic heat loss to the burner. While the calculated temperature profile will not agree

precisely with the actual temperature profile (leading to potential errors in quantitative

agreement), the calculated temperatures agree sufficiently with the measured tempera-

tures to allow for accurate assessment of the pressure trends.

Two different mechanisms have been used as the chemical kinetics scheme for the

computer model. Both are based on the comprehensive mechanism assembled by Glar-

borg et al. [1986]. The fwst mechanism (GMK-DB) is taken from the set of elementary

reactions listed by Drake and Blint [1991]. This reaction mechanism considers 49 species

and over 200 reactions. Drake and Blint [1991] adopted most of the reaction mechanism

from Glarborg et al. [1986]; however, they made a few modifications. These include the

introduction of pressure dependency into four unimolecular reactions, the addition of a

C3Hs reaction mechanism, and the introduction of rate parameters for the reaction

CH + N 2 ,--> HCN + N (RI)

based on measurements in a high temperature shock tube [Dean et aL, 1988]. The uni-

molecular rate parameters at pressures of 1.0, 3.05, 6.1, 9.15, and 11.9 atm are listed in

Table 3.1.
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The second mechanism (MIME-DB) is a combination of the hydrocarbon mecha-

nism assembled by Miller and Melius [1992] and the nitrogen kinetics of the GMK-DB

model. The Miller-Melius mechanism was designed to model rich combustion of

aliphatic fuels such as ethylene and acetylene. The mechanism contains most of the

Miller-Bowman [1989] mechanism for modeling small hydrocarbon species, and adds

many larger hydrocarbon compounds. Due to the size of this mechanism, the coupled

species-energy equations were not solved for the complete mechanism. Rather, only the

hydrocarbon kinetics were solved using the coupled species-energy solution; the entire

mechanism was then solved using the temperature profile from this partial solution. A

sample case was run with the full mechanism using the energy solution, and the temper-

ature profile from the reduced and full mechanisms were found to be nearly identical.

5.4 Results and Discussion

Quantitative LIF measurements of NO were performed in flat, laminar, high-

pressure C_HJO2/Ne flames. Data were obtained at five pressures over a range of 1.0-11.9

atm. The purity of the CzH4 was greater than 99.9%. The temperatures of these flames,

as measured with radiation-corrected Pt-Pt/10%Rh thermocouples in the post-flame

region, ranged from 1600 to 1850 K (precision :L30 K, accuracy 4-75 K). A few of the

temperature measurements are listed in Table 5.1. All of the flames had a dilution ratio

_se/Voz) of 3.1. The total flow rates were held constant at each pressure, and were as

follows: 3.5 slpm (1.0 atm), 6.18 slpm (3.05 atm), 9.10 slpm (6.10 atm), 10.95 slpm (9.15

atm), and 12.75 slpm (11.9 atm).

To avoid possible errors due to changes in the quenching environment, it would be

desirable to apply laser-saturated fluorescence O.,SF) to the NO measurements [Reisel et

al., 1993]. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, the broadband LIF signal resulting from
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Radiation-corrected thermocouple measurements (K) of selected C_H4/O2/N2

flames. The temperatures listed at _--1.4 for flames at 6.1 and 9.15 arm were

actually measured at 07=1.35. The precision is :!:30 K and the accuracy is
+75 K.

0.90

1.20

1.40

Pressure (atm)

1.00 3.05 6.10 9.15 11.9

1625 1650 1640 1635 1645

1810 1785 1740 1710 1690

1840 1750 1740 1725 1695

excitation of the 0.2(26.5) transition of NO does not remain saturated above 3 atm; in fact,

the LIF measurements display a linear variation of fluorescence signal with laser power at

pressures greater than 6 atm. However, as discussed above, the quenching variation with

equivalence ratio at a given pressure is small, thus allowing for quantitative measurements

of NO despite neglecting the variation in quenching rate coefficient. The measurements

discussed below were obtained with a laser energy of ~1 rnJ/pttlse; these represent

well-saturated LIF measurements at 1 atm, partially-saturated measurements at 3.05 atm,

and linear LIF measurements at 6.1, 9.15, and 11.9 atm. Linear corrections were made for

laser power fluctuations at pressures above 6.1 atm, non-linear corrections were made at

3.05 atm, and no corrections were made at 1 atm.

The measurements were calibrated using the following procedure, applied at each

pressure. Measurements of the fluorescence voltage from the burnt-gas region of the

_=0.90 flame were obtained for several different levels of doped NO. It is assumed that
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thedopedNO does not react through the flame, and that the amount of NO found in this

flame is small compared to the amount of doped NO. The former assumption is supported

by computer modeling, which indicates that the burnt-gas NO concentration is equal to the

doped NO concentration to within 5% for these lean flames.

The data from several doping conditions, when plotted as fluorescence signal vs.

doped [NO], form a straight line. The slope of this line was used to obtain a fluorescence

voltage calibration, which was then applied to the fluorescence signal measured in the

undoped t_=0.90 flame. The observed linear relationship further indicates that the NO

undergoes little reaction in this flame. NO concentrations in the other flames at the same

pressure were determined from the measured fluoreseenoe signal using the NO concen-

tration vs. signal voltage calibration determined in the 0=0.90 flame. Since only small

changes occur in the quenching environment at a given pressure, corrections for any

variation in quenching between flames was deemed unnecessary. Quenching corrections

approaching +_20% would only occur for those LIF measurements at P'e6.1 atm and 0>1.4.

Thus, by calibrating at each pressure, it is not necessary to make corrections for changes

in the quenching environment due to pressure, or for changes in the optical alignment

which result from maximizing the NO fluorescence signal at each pressure. This cali-

bration procedure also allows us to neglect changes in the spectral linewidth due to pres-

sure broadening, variations in the spectral line overlap with pressure, and changes in

rotational energy transfer with pressure.

The results of the LIF measurements are shown in Fig. 5.1, and are tabulated in Table

5.2. The measurements were taken in the post-flame zone, 3 mm above the burner surface

at each pressure except at I atm, for which the measurements were taken at 5 mm above

the burner surface. The trends in the data are very similar to those found for previous LIF

measurements in C2H6/O2/N2 flames (Chapter 4). As the equivalence ratio increases, the

[NO] rises steadily through a rich peak and then rapidly decreases. In addition, the peak
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[NO] at a given pressure shifts towards leaner conditions with increasing pressure. The

latter feature was anticipated, based upon the analysis in Chapter 4 for ethane flames,

which suggested that the shift was primarily due to the reaction

CH 2 + OH 6-> CH + H20 , (R2)

which promotes CH production at leaner conditions with increasing pressure. In the

region of maximum CH production, the forward reaction rate dominates (-40 times

greater). In general, CH is produced from CH2 through reactions with OH, O, and H. As

the pressure increases, the near-stoichiometric flames become more "efficient", relative to

the rich flames, at producing CH from CH 2. This improved efficiency is due primarily to

the increasing importance of reaction (R2). The [O] and [H] decrease steadily with

increasing pressure, as does the [OH] in moderately rich flames. However, the [OH] does

not decrease as rapidly with pressure in slightly rich flames. Consequently, the peak [NO]

shifts towards stoichiomelric conditions with increasing pressure. The similar behavior of

ethane and ethylene flames suggests that reaction (R2) is the basis for a universal NO

phenomenon during high-pressure hydrocarbon combustion.

To verify the consistency of the LIF method, a comparison is made of measurements

of [NO] using two different excitation lines. Sample results for this study are presented in

Fig. 5.2. Here, the LIF measurements are performed using both the Q2(26.5) line and the

R_(18.5) line. Based on Boltzrnann fraction calculations, the fluorescence from the

R_(18.5) line should depend more strongly on temperature than that from the Qz(26.5)

line; therefore, the R_(18.5) line is a less desirable line to use for an LIF measurernenL

Figure 5.2 presents the results of the measurements from 3.05 to 9.15 atm; the results were

similar at 1 atm and at 11.9 atm. As can be seen from the comparative measurements,

there appears to be little if any difference attributable to the excitation transition. The
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180 C2H4 • LIF

1.6 1.8 2.0

Equivalence Ratio

Figure 5.1: LIF measured NO concentrations in high-pressure C2I-L/O_/N2 flames. The
measurements were taken 5 mm above the burner for the 1.0 atm flames, and

3 mm above the burner for the high-pressure flames. The dilution ratio was

3.1 for all flames, and the total flow rates were 3.50 slpm (1.0 atm), 6.18
slpm (3.05 atm), 9.1 slpm (6.10 atm), 10.95 slpm (9.15 atm), and 12.75 slpm

(11.9 atm). The uncertainty shown is the estimated accuracy of 5: 25%. The
precision of the measurements is <7.5%.
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Table 5.2: Measured NO number densities (×10 '3 cm 3) in the Call4/O2/N2 flames of this

study. The precision is +7.5%, and the estimated accuracy is +95%. (-

indicates no measurement at this condition.)

0.70

0.75

0.80

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00
1.05

1.10

1.15

1.20

1.25

1.30

1.35

1.40

1.45

1.50

1.55

1.60

1.65

1.70

1.75

1.80

1.85

1.90

Pressure (atm)

1.00 3.05 6.10 9.15 11.9

........ 26.7

........ 31.7

0.71 5.8 17.3 35.0 44.7

........ 56.7

1.1 8.0 24.8 55.8 82.0

........ 99.6

1.6 12.6 35.8 91.2 117.8

...... 113.7 137.8

2.4 21.4 65.8 137.5 145.3

.... 78.3 140.4 130.3

3.9 35.5 89.6 133.8 102.6

-- 45.5 90.7 95.0 68.4

5.6 54.3 77.5 59.2 45.0

-- 57.3 51.9 34.7 30.9

8.1 56.4 30.8 21.3 23.4

-- 46.8 11.3 --

10.5 32.8 7.1 16.8
11.5 14.6 ....

12.4 6.4 ....

12.3 ......

12.0

11.0

9.3

5.2

2.0
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Figure 5.2: Comparisons between LIF measurements of NO concentration obtained

using two different spectral lines for excitation at three pressures. The

results found using the 0.2(26.5) agree very well with those found using the

Rt(18.5 ) line.
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measurementsusing one line fall within the uncertainty of the other. The worst agreement

appears in the 3.05-atm flames. This difference may be attributable to the partially satu-

rated fluorescence behavior that exists at this pressure; i.e., different degrees of saturation

may exist for the two lines. Even with this possible discrepancy, the two measurements

are still within acceptable accuracy, indicating that the LIF measurements are essentially

independent of the chosen excitation line.

The results from the computer modeling are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. Figure 5.3

presents the results for [NO] using the GMK-DB model; Fig. 5.4 contains the results using

the MIME-DB model. Note that the scales of the NO number density axis are different

for both Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 than that used in Fig. 5.1. Both models follow trends similar to

the measurements; however, they tend to underpredict both the peak [NO] and its corre-

sponding equivalence ratio. One noticeable difference in the qualitative behavior of the

two models is that for the GMK-DB scheme, the regions of decreasing [NO] on the rich

side fall on approximately the same curve at all pressures. However, for the MIME-DB

model, the regions fall on different curves at different pressures, which is similar to the

behavior observed in the measurements. This similarity may be important for future

chemical kinetics modifications.

In general, the predicted temperatures were in good agreement (+_50 K) with the

measured temperatures. The MIME-DB temperatures tended to be -10-50 K lower than

the GMK-DB temperatures. The only significant deviations between the measured and

modeled temperatures occurred in the lean flames (for which the measured temperatures

are -100-150 K lower than the GMK-DB predicted temperatures), and in the rich flames

at atmospheric pressure (for which the measured temperatures are -150 K higher than the
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GMK-DB predicted temperatures). The measured temperatures of the rich flames at

atmospheric pressure were high in comparison to the same flames at greater pressures; it

is expected that these temperatures would be approximately equal. The higher tempera-

tures at atmospheric pressure could be due to catalytic effects on the uncoated thermo-

couple; these effects may be more significant at atmospheric pressure since the flame front

is located higher above the burner. Nevertheless, these deviations are not significant

enough to affect the comparative trends between the measurements and the predictions.

Figure 5.5 compares plots of the equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [NO],

and the equivalence ratios corresponding to the half-peak [NO], at each pressure, as found

by both modeling and measurements. The two models follow very similar qualitative

trends, which show a shift in the curves towards leaner conditions with increasing pres-

sure. While these trends are similar to the measured trends, the measurements give con-

sistently higher equivalence ratios than the predictions for both the peak and half-peak

[NO] values. The agreement is especially poor at lower pressures, with improved

agreement at higher pressures. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 offer direct comparisons of the mea-

sured and modeled NO concentrations at 3.05 and 9.15 atm. In general, poor qualitative

agreement is obtained for flames richer than 0=1.2 at lower pressures (1__6.1 atm). Better

qualitative agreement is obtained at higher pressures (P'__._9.15atm).

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 also show that both models underpredict the measured NO

concentrations, particularly in the moderately rich flames. For the GMK-DB model at

lower pressures, this difference is directly due to a significant underprediction of the

equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [NO] (see Fig, 5.5). For flames at P_<6.1 atm,

the GMK-DB model adequately predicts the [NO] up to an equivalence ratio of-1.2, but

then underpredicts the [NO] at higher equivalence ratios (see Fig. 5.6). Because the cal-

culated [NO] peaks at a lower equivalence ratio, the quantitative agreement becomes

progressively poorer in richer flames. At higher pressures (see Fig. 5.7), the GMK-DB
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model demonstrates good qualitative agreement with the measurements, but continues to

demonstrate a quantitative underprediction of [NO]. The GMK-DB model also provides

good predictions of the [NO] in highly rich flames, i.e., well above the equivalence ratio

corresponding to the peak [NO]. In general, then, the GMK-DB model appears to be

useful for predicting [NO] for t___.1.2 at all pressures, and for all equivalence ratios at P

9.15 atm. The improved agreement at higher pressures results from the shift in the

equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [NO] towards stoichiometric conditions for

both the measurements and predictions.

The MIME-DB model provides a qualitative behavior similar to that of the

GMK-DB model, but predicts a much lower [NO] (see Figs. 5.6 and 5.7). The MIME-DB

model includes most of the same kinetics for smaller hydrocarbons as the mechanism of

Miller and Bowman [1989]. Because larger hydrocarbons are not formed in high con-

centrations for most of these flames (since the equivalence ratio is below sooting condi-

tions), results from the previous analysis of ethane flames for prompt-NO formation from

the Miller-Bowman scheme (Chapter 4) may be applied to this investigation. In

particular, it was found that the inclusion of

CH + 1120 _ CH20 + H (R3)

in the Miller-Bowman model depletes a large amount of CH from the flame; the removed

CH is then unable to form NO via reaction (R1). A test was performed in which six rich

flames at different pressures were modeled using the MIME-DB mechanism, both with

and without reaction (R3). The [NO] increased 45-90% with this reaction removed; while

the resulting [NO] is still smaller than that from the GMK-DB model, the two predictions

are in better agreement. However, reaction (R3) probably belongs in the mechanism;

therefore, its inclusion requires additional kinetic modifications to compensate for the

resulting reduction in NO formation.
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The effect of fuel type on the variation of [NO] with equivalence ratio can be seen

in Fig. 5.8. Figure 5.8 is a comparison of the equivalence ratios corresponding to the peak

[NO] and half-peak [NO] as found for the C2H4 flames of this study and the C_I-I_flames

of Chapter 4. As noted previously, fuel type can affect the amount of prompt-NO formed

for a given equivalence ratio. From Fig. 5.8, it is clear that high NO levels occur in leaner

flames for _I-I6 as compared to C2I-L. The difference between the two fuels is more

pronounced at lower pressures. All of the characteristic equivalence ratios show improved

agreement with increasing pressure, as the equivalence ratios corresponding to the peak

[NO] approach unity for both fuels at higher pressures. Bachmaier et al. [1973] similarly

found that prompt-NO formation peaks at a higher equivalence ratio for CzH_ compared

to C2H_ flames at atmospheric pressure. The present work demonstrates that this differ-

ence resulting from fuel type is considerably reduced at higher pressures.

An important question is why both models are predicting the peak NO concentration

to be in a leaner flame than that found from the measurements at lower pressures (see Fig.

5.5). Recall that the [NO] is underpredicted in moderately rich flames at lower pressures,

but that the quantitative agreement is much better for _<1.2. In the following, a possible

explanation for this behavior is presented; however, additional experimental data will be

needed to confirm this hypothesis. Recall that much of the difference between the

GMK-DB and MIME-DB models is due to the inclusion of reaction (R3) in the MIME-DB

model. Other than that, the two models behave in roughly the same manner (much like

the GMK-DB model and the Miller-Bowman [1989] model for ethane flames of Chapter

4); thus, conclusions which are valid for one model will be deemed to be valid for the

other. Due to the large percentage of prompt-NO formed in the rich flames, the predicted

inaccuracy in [NO] should be caused by the hydrocarbon kinetics. To determine a

model's accuracy at predicting species profiles, one must usually rely on low-pressure
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data (as flames at high pressure are located too near the burner surface to adequately

resolve the spatial profiles of many radicals). Applying results from low-pressure flames

to high-pressure flames may not be very accurate; however, it is assumed that such an

extrapolation should lead to approximately correct results.

Bernstein etal. [1993] found that the Miller-Bowman mechanism [1989] accurately

predicts the location of the peak CH concentration in stoichiometric, low-pressure C_H4

/O2/Ar flames. Owing to the similarities between the MiUer-Bowman mechanism and the

MIME-DB mechanism, one would expect similar behavior from the MIME-DB mecha-

nism. Miller et al. [1991] compared measured [CH] profiles with predictions from the

MUler-Melius [1992] mechanism in low-pressure C2H2/02/At flames at several

stoichiomelries. They again found that the measured and modeled [CH] profiles agreed

well in a near stoichiometric flame, much like the results of Bernstein et al. [1993] for the

_H4 flame. However, the calculated [CH] profile peaked closer to the burner than that

for the measured profile in richer flames (t_>__1.6);the discrepancy increased with

increasing equivalence ratio. If this behavior applies to C2H4 flames as well, one would

expect that in very rich flames, the predicted [CH] profile would peak substantially nearer

the burner surface than the actual [CH] profile. Such behavior may lead to an underpre-

diction of the amount of prompt-NO in richer flames, for the residence time of CH at high

temperatures would be smaller for the model than for the experiment. Hence, the

calculated equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [NO] would be at a lower equiva-

lence ratio than that indicated by the measurements. On the other hand, the near-

stoichiometric flames would have similar predicted and experimental [CH] profiles,

which explains the good predictions for [NO] at 0<1.2. For flames at higher pressure, the

overall qualitative agreement is better because the measured equivalence ratio corre-

sponding to the peak [NO] has shifted far enough towards stoichiometric conditions to

satisfy t)<1.2.
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In summary, LIF measurements of NO concentration have been obtained in laminar,

premixed, flat C2H4/O2]N2 flames at pressures ranging from 1.0 to 11.9 atm. The tem-

peratures of these flames were between 1600 and 1850 IC NO measurements obtained

from the excitation of two different spectral lines were found to give very similar results.

As expected from previous work, the equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [NO] at

a given pressure shifts towards stoichiometric conditions with increasing pressure. The

LIF measurements demonstrate that the equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [NO]

at a given pressure occurs in a richer flame for the ethylene flames than for the ethane

flames of Chapter 4; the stoichiometry of this point becomes more similar at higher

pressures. Both the GMK-DB and MIME-DB mechanisms tend to underpredict the [NO]

in these flames, although the GMK-DB model offers more quantitative accuracy than the

MIME-DB model. Qualitatively, both models exhibit similar behavior;, the predictions

are fairly poor at lower pressures, and better at higher pressures. This behavior is mostly

caused by the underprediction of [NO] in moderately rich flames at lower pressures, which

causes inaccurate prediction of the equivalence ratio corresponding to the peak [NO] at a

given pressure. The agreement is better at higher pressures because the equivalence ratio

at the peak [NO] approaches stoichiometric conditions for both the measurements and

predictions. The same rationale also explains the reduced influence of fuel type at higher

pressures.
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CHAPTER 6

TRANSPORTABILITY OF A LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

CALIBRATION OF NITRIC OXIDE

6.1 IntroductiQn

As environmental regulations become more stringent, reduction of nitric oxide

emissions from combustion applications such as gas-turbine engines is becoming an

increasingly important goal. To achieve this goal, an understanding of the formation

mechanisms of NO is required. This in turn requires the ability to perform accurate

quantitative in situ measurements of the concentrations of various flame species, includ-

ing NO. Such measurements will allow for the refinement of chemical kinetics models,

which can then be used with more certainty in the design of future combustion schemes

and equipment.

One way to achieve accurate measurements of [NO] at ppm levels is to use laser-

induced fluorescence CLIP') [Morley, 1981, 1982; Chou et al., 1983; Cattolica et al., 1989;

Heard et al., 1992; Reisel et al., 1993]. Accurate quantitative LIF measurements require

reliable calibrations of the LIF signal originating from the NO. Techniques used to cali-

brate the LIF measurement range from spectral absorption [Chou et al., 1983] to direct

evaluation of the fluorescence signal from known concentrations of NO [Morley, 1981,

1982, Reisel et al., 1993]. Whatever calibration technique is used, one must be concerned

with the transportability of the calibration factor from the calibration conditions to the

measurement conditions. This issue could be avoided by calibrating the fluorescence

measurement in every flame studied; however, such a procedure would be impractical for
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studies involving large numbers of flames.

In this chapter, the theoretical transportability of the calibration factor is investigated

for linear LIF measurements of [NO]. In particular, comparisons are made between pre-

dicted fluorescence signals for a fixed NO mole fraction at the calibration and measure-

merit conditions for several calibration schemes. The flames considered are laminar,

premixed, high-pressure C__I-I_/O2/N: flames. Many of the same concepts would apply to

other types of flames as well. Finally, a discussion is given of some practical problems

that would arise when attempting to use the same calibration factor at considerably dif-

ferent operating conditions.

6.2 Theoretical Considerations

The primary concern with using a calibration factor determined at one set of condi-

tions at another set of conditions is the change in the fluorescence signal between these

two conditions for the same NO mole fraction. Assuming a two-level model of the

molecule, the fluorescence signal monitored by a photomultiplier tube, 1:/(V), is given by

[Laurendeau and Goldsmith, 1989]

(4_1 ( A,a )V:=_hcv/GVc Aa+Q.., N°Wh ' (6.1)

where 13is a parameter accounting for the detection efficiency of the optics and nonuni-

form irradiation, h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, v/is the fluorescence fre-

quency (cm"), G is the photomultiplier gain (V/W), Vc is the fluorescence collection

volume (cm3), fie is the solid angle of the collection optics (sr), A,t is the rate coefficient

for spontaneous emission (s"), Q_ is the rate coefficient for electronic quenching (s"), W,..

is the rate coefficient for absorption (s"), and N ° is the initial number density of the two-

level system. The assumptions accompanying Eq. (6.1) are discussed by Laurendeau and

Goldsmith [1989] and also in Chapter 2. As indicated by Reisel et al. [1993], additional
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factors, such as rotational energy transfer, are encountered when considering broadband

fluorescence from other excited levels. However, these additional factors will be

neglected here, for they have little influence on the trends and conclusions.

The quenching rate coefficient per unit pressure, Q,_/P (sa. armS), is given by

Q_ 1 ( 8kT _°'s Xia_
-_---= _-_.---_ j _-. , (6.2)

where k is Boltzmann's constant,T is the temperature CK),Xi is the mole fractionof

quenching speciesi,a,-isthe quenching cross-sectionof NO with speciesi(cm2),and _i

isthereduced mass between speciesiand NO. Assuming idealgas behavior,N ° isgiven

by

XNoP

N°= kT 'fs , (6.3)

whcrefs istheBoltzmann fractionrelatingNt°tothe totalnumber density.For NO, Q_ is

much largerthan A_ at P _ 1 atrn[Rcisclet aL, 1992, Chapter 4],so Eq. (6.1)can be

rewrittenas

XNoA_W,..

v/= kr Q.m A '

where

(6.4)

(6.5)

Typically. the excitation line is chosen such that the Boltzmann fraction is insensitive to

temperature variations over the range of measurement conditions. From Eq. (6.4), it can

be seen that the fluorescence signal is direcdy proportional to the rate coefficient for

absorption and inversely proportional to that for electronic quenching.

To determine the relationship between the fluorescence signal for a calibration

condition, Vc,_, and for a measurement condition, V_=,.,, at a given NO mole fraction, XNO,
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one may take a ratio of Eq. (6.4) for the two cases. If wc assume that _ is a constant and

that the laser frequency is situated on the identical portion of the NO spectrum for the two

conditions, the ratio for the two fluorescence signals is given by

Vj,_,w Tc_ W,...17_,,_.fB.17m. (Q_/P)c_

Vc"_=_ W,.,.c,_f,.c,_(Q-,/P),q_ ' (6.6)

where thesubscript')'lame"referstothe measurcrr_nt condition,and "cal"referto a cal-

ibrationcondition.The ratecoefficientfor stimulatedabsorptionisgiven by [Partridge,

1994]

w,..=r@d,°rL , (6.7)

where Iv°isthepeak spectrallascrirradiancc(W/cmZ.cm'_), Bh,isthe Einsteincoefficient

for absorption (cm2*cm"/J),and T/.is a nondimensional temporal distributionfunction

normalized atthepeak of the laserpulse.InEq. (6.7),l",..isthefractionaloverlapintegral

between the absorptionlineand thc laserline,i.e.,

r,.= r(v)G(v)dv, (6.8)
-co

where Y(v) is the absorptionspcctrallincshapcfunction(cm) and G(v) isa nondimcn-

sionallaserspectrallincshapcfunction. Since G(v)_l, F,..approaches unity only for a

broadband lightsource. While Eq. (6.6)was developed for a two-level model, itcan

neverthelessbc employed fora multilcvclsystem. Duc tothe smallrotationalconstantfor

NO [Freedman and Nicholls,1980],thereisrapidrotationalredistributionof the popula-

tionin the directlyexcited Icvcl. As a result,the directlyexcitedpopulation quickly

spreads ovcr thc cntircmanifold of rovibronic levelsin the upper electronicstate.

Broadband fluorescencethcn encompasses theemission from allof thecxcitcclrovibronic

levelsin the upper electronicstateto allthe accessiblcrovibroniclevelsin the ground

electronic state. Thus, the fluorescence from the excited electronic state can bc thought of
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as being from a single level, and the absorption, while actually calculated from the con-

tribution of many rovibronic levels in the ground electronic state, can also be thought of

as ff it were from a single level.

Since QJP is independent of pressure (see Eq. (6.2)), Eq. (6.6) contains no explicit

pressure dependence. However, a change in pressure indirectly affects the fluorescence

ratio, through the influence of pressure broadening on the overlap integral, 1",... For NO

broadened by N2, Chang et al. [1992] found that the spectral linewidth due to collisional

broadening, AVc (cm'*), is given by

(6.0)

Recently, DiRosa and Hanson [1994] measured similar collisional parameters for NO

broadened by H20, O_, and NO near room temperature. However, these new parameters

are not considered in this analysis as Ne is the dominant species in most flames, and the

changes produced by considering these separate species would be small Moreover, the

broadening parameters for other species such as COs and the influence of temperatme are

still unknown. On the other hand, Eq. (6.9), however, does not consider the effects of

Doppler broadening on the fluorescence signal. The relative widths of collisional and

Doppler broadened spectral lines can be determined through the Voigt "a" coefficient

[Lucht et al., 1978],

• AVe

a =_"2_o ' (6.10)

where AvD is the Doppler linewidth (cm_), i.e.,

_(2kTln2"_°-_

Avo=2[ _ : Vo , (6.11)

where m is the mass of the absorber and vo is the centerline transition frequency (cm_).

The Voigt a parameters have been calculated for the 0.2(26.5) transition of the _(0,0) band
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of NO over a range of temperatures and pressures. As can be seen from the tabulated

values in Table 6.1, the effects of Doppler broadening can be substantial at lower pres-

sures, while the spectral lines at higher pressures are primarily coUisionally broadened.

The important conclusion is that a spectral line broadens and decreases in peak intensity

with increasing pressure, thus reducing the amount of absorption that occurs when using

a weU-mned laser with a narrow spectral linewid_.

In addition to the effects of pressure, temperature changes can also produce varia-

tions in the fluorescence ratio of Eq. (6.6). First, there is the direct effect of temperature

through the number density. The quenching rate coefficient is also affected by the

temperature. Furthermore, as indicated by Eqs. (6.9) and (6.11), both the Doppler and

collisional linewidths are functions of temperature. Finally, the Boltzmann fraction of the

directly excited rovibronic levels also depends on the temperature. While corrections for

changes in the number density with temperature can easily be made, it is more difficult to

correct for changes in the spectral linewidth and the Boltzmann fraction with tem_mturc.

Such corrections are particularly difficult when portions of several spectral lines are

excited simultaneously.

The Boltzmann fraction, fs(T), for a particular rovibronic level in the ground elec-

Ironic state of NO is given by

2J"+l f-E k
(6.12)

where E is the total molecular energy [Reisel et al., 1992], J" is the ground state rotational

quantum number, and Z,, Z_, and Z, are the rotational, vibrational and electronic partition

functions, respectively [Lucht et al., 1978]. As described by Reisel [1991], the population

becomes more evenly distributed over a wider range of rotational levels at flame temper-

atures (1700 K) as opposed to room temperature. To minimize the effects of a variable
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Calculated Voigt a parameter for the 0.2(26.5) line of the _0,0) band of NO

for flames at different temperatures and pressures. The calculation considers

the collisional broadening to be solely due to N2.

Pressure(arm)

3

6

9

12

15

Temperature OO
1500 1750 2000 2250 2500

0.641 0.528 0.447 0.386 0.338

1.922 1.585 1.341 1.157 1.015

3.844 3.170 2.683 2.316 2.030

5.766 4.755 4.024 3.473 3.045

7.688 6.341 5.366 4.631 4.060

9.610 7.926 6.707 5.789 5.075

Boltzmann fraction on Eq. (6.6), a spectral line can be chosen which has a relatively

constant Boltzmann fraction over the range of temperatures being investigated. Due to the

compactness of the NO spectrum, it is also desirable to choose a spectral line whose

neighboring lines are similarly insensitive to thermal changes in the Boltzmann fraction.

6.3 Modeling Calculations

Calibration effects were assessed for a variety of premixect, laminar, fiat, C_H_/O2

/N2 flames, with pressures ranging from 1 to 15 atm and temperatures ranging from 1500

to 2500 K. Two different dilution ratios (_/N2/Vo2), _=3.1 and W=3.76, were considered,

and the equivalence ratios ranged from _=0.6 to #=1.6. The required fluorescence

quenching rate coefficients were calculated in the post-flame region using the assumption

of chemical,equilibrium.
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Thecalculationsemployedthefollowing procedure.First,acomputersimulationof

the spectrum of NO was generated using two computer programs written by Seitzman

[1991]. The first of these programs calculates the transition frequencies and line strengths

for the NO spectral lines in the _(0,0) band. Using this information, the second program

assigns a Voigt spectral profile to each line, and sums the contribution of each spectral line

over a given range of frequencies to generate the NO spectrum. As input for the program,

a coUisional spectral linewidth was calculated at each pressure and temperature using Eq.

(6.9). The program evaluates the associated Doppler linewidth, and then calculates the

appropriate Voigt profile from the two linewidths [Humllcek, 1979]. Spectra were gen-

erated for the region of the _(0,0) band of NO surrounding the Q2(26.5) line (v--44330

cm'_). Figure 6.1 presents a comparison between the experimentally measured spectrum

near the 0.2(26.5) line and the theoretically generated spectrum, which considered the

convolution of the laser with the NO spectrum. The laser FWHM was chosen as 0.7 cm _

for the convolution. As can be seen in Fig. 6.1, good agreement exists between the two

spectra, indicating that the spectral linewidths used in the modeling are reasonably accu-

rate. The lines in the calculated spectrum are actually slightly narrower than those in the

experimental spectrum, a result consistent with a small degree of saturation broadening at

3.05 atm. The accuracy of the laser spectral linewidth also requires further verification.

The output of the program is the absorption coefficient per unit pressure as a function

of spectral location. The spectral absorption coefficient, cz(v), for a single spectral line

(cm "l) is given by [Measures, 1984]

=(v) = hcvB_N°Y(v) , (6.13)

where the Einstein B coefficient for absorption is [Lucht et al., 1978]

Ft.e 2 _,,, Ss'J"

Blu -" yne'_-C3V.tv _, "_'7_ 1 ' (6.14)
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where e is the electronic charge, mr is the electron mass, Sj-1, is the H/Snl-London factor,

andfv-v, is the band oscillator strength. The spectral lineshape function, Y(v), is given by

the Voigt profile:

r(v)- 2di 
- "4-xAvo ' (6.15)

where V(_) is the Voigt function [Lucht et a1.,1978], and

= 2x/-_ v-v0 ]

" t, Avo ) (6.16)

Substituting Eqs. (6.3), (6.14), and (6.15) into Eq. (6.13), the absorption coefficient per

unit pressure for a single spectral line is given by

s,.,.
--T = _,m--_c2fv v_,---r_+l.f. _-_ ._-AvD V(_,a) (6.17)

The effects of neighboring lines must be considered to properly model NO absorp-

tion at high pressures. The overlap between the spectral profile and the laser lineshape

must also be considered. The laser spectral lineshape, G(v), can be modeled using a

nondimensionalized Lorentzian function [Koechner, 1992]:

[ t. Art ) 1 (6.18)

where AVL is the laser spectral FWHM (erat), v is the frequency, and vo is the center

frequency of the laser pulse. Therefore, the integrated absorption per unit pressure for a

given laser spectral lineshape is

f_v) G_v)dv:aJ fY_v' f'"- |f 2J_'+S'""1 j,l'l_V(_"a)zxvo,, O(V)v dv , (6.19)

where

(6.20)
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and

Equation (6.19)can then be used inEq. (6.6)by realizingthat

(6.21)

for the same temporal laser irradiance. On this basis, it can be shown that

so that

k X_o : °'(v)G(V)dv (6.23)=To ? vT '
V

-"_'_= {f(OI,(V)/P).(C_,(v)/v)dv}..1(Q.,/P),_,,. (6.24)

The integration of Eq. (6.19) was performe_1 numerically using Simpson's 1/3 rule

[Hoffman, 1992]. Equation (6.24) was evaluated by utilizing Eqs. (6.2) and (6.19).

Two laser spectral linewidths were used in the calculations of V/z_./V_: (1) AVL -

0.2 cm _, and (2) AVL -- 0.7 cm _. These values were chosen as representative of a narrow

and a wide bandwidth laser, respectively, and present a reasonable range for possible laser

linewidths. The center frequency considered for excitation was the peak of the 0.2(26.5)

line (v---44330 cm'l). Two different dilution ratios were used for the flames: W=3.1 and

_F=3.76. Quenching rate coefficients were calculated in the post-flame zone using equi-

librium concentrations and the quenching cross-sections from Drake and Ratcliffe [1993].

In these calculations, only the species studied by Drake and Ratclfffe were considered (Nz,

05, HzO, CO2, CO, C_qHt, Hz, NO, H, OH, and O); these include the dominant quenching

species in the post-flame zone.

:B.p,, 8,...p_
.... = ....... (6.22)
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In the following discussion, two different cases will be discussed. Case A represents

a laser spectral linewidth of 0.2 cm -_and a dilution ratio of 3.1. Case B represents a laser

spectral linewidth of 0.7 cm _ and the same dilution ratio. The results for the calculations

at a dilution ratio of 3.76 differ only slightly from these cases; in addition, the trends are

the same for the two dilution ratios. For these different cases, Eq. (6.6) was solved con-

sidering three possible calibration schemes. The ftrst scheme, termed "CS 1" considers the

possibility of calibrating at a given pressure, temperature, and equivalence ratio, and

applying the calibration at different pressures in flames with the same temperature and

equivalence ratio. For CS 1, the fluorescence signal will change only because of the effects

of pressure broadening on the NO spectrum. Scheme "CS2" considers the possibility of

calibrating at the same pressure as the measurements, but at a different temperature and

equivalence ratio. Thus, CS2 considers changes in the fluorescence signal resulting from

the different quenching environments of the flames and from thermal effects on the

number density, spectral line broadening, and the Boltzmann fraction. However, CS2

contains no change due to pressure broadening. Finally, "CS3" considers the possibility

of calibrating at a different pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio compared to the

measurement conditions. This case has changes in the fluorescence signal due to varia-

tions in quenching environment, Boltzmann fraction, number density, and both pressure

and temperature broadening of the spectral lines. In all cases, it is assumed that calibration

occurs in a the post-flame zone of a premixed, laminar flame, or in a similar environment.

This assumption is made so that the calibration conditions are kept reasonably close to the

measurement conditions. One could calibrate a LIF measurement in a flame by using the

fluorescence signal for a room temperature flow of NO; however, the vastly different

population distributions among the ground-state energy levels at room and flame tem-

peratures may lead to considerably different rotational energy transfer environments,

which, in turn, could lead to possible difficulties in calibration transportability.
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6.4 Results and Discussion

The optimal calibration scheme would be to calibrate in each flame for which mea-

surements occur. If this cannot be achieved, one should closely match the temperature and

pressure of the calibration flame with the measured flames. This will result in a minimal

difference between the calibration and measurement fluorescence signals. However, it is

not always possible to perform such a calibration; for instance, one may have separate test

and calibration facilities, with only the test facility having high-pressure capabilities. To

study the transportability of a calibration found under different conditions, three possible

calibration schemes have been investigated (CS 1, CS2, and CS3).

Example results for CS 1, the scheme in which the calibration flame is at the same

temperature and equivalence ratio but at a different pressure compared to the measure-

merits, are shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. Recall that for CS1 the fluorescence signal is only

changed by pressure broadening of the spectral lines. The results in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 were

obtained from Eq. (6.6) for five different temperatures, with calibration occurring at two

different pressures, 1 and 6 atm. Figure 6.2 is for Case A, in which the laser excitation of

NO is centered on the 0.2(26.5) line and the laser spectral FWHM is 0.2 cm "_. Figure 6.3

corresponds to Case B, for which laser excitation occurs at the same location but the laser

FWHM is 0.7 cm _. Each figure presents the ratio V/s,,,/Vc,_ plotted versus pressure.

Because the flame reactants are not important in CS 1 (due to the constancy of the tem-

peraatre and equivalence ratio between the measurement and calibration flames), Figs. 6.2

and 6.3 also apply for a flame with a dilution ratio of 3.76. These plots present the ratio

of the fluorescence signals from the measurement and calibration conditions for the same

NO mole fraction. In other words, for the results calibrated at 1 atm in Fig. 6.2, the

fluorescence signal from 10 ppm of NO at 6 atm would be approximately 45% of the

fluorescence signal from 10 ppm of NO at 1 atm. Therefore, if one were to employ a

calibration obtained at atmospheric pressure to measurements taken at 6 atm, one would
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conclude that an actual concentration of 10 ppm at 6 atm would only be 4.5 ppm.

On the plots, dashed lines are displayed corresponding to a range of 4-25% from the

condition corresponding to identical measurement and calibration conditions (Vain= V,_);

in this study, this is the maximum acceptable variation between the calibration and the

measurement. If the ratio falls within this region, the calibration is considered usable at

the measurement condition. The size of this range depends on the degree of accmacy

required by an individual application. In the previous case, for example, an acceptable

calibration is one which would give anywhere between 12.5 and 7.5 ppm for an actual

measurement of 10 ppm. This range was chosen to correspond to the calibration uncer-

tainty in the quantitative LIF measurements of NO at high pressure in Chapters 4 and 5.

From the analysis of CS 1, it appears that this calibration technique is limited in

scope. Calibrating at 1 atm and applying the calibration at a higher pressure only meets

the acceptability criterion of +_25% up to -2.5 atm for case A. Calibrating at a high-

pressure condition, such as at 6 atm, and applying the calibration factor at other pressures

is more useful, although still limited. In this case, the acceptability criterion is met for a

pressure range of -4 atm to -10.5 atm. Therefore, CS1 is useful over a wider range of

pressures if calibration is performed at a higher pressure. This result is mostly due to the

effects of pressure broadening on the spectrum. If the lines were dominated by pressure

broadening, a doubling of the width of the spectral lines due to pressure broadening would

be achieved by going from 1 to 2 atm, and also from 6 to 12 atm. Therefore, a small

change in pressure at high pressure has less effect on the pressure broadening of a line than

a similar change at low pressure. A second feature of CS 1 is that the variation in signal is

fairly independent of temperature, particularly at high pressure. This is a result of the

increasing dominance of pressure broadening over Doppler broadening at high pressures.

A third feature of CS 1, as seen in the comparisonbetween Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, is that the use

of a larger spectral FWHM yields considerably less variation in V_,,,/Vc,_; with the laser
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covering a larger spectral region, there is a reduced sensitivity to the decrease in centerline

irradiance accompanying the broadening of a spectral line. Thus, for calibration at 6 atm,

the acceptability criterion is now met for pressures between -2.8 atm and -16 atm.

The second calibration scheme to be investigated, CS2, involves calibrating at the

same pressure as the measurements, but at a different temperature and equivalence ratio.

CS2 eliminates the changes in absorption due to variations in pressure broadening, but

includes changes due to the variations in number density, thermal linewidth, Boltzmann

fraction, and quenching environment at a given pressure. Figure 6.4 contains plots of V_,,,,

/Vc_ vs. _bfor two different pressures (3 and 15 aun) for Case A (spectral linewidth of

Av=0.2 cm'l), with calibration performed at Op=0.80 and T=1500 IC Figure 6.5 contains

similar plots at the same calibration conditions, but for Case B (spectral linewidth of

Av=0.7 cm_). Similar results were found when using the different dilution ratio of

¥=3.76. Calculations were also performed for calibration in the _b=0.80 flame at tem-

peratures of 2000 and 2500 K, and for calibration at ¢p=0.60 and T=2000 K. All the results

follow the same general trends; Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 are presented as typical plots.

A comparison of Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 shows that the effects of laser linewidth are not

significant for excitation of the 0.2(26.5) rovibmnic line for CS2. The calibration tends to

be more transportable at lower pressures and for smaller temperature differences between

the measured and calibration flames. It is usually unacceptable to directly apply the cal-

ibration found at one temperature to a measurement taken at a substantially different

temperature (for example, calibrating at 1500 K and measuring at 2500 IO. Even though

the change due to quenching environment is relatively small, it is still best to calibrate at

an equivalence ratio for which the quenching rate coefficient falls close to the average

quenching rate coefficient for all the flames at a given pressure.
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CS3uses a calibration found at one temperature, pressure, and equivalence ratio, and

applies the calibration factor to measurements taken with different sets of these parame-

ters. For CS3, the change in fluorescence signal will result from both pressure and thermal

broadening, changes in number density and Boltzm fraction, and variations in the

quenching environment. For this case, four example plots are presented: Pig. 6.6 is a plot

of Va,,,,/Vc,,, vs. _p for Case A with calibration occurring at T=1750 K, P=I atm, and

_=0.80; Fig. 6.7 is a plot of Va,_/Vc,_ vs. t_ for Case B with the same calibration conditions

as in Fig. 6.6; Fig. 6.8 is a plot of Vp,,,,,/V_,., vs. _pfor Case A with calibration at T=1750 K,

P=9 atm, and t_=0.80; Fig. 6.9 is a plot of Vp,,,,,/V_,a vs. _ for Case B with the same

calibration conditions as in Fig. 6.8. In general, CS3 is not an acceptable calibration

option. This is primarily due to the same problem as encountered with CS 1; i.e., the

effects of pressure broadening on absorption. The results do show some trends that could

be used as possible guidelines for attempting to employ this scheme. Figs. 6.6 and 6.7

show that a calibration performed at 1 atm is usually not acceptable at higher pressures.

On the other hand, Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 demonstrate that a calibration performed at high

pressure is more likely to be acceptable, particularly at the larger laser linewidth. For

calibration at 1 atm, typical correction factors of 0.2 to 0.8 are predicted for Case A and

0.4 to 1.0 for Case B for measurements at 3 to 15 atm. For calibration at 9 atm, typical

correction factors for Case A range from 1.5 to 3.0 for measurements at 3 atm and from

0.6 to 1.3 for measurements at 15 atm. For Case B, typical correction factors range from

1.0 to 2.0 for measurements at 3 atm and from 0.6 to 1.2 for measurements at 15 atm.

Thus, the closer the calibration pressure is to the measurement pressure, the more trans-

portable the calibration. Similarly, calibration is preferable at a temperature as close as

possible to the measured temperature. In addition, a larger spectral linewidth is often

favorable.
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At this point, it mustbestressed that the above results are only theoretical calcula-

tions. If a calibration found at one condition were to be applied at a significantly different

condition, one must take more than this analysis into consideration. The theoretical study

makes several assumptions which may be difficult to maintain in an actual experiment,

and therefore the transport of a calibration may be even more difficult. First, application

of Eq. (6.6) assumes that the collection geometry and the detection efficiency are invari-

ant. These conditions should be met when the calibration factor is determined using the

same experimental apparatus as for the measurements. However, this criterion may not

be met if, for example, one makes LIF measurements of NO in an IC engine, but uses a

separate fiat-flame burner facility for the calibration. Second, the above analysis assumes

linear fluorescence behavior. It is quite easy to saturate NO at atmospheric pressure

[Reisel et al. 1993], and some partial saturation may exist for the main absorption trans-

itions at P < 6 arm. Laser-saturated fluorescence will lead to saturation broadening of the

spectrum. This can substantially distort the spectrum, which will lead to additional

excitation of neighboring lines [Carter and Laurendeau, 1994]. Therefore, the above

ratios would not be applicable for saturated or partially saturated fluorescence measure-

ments. Thirdly, the above analysis assumes that the laser is centered at the same spectral

location for different conditions. In practice, this is very difficult to achieve at different

pressures due to the pressure shifting of spectral lines [Chang et al., 1992]; this shift

requires adjustment of the laser wavelength as the pressure is varied. This adjustment

makes it unlikely that the laser will be centered at precisely the same location in the

spectrum at different pressures. Therefore, in summary, while the above analysis may not

yield numbers that ate directly applicable to an actual experiment, it does present

approximate results and demonstrates pertinent trends. Furthermore, the analysis pro-

vides some guidelines as to acceptable conditions for using a particular calibration factor
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without correcting for spectral variations or changes in the quenching environment. The

above analysis also provides guidelines as to what type of calibration scheme may have

acceptable transportability if calibration at the measurement conditions is not possible.

Battles et al. [1994] employed an analysis similar to that shown above in an attempt

to apply an atmospheric-pressure calibration to high-pressure flames. Their study

involved only lean flames, and fewer quenching species were considered. In addition, the

concentrations of the quenching species were calculated assuming complete combustion

in the post-flame zone. Such assumptions can lead to some inaccuracies in the quenching

rate coefficient. Battles et al. [1994] calculated NO spectra for different measurement

conditions considering changes due to pressure and temperature effects, and used the

resulting spectra to calculate appropriate changes in the overlap integral. Using the cal-

culated overlap integral and the quenching rate coefficient, they determined how much the

linear fluorescence signal should vary between the measurement conditions and the

calibration condition (atmospheric-pressure flames). Inclusion of these corrections does

improve the accuracy of the calibration over the scenario of making no corrections; checks

of the quantitative LIF-based concentrations with a chemiluminescent analyzer measure-

ment showed some discrepancies of 15-20%. This range of uncertainty is within the

acceptability limits considered in this chapter. Therefore, Battles et al. [1994] have

demonstrated that the transport of a calibration is possible ff the appropriate corrections

are properly taken into consideration. However, these corrections remain difficult to

accurately compute, and the experimental difficulties associated with the application of

the corrections discussed above must still be overcome.

f L lmZa 

In this chapter, the theoretical transportability of a calibration factor for a LIF signal

has been investigated. NO in premixed, laminar, high-pressure CaI-It/O2/N2 flames, with

laser excitation occurring in the 7(0,0) band, has been the focus of the investigation. An
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analysis has been made of the effects of changes in temperature, pressure, and quenching

environment on the fluorescence signal from possible measurement flames as compared

to the fluorescence signal from an identical NO mole fraction in possible calibration

flames. Three calibration schemes, considering two laser spectral linewidths and two

dilution ratios, have been considered. The spectral region of NO used was that near the

Q2(26.5) line of the 7(0,0) band. Applying a calibration factor obtained at one pressure to

measurements taken at another is difficult; a calibration is more transportable if one

minimizes the pressure difference or calibrates at higher pressures. Calibration at both a

different temperature and pressure compared to the measurements is more problematic,

due primarily to the effects of pressure on the NO spectrum; again, a better chance of

success occurs ff one calibrates at high pressure. The use of a larger laser spectral line-

width earl provide significant improvement in the transportability of a calibration. Finally,

there appears to be little effect of dilution ratio on the calibration transportability, provided

that N2 remains the dominant flame species.
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CHAPTER7

DETERMINATION OF TEMPERATURE BY RAYLEIGH SCA'rTERING

IN PREMIXED FLAT FLAMES AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

7.1 Introduction

Accurate measurement of flame temperatures is necessary for evaluating the chem-

ical kinetics models used to predict species concentrations. Fine-wire thcrmocouples are

generally used for flame temperature measurements; however, thermocouple

measurements must be corrected for radiation losses, may suffer from catalytic effects,

and may disturb the combustion process. These flaws can often lead to inaccurate tem-

perature measurements. In addition, fine-wire thermocouples may not be able to with-

stand the high-temperature and high-pressure conditions present in practical combustors.

FinaLly, thermocouples typically have an uncertainty of_+_5% [Norton et al., 1993] which

is larger than desired for accurate quantitative chemical kinetics comparisons.

To eliminate some of the problems associated with thermocouple measurements, it

is desired to employ an optical thermometric technique. One non-inlrusive technique

which can be employed for temperature measurements utilizes Rayleigh scattering from

gas molecules [Laurendeau, 1988]. Implementation of this method requires knowledge of

the local gas composition; however, experimental determination of the gas composition

(and hence the effective Scattering cross-section) is often difficult in flames.

One way to avoid the effects of variable gas composition on the Rayleigh scattering

signal would be to choose a flame which has a constant effective Rayleigh scattering

cross-section. Dibble and Hollenbach [ 1981] found that premixed fuel/air flames display
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only a small variation in effective scattering cross-section due to the constancy of the N2

throughout the flame. However, this small variation must still be accounted for to obtain

an accurate temperature measurement. Dibble and Hollenbach [1981] also identified a

nonpremixed flame which has a constant scattering cross-section. This flame employs a

fuel mixture of 38% methane and 62% hydrogen. Most nonpremixed flames do not have

this fuel mixture; therefore, one must still be concerned with the effects of variable gas

composition on the Rayleigh scattering signal in nonpremixed flames as well.

Rajah et aL [1984] used a detailed chemical kinetics model to estimate the species

composition, and thus the mean scattering cross-section, as a function of the progress of

the reaction in an atmospheric-pressure turbulent premixed flame. They used this infor-

marion to investigate flame-turbulence interactions, as opposed to applying Rayleigh

scattering to measure temperature. The temperature profile which they used for their

computations was found by linearly interpolating between the known reactant and product

temperatures; such a temperature profile may be very inaccurate. Stepowski and Cabot

[1992] used an iterarive Rayleigh scattering technique to determine temperature and

mixture fraction in an atmospheric-pressure turbulent nonpremixed flame. Their iterative

procedure evaluated the effective Rayleigh scattering cross-section based on a strained

flame library coupled to relevant mixture fractions and temperatures.

Namer and Schefer [ 1985] used a simplified reaction mechanism to predict the major

species concentrations in an atmospheric-pressure premixed flame. Namer and Schefer

assumed that the hydrocarbon fuel was instantly oxidized to CO and H2. Their kinetic

mechanism contained 14 reactions which described the subsequent oxidation of CO and

H2; using this mechanism, the major species concentrations were calculated across the

flame front. These concenu'ations were then used to determine effective Rayleigh scat-

tering cross-sections from which the Rayleigh scattering signal could be corrected so as to

account for variations in the gas composition. In this chapter, a similar approach is taken;
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however, instead of assuming that the minor species are insignificant, the GMK-DB

mechanism is used to provide a more accurate description of the flame chemistry. This

should provide a more accurate representation of the flame composition, particularly

through the flame front. Having calculated the gas composition, effective Rayleigh scat-

tering cross-sections can be determined at each point in the flame. The Rayleigh scatter-

ing signal can then be corrected to give an accurate temperature measurement.

7.2 Experimental Method

The laser system and optical layout used to perform the Rayleigh scattering mea-

surements have been described in Chapter 3; this setup was nearly identical to that which

was used for the LIF measurements of NO. The primary modification from the LIF

measurements is that the laser radiation was produced at a frequency of v--44355 cm "_

(Z=225.4 rim). This frequency was chosen to avoid nearby NO and 02 spectral lines

['Wysong et aL, 1989]. Other modifications include the placement of the power-

monitoring photodiode, and the accompanying beam-splitter, before the burner facility.

In this arrangement, the beam splitter was situated between the focussing lens and the

turning mirror assembly. The pressure vessel was also removed for the atmospheric

measurements presented in this chapter.

A significant source of interference for the Rayleigh scattering signal comes from

background scattering off nearby surfaces such as the burner. To determine this back-

ground, the scattering signal was measured from two different gases as a function of

height above the burner. The scattering was measured from helium, which has a very

smaU differential Rayleigh scattering cross-section (doaJd.O=2.8xl0 2s cm2.sr _ at

L=225.4 nm), and then from N2, which has a scattering cross-section -80 times larger than

that of helium (doN2/di2=2.3x10"26cm2.srX). Using these two measurements, the scattering

signal was extrapolated to zero cross-section as a function of height above the burner. The
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rcsultingsignalwas deemed to bc background scatteringand was subtractedfrom the

subsequent Raylcigh scatteringmeasurements. A sample of thissignalas a functionof

heightabove the burnerisshown in Fig.7.I.

As can be seen from Fig 7.1,thebackground signaldecreasesas a functionofheight

above theburner. Thisresultoccursbecause of thereductionin scatteringfrom theburner

surfacewith increasingdistancebetween the collectionvolume and the burner. To give

an idea of the relativesignalsizes,the signallevelin a typicalpost-flame measurement

was 0.55-0.60V, thatfor a typicalroom-temperature N2 signalwas -3.2 V, and thatfora

typicalroom-temperature He signalwas -0.05 V. Therefore,in thepost-flame zone, the

flame n'masurement tended to be a factor of ~25 larger than the background measurement;

however, near the burner surface, this factor was reduced to -6.

As indicated previously, temperatures can be determined from Rayleigh scattering

after correction for the local gas composition. To determine relevant species profiles, a

comprehensive chemical kinetics mechanism, the GMK-DB mechanism [Drake and Blint_

1991], was employed along with the Sandia premixed one-dimensional flame code [Kce

et al., 1985] and the measured temperature profile. After calculation of the species con-

centrations, an effective differential scattering cross-section was determined as a function

of height above the burner. First, the differential scattering cross-section for each species

was calculated using [Rudder and Bach, 1968]

dG i 4_2(ni- 1) 2 3

• 3 -4pv.i (7.1)

Here, X is the wavelength (cm), ni is the index of refraction of the gas (determined from

the correlations provided by Gardiner et al. [1981]), No is the number density (era "3) at

standard temperature and pressure (0°C, 760 ton'), and Pv,_ is the depolarization ratio

which we assume in our calculations to be negligible. The effective differential cross-

section of the gas can then be calculated from
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dae# dt_
 --ff- x, , (7.2)

where Xi is the mole fraction of species i. For the ideal situation of polarization and

scattering angles of 90*, the Rayleigh scattering signal is given by [Laurendeau, 1988]

an V P I doft
s L-j-ff , (7.3)

where S is the measured Rayleigh scattering signal (W), _ is the detection efficiency, f_

is the solid angle of the collection optics (s'r), V_ is the collection volume (cm3), P is the

pressure, k is the Boltzmann constant, and I is the laser irradiance (W/era2). Based on Eq.

('/.3), the temperature at a given pressure was determined using the effective differential

cross-section from Eq. (7.2) and a ratio of the Rayleigh scattering signal from the flame

and a calibration signal [Laurendeau, 1988]:

sc Iz(aa#af )
r,- ro.,s-TU  , (7.4)

where Tl is the flame temperature and T,d is the calibration temperature. The calibration

gas was room-temperature N2 at 1 arm. The corrected temperature profile from Eq. (7.4)

was then used as a new input temperature for the flame code, and the kinetics were re-

solved for new species concen_ations. This process was continued until a converged

solution was obtained.

Two different schemes can be used for obtaining the first solution from the kinetics

model. In this chapter, the fkrst correction for gas composition was made by employing

the solution of the coupled species-energy equations. Alternatively, in situations for

which the energy equation does not give a particularly accurate temperature profile, the

initial temperature profile used in the solution procedure can be that obtained from the

Rayleigh scattering measurements, but uncorrected for species composition. However,
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the latter will tend to increase the number of iterations needed for convergence, as the first

guess for the gas composition will be calculated at a significantly different temperature

profile than that for the final temperature.

Typical variations of the effective differential scattering cross-section through a

flame are presented in Fig. 7.2. Figure 7.2 contains the calculated differential scattering

cross-section for three atmospheric-pressure flames; the species concentrations were

found using the solution of the coupled species-energy equations. As can be seen, there

can be a significant variation in scattering cross-section for a premixed flame, particularly

through the flame front; in the post-flame zone, the scattering cross-section is nearly

constant. Therefore, corrections accounting for variable gas composition may not be

necessary at each point in the post-flame zone if a calibration gas with a similar scattering

cross-section is used; however, the effective scattering cross-section varies enough in the

flame front to warrant this consideration.

7.3 Results and Discussion

The results of the Rayleigh scattering measurements for three flat, laminar,

atmospheric-pressure, C2I-I6/O2/N2 flames (total flow rate=3.5 slpm, (:N2/("02=3.1) arc

presented in Figs. 7.3 - 7.5. The equivalence ratios of these flames were 0:=0.8 (Fig. 7.3),

#=1.0 (Fig. 7.4), and _=1.3 (Fig. 7.5). In addition, radiation-corrected, uncoated Pt-Pt

/10%Rh thermocouple measurements are provided for comparative purposes. The radi-

ation corrections for the thermocouple measurements were performed using the correc-

tions of Bradley and Matthews [1968]. The Rayleigh scattering data represent the average

of two separate measurements at each spatial location. This averaging procedure was

employed to obtain a better curve fit; the resulting smooth temperature profile was used

as the input into the flame code. In each case, the data are fit to a function of the form

T(y) = P_ty -1 + Po + PlY + p_y2 + p3y3 (7.5)
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Figures 7.3 - 7.5 show the Rayleigh scattering data uncorrected for gas composition

(o,_ = o_,a), as well as the data corrected with the effective cross-sections found from the

coupled species-energysolution.This firstcorrectedtemperatureprofilewas then input

into the flame code, and the specicsconccnlrationswere recalculatedusing a fixedtem-

perature solution.The second correctionisobtained using the effectivecross-sections

found from thissolution.In cach case,thesolutionhas reached approximate convergence,

and furtheriterationsare not necessary.

The results for the ¢_=0.80 and _b=l.00 flames show that the temperature measured

with Rayleigh scattering is higher than that measured with the thermocouple, while the

opposite is true for the _=1.30 flame. The number of flames considered makes it difficult

to determine if rich flames would always display a lower temperature from the Rayleigh

scattering technique than from the thermocouple measurements. However, even if this is

' a trend, it does not appear to be significant over this range of equivalence ratios, owing to

the good agreement between the two techniques.

A propagation of errors analysis produced an uncertainty (95% confidence level) in

the Rayleigh scattering measurements of +_5% (Appendix C). The uncertainty in the

thermocouple measurements is also estimated at +5%. The two measurement techniques

typically differ by approximately 50 K, which is within the range of uncertainty. The

curve fit used for the input flame code temperature also falls within the uncertainty of the

individual Rayleigh scattering measurements. As mentioned previously, it would be

desirable to have a temperature measurement with a lower uncertainty for high-

temperature chemical kinetics studies.

While thesemcasurcrncnts of flame temperatureappear to be accurateand consis-

tent,there are several potentialchanges to the experimental technique which could

improve the results. First,calibrationat a temperature higher than room temperature

should lead tomore accurateresults.Thc densityratiobetween the flame gases (at-1800
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K) and the current room-temperature calibration is a factor of six. If a calibration gas

temperature of 600 K were used, this factor would drop to three. The corresponding ratio

in Rayleigh scattering signal would also decrease from six to three. Due to the large

Rayleigh scattering that occurs in the ultraviolet, neutral density fdters are required to

reduce the Rayleigh scattering signal such that it remains within the linear range of the

photomultiplier tube. It is highly desirable to maintain the same combination of fdters for

an entire set of measurements; this eliminates any uncertainty in the attenuation of dif-

ferent sets of neutral density filters. Unfortunately, if the calibration gas measurements

and the flame gas measurements are performed with the same set of f'flters, the flame gas

measurements become over-attenuated. The flame measurements are then more suscep-

tible to errors in the background signal and to system noise. By calibrating at a higher

temperature, a smaller amount of signal attenuation would be required for the calibration

gas resulting in a substantial increase in the signal level for the flame measurements.

A second improvement would be to calibrate with a cold gas mixture corresponding

to the flame reactants. Such a calibration should reduce the variation in scattering cross-

section between the calibration gas and the flame gas. However, the benefits of this

change in premixed flames, for which the reactants and products are mostly N_, are

somewhat limited. It may also be better to use experimentally measured Rayleigh scat-

tering cross-sections instead of calculated values. This would account for any depolar-

ization of the laser beam and would eliminate errors associated with the curve fit for

calculated scattering coefficients. Finally, one must also be careful to avoid fluorescence

signals in the ultraviolet. This could be a problem with NO and 02 in lean flames, and

could also be a problem with large hydrocarbons in very rich flames.

Temperature measurements using an iterative Rayleigh scattering temperature

measurement technique have been presented. This technique is similar to that of Namer
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and Schefer [1985] but makes use of a more comprehensive chemical kinetics model and

an iteration procedure to calculate the species concentrations in flat, premixed flames.

These calculated species concen_ations are used to determine the effective Rayleigh

scattering cross-section, which is then used to correct the Rayleigh scattering measure-

ments. The technique is shown to work at atmospheric pressure, and should be especially

useful for temperature measurements in high-pressure flames, as the Rayleigh scattering

signal scales linearly with total number density [Laurendeau, 1988].
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CHAPTER 8

QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF NITRIC OXIDE IN

LAMINAR, HIGH-TEMPERATURE C2I-I6/O2/N2 FLAMES

8.1 Introduction

Current environmental concerns mandate the reduction of nitric oxide from

combustion applications such as gas-turbine engines. To achieve this goal, an under-

standing is required of the formation mechanisms of NO. This, in turn, requires the ability

to perform accurate quantitative in situ measurements of the concentrations of various

flame species, including NO. Accurate concentration measurements will allow for the

refinement of current chemical kinetics models, which can then be used to design future

combustion schemes and equipment.

Quantitative measurements of NO concentration can be obtained using both physical

techniques, such as probe-sampling [Heberling, 1977; Leonard and Correa, 1990; Drake

et al., 1991] and optical techniques, such as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) [Morley,

1981, 1982; Chou et al., 1983; Cattolica et aL, 1989; Heard et al., 1992; Reisel et al.,

1993]. Probe-sampling combined with chemiluminescent detection is advantageous since

it possesses a lower detection limit, is easier to use, and is less expensive than laser-based

methods. However, a physical probe can disrupt the flow field, potentially altering the

concentrations of radical species; moreover, such probes may not be able to withstand the

harsh conditions of practical combustion environments [Miller and Fisk, 1987]. These

disadvantages can be overcome by employing optical techniques. Optical procedures

allow for remote sensing of numerous species in a variety of environments. Unlike sam-
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piing probes, optical methods generally do not alter the combustion process; in addition,

many combustors are more readily adaptable to optical access than to physical sampling

Finally, precise spatial resolution is achievable through the use of optical moth-probes.

ods.

Previously, the feasibility of making quantitative LIF measurements of NO has been

demonslrated inlaminar,low-temperature (1600 _<T < 1850IC),C__I_/OJN2 flames up to

14.6atm (Chapter 4). In theseflames,most of the NO isformed in the flame front,pro-

ducing flatprofilesof NO in the burnt-gasregion. In thischapter,thiswork isextended

by presentingLIF measurements of NO inlean,laminar,high-temperature(2100 _ T,_.

2300 K), C.zI-I_/O2/N2flames atequivalenceratiosof 0.7 to 0.95 and pressuresof 1.0and

3.05 arm. The flames studiedexhibita steady risein NO concentrationwith increasing

heightabove the burner,indicatingthatsignificantthermal-NO production occursin the

burnt-gas region. To evaluate the predictivecapabilityof current chemical kinetics

models with respectto the NO production in theseflames, the flames axe alsomodeled

using the reactionmechanism of Glarborg etal.[1986],as modified by Drake and Blint

[1991](GMK-DB).

8.2 Experimental Technioues

The laser system and optical layout used to perform the LIF measurements of NO

arc described in Chapter 3. The burner used for the measurements was a 1.3xl.3 cm

prcmixcd Hcncken burner, which consists of densely packed, 0.5-mm diameter, stainless

steel tubes. The burner was located inside the high-pressure combustion facility described

by Carter et al. [1989]. The 0.2(26.5) line of NO was used for absorption, and the

fluorescence was detected from the d0,1) band. The image of the entrance slit over the

burner was 80 ttm × 6.7 ram. Each data point was averaged over 600 laser shots.
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As discussed in Chapter 4, the effects of fluorescence quenching and fluctuating

laser power can affect a LIF measurement. In this chapter, broadband laser-saturated

fluorescence (LSF) [Reisel et al., 1993] is used to attempt to overcome these effects.

However, while the measurements were well saturated at 1 atm [Reisel et al., 1993], only

weak saturation existed at 3.05 atm (Chapter 4). For the measurements at 3.05 atm, non-

linear corrections were made for laser power variations. In addition, we assumed that

fluorescence quenching does not vary significantly over the range of our measurements,

either within or among the flames, at a given pressure. This assumption was confmned at

atmospheric pressure by measuring profiles of [NO] using both saturated and linear

fluorescence, and demonswating good agreement between the two techniques. Figure 8.1

shows the normalized fluorescence data in two atmospheric-pressure flames taken with

both LIF and LSF. The laser energy over the burner was ~30 It.l/pulse for the LIF mea-

surements and ~2 mJ/pulse for the LSF measurements.

Post-flame temperatures were measured using a Rayleigh scattering technique sim-

ilar to that of Namer and Schefer [1985] as described in Chapter 7. For this technique,

measurements of the Rayleigh scattering at 225.4 nm were taken as a function of height

above the burner. To correct for the change in effective Rayleigh scattering cross-section

which results from variable gas composition, the Sandia flame code [Kee et al., 1985] was

used to calculate the mole fractions of each species corresponding to each experimental

location. The Rayleigh scattering cross-section for each gaseous component was calcu-

lated at 226 nm via the correlations of Gardiner et al. [1981]. Effective Rayleigh scat-

tering cross-sections were next determined as a function of height above the burner. These

were then used to evaluate flame temperatures by correcting for the differences in

scattering cross-sections for the flames as compared to the calibration gas (pure N2 at room

temperature).
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The same experimental apparatus was used for the Rayleigh scattering measure-

ments as for the LIF measurements, with the following modifications. The power moni-

toting photodiode was moved to a location before the pressure vessel. The image of the

entrance slit was reduced to 67_tm x 1.3 mm to reduce background scattering. The

excitation frequency was changed to v=44355 crn'1; at this frequency no significant

interference occurs owing to fluorescence originating from NO or 02. The monochro-

mator was tuned for maximum detection of the Rayleigh scattering signal at ):-225.4 rim.

Finally, the Rayleigh scattering signal was processed with a Stanford Research System

SR250 boxcar averager and gated integrator, using a 6-ns temporal gate width.

NO is produced through three main reaction mechanisms [Drake and Blint, 1991]:

(1) the Zeldovich, or thermal-NO, mechanism [Zeldovich, 1946], (2) the N20-

intermediate mechanism [Wolfrum, 1972; Malte and Pratt, 1974], and (3) the prompt-NO

mechanism [Fenimore, 1971]. The details of these paths can be found in Chapter 2. The

amount of NO formed through each of these mechanisms depends on the temperature,

pressure, and equivalence ratio of the flame. However, the only path producing substan-

tial amounts of post-flame NO is the Zeldovich mechanism. This path is highly temper-

ature dependent, producing only small amounts of NO at temperatures less than 1900 K.

In the post-flame zone, the rate of NO production depends directly on the temperature: the

higher the temperature, the greater the rate of NO production.

The experimental flames in this study were investigated through computer model-

ing. The modeling of the chemical kinetics was performed using the Sandia steady,

laminar, one-dimensional, premixed flame code [Kee et al., 1985]. The details of the

modeling can be found in Chapter 3.
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The reaction mechanism used as input to the computer model was assembled by

Glarborg et al. [1986] and modified by Drake and Blint [1991]. This reaction mechanism

consists of 49 species and over 200 reactions. Drake and Blint adopted most of the reac-

tion mechanism from Glarborg et al.; however, they made a few modifications. These

included the introduction of pressure dependency into four unirnolecular reactions, the

addition of a C3H8 reaction mechanism, and the introduction of rate parameters for the

reaction CH + N 2 _ HCN + N based on measurements in a high-temperature shock tube

[Dean et al., 1988]. The rate parameters for the unimolecular reactions at 3.05 arm are

given by Drake et al. [1991] and in Chapter 3.

Obtaining a temperature profile by Rayleigh scattering near the burner surface was

difficult because of the large background scattering. Therefore, the energy equation was

solved to obtain a temperature profile for the kinetics modeling. A temperature profile

was also derived which represented the energy solution adjusted by the difference between

the energy solution temperature and the average of the temperature measurements in the

post-flame zone. Hence, [NO] profiles were calculated using two temperature profiles for

each flame: (1) that from the energy solution; and (2) that from the energy solution scaled

to the average measured post-flame temperature (the "measured" profile). A burner sur-

face temperature of 300 K was used as a boundary condition. Since the burner is

uncooled, this surface temperature may be too low. Consequently, a sample test case was

run for the 0=0.95 flame at 1 atm by employing a burner surface temperature of 1000 K.

The results for these two boundary conditions were similar, suggesting that the choice of

the initial temperature for the reactants does not significantly affect the chemical kinetics

calculations for these flames. This result is shown in Fig. 8.2, which shows the calculated

temperature and [NO] profiles for the 0=0.95 flame solved with inlet temperatures of 300

Kand 1000 K.
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8.4 Results and Discussion

Using the experimental apparatus described above, quantitative LIF measurements

of NO were performed in lean, laminar, CaI-I_/02/Nz flames at pressures of 1.0 and 3.05

atm. The post-flame temperatures of these flames, as measured using Rayleigh scattering,

ranged from 2100 to 2300 K. The precision of the temperature measurements at the 95%

confidence level, as determined by a propagation of errors analysis, was -5% (Appendix

C). All of the flames had a dilution ratio (f'Nz/f'o2) of 2.8. The total flow rates were 3.5

slpm for the atmospheric-pressure flames and 9.0 slpm for the flames at 3.05 atm. The

equivalence ratios and pressures of the five flames of this study are listed in Table 8.1.

As indicated above, comparisons between linear and saturated fluorescence at

atmospheric pressure demonstrated good agreement between the two techniques. This

indicates that the NO fluorescence quenching environment, both in a flame and between

flames, is essentially constant for the range of experimental conditions at a given pressure.

On this basis, the fluorescence signals at a given pressure were calibrated using the fol-

lowing procedure. Measurements of the fluorescence voltage from the burnt-gas region

of a lean flame were obtained for three different levels of doped NO. It is assumed that

the doped NO does not react through the flame, and that the amount of NO found in this

flame is small compared to the amount of doped NO. The former assumption is supported

by computer modeling, which indicates that the burnt-gas NO concentration is equal to the

doped NO concentration to within 5% for these lean flames. Calibration was performed

5 ram above the burner surface in the _=0.80 flame at i atm (flame A) and in the _=0.75

flame at 3.05 atm (flame D). At a given pressure, the ratio of fluorescence signals for any

two flames, or any two points in a flame, represents the ratio of NO number densities.

The data from the three doping conditions, when plotted as fluorescence signal vs.

doped [NO], form a straight line. The slope of this line was used to obtain a fluorescence
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Experimental conditions and temperatures for the flames of this study. The

energy solution temperature at 7 mm above the burner, the average measured

post-flame temperature, and the temperature calculated with Eq.(8.1) at 7

mm above the burner are tabulated.

Flame _b P (atm) Energy (K) Measured (K) Calculated (K)

A 0.80 1.00 2115 2135 2140

B 0.95 1.00 2190 2270 2260

C 0.70 3.05 2085 2100 2080

D 0.75 3.05 2120 2185 2150

E 0.82 3.05 2175 2290 2220

voltage calibration, which was then applied to the fluorescence signal measured in the

undoped calibration flame. The observed linear relationship further indicates that the NO

undergoes little reaction in this flame. NO concentrations in the other flames at the same

pressure were determined from the measured fluorescence signal using the NO concen-

tration vs. signal voltage calibration determined in the calibration flame. With the nearly

constant quenching environment, corrections for any variation in quenching between

flames was deemed unnecessary.

By calibrating at each pressure, no corrections are required for both changes in the

quenching environment (due to pressure changes) and changes in the optical alignment

which results from maximizing the NO fluorescence signal at each pressure. This cali-

bration procedure also does not require corrections originating from changes in the spec-

tral linewidth due to pressure broadening, variations in spectral line overlap with pressure,
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and changes in rotational energy transfer with pressure.

Figures 8.3 - 8.7 show profiles of the NO concentration as a function of height above

the burner for five lean, premixed C2H6/02/N2 flames. Each figure also contains the

predicted [NO] profiles from the solution of the energy equation (solid line) and from the

measured temperature profile (dot-dashed fine). The temperature profile from the energy

solution is also shown. The post-flame temperatures as determined by the energy solution

and by the average post-flame measured temperatures are listed in Table 8.1. Note that

the energy solution temperatures are within the uncertainty of the measured temperatures

except for flame E, for which the difference is just larger than the uncertainty. As can be

seen for these five lean flames, the [NO] increases steadily as a function of height above

the burner. This behavior is consistent with the Zeldovich mechanism for NO production

in high-temperature lean flames. The precision of the NO measurements (95% confidence

interval) is better than +7% (due to statistical uncertainty); the accttracy of the measure-

ments is estimated at +_25%, due primarily to calibration considerations (Appendix C).

For the atmospheric-pressure flames (Figs. 8.3-8.4), the energy solution provides a

fairly accurate prediction; the [NO] is underpredicted slightly, but the rates of NO pro-

duction (as indicated by the slopes) for the predictions and measurements are quite close.

The underprediction of [NO] arises mostly from the chemical kinetics in the flame front.

When using the measured post-flame temperature, the predicted and measured NO pro-

ftles for flame A are in reasonable agreement both quantitatively and qualitatively, par-

ticularly within 7 mm of the burner surface. The results for flame B are not as good, with

the predictions indicating a significantly higher rate of NO production; this disagreement

suggests that the measured temperatures are too high. However, as mentioned previously,

the uncertainty in the temperature measurements is large enough to include the energy

solution temperatures for these flames. For both flames, the measured rates of NO pro-
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Figure 8.3: Measured and calculated [NO] in the P=l atm, _=0.80 flame (flame A).

The temperature profile calculated from the energy solution, and the mea-

sured temperatures in the post-flame zone, are also shown. For this case,

the average post-flame measured temperature was 20 K higher than the

energy solution temperature.
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The temperature profile calculated from the energy solution is also shown.

For this case, the average post-flame measured temperature was 80 K

higher than the energy solution temperature.
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The temperature profile calculated from the energy solution is also shown.

For this case, the average post-flame measured temperature was 15 K

higher than the energy solution temperature.
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The temperature profile calculated from the energy solution is also shown.

For this case, the average post-flame measured temperature was 65 K

higher than the energy solution temperature.
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The temperature profile calculated from the energy solution is also shown.

For this case, the average post-flame measured temperature was 115 K

higher than the energy solution temperature.
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duction tend to be less than the calculated rates at heights greater than 7 mm above the

burner. This is probably due to the lack of radiative cooling in the modeled conditions as

opposed to the experimental conditions.

Figure 8.3 also contains the temperature measurements found via Rayleigh scatter-

ing in the post-flame zone. These are presented as typical temperature measurements

within the post-flame region of all the flames. As can be seen, there is a significant amount

of scatter in the temperature measurements. Such scatter makes it very difficult to obtain

a realistic temperature profile for these flames. However, the average post-flame tem-

perature can be easily calculated from these measurements.

The results for the flames at 3.05 atm (Figs. 8.5-8.7) are similar to those at 1.0 area.

For flame C, the energy solution agrees well with the measured [NO] profile. The

agreement with the energy solution is only fair for flames D and E (Figs. 8.6-8.7); a

comparison of the slopes again indicates an underprediction of the experimental temper-

ature. In addition, the [NO] is again consistently underpredicted, owing to flamefront

effects. Comparisons between the measurements and predictions when using the

measured post-flame temperatures show good agreement for flames C and D (particularly

within 7 mm of the burner), but poorer agreement for flame E. The lack of radiative

cooling in the modeling is again apparent in the results for flames C and D. The energy

solution temperature is just below the range of temperature uncertainty for flame E.

However, based upon the rates of NO production, the energy solution temperature appears

to be too low, indicating that the actual temperature is within the uncertainty of the mea-

surements.

While three of the measured temperatures in the five flames appear to yield rotes of

NO production which agree well with the model, two of the measurements appear to yield

a temperature profile that produces too high a NO production rate when compared to the

predictions. For flames B and E (Figs. 8.4 and 8.7), the energy solution appears to be as
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useful as that obtained with the "measured" temperature profile. Therefore, use of the

energy solution is probably acceptable for these flames. More importantly, these results

demonstrate the necessity of having more precise temperature measurements for evalu-

ation of the kinetics of high-temperature NO production. Changes in temperature of ~100

K (such as for flame E in Fig. 8.7) can cause the modeling to go from strongly

underpredicting to strongly overpredicting the rate of NO production.

For comparative purposes, flame temperatures were also calculated using the fol-

lowing expression for the rate of thermal NO formation [Drake, 1993]:

(8.1)

The temperature was calculated from the measured [NO] profile, the predicted [02] and

[N2], and the gas velocity from the flame code. The calculations were performed at a

height of 7 mm above the burner. The results for these calculations are listed in Table 8.1.

The calculated temperatures are in good agreement with the measurements for flames A

and C, and fall between the measured and calculated temperatures for flames B, D, and E.

It appears that both the measured and predicted flame temperatures are consistent with the

temperatures required for post-flame NO formation.

The possible effect of 02 interference is of considerable concern with respect to LIF

measurements of [NO] in high-temperature flames. Reisel et al. [1993] found no signif-

icant interference when using the 0.2(26.5) line for low-temperature measurements

(whereas, there would be significant interference for the Rt(17.5) line). However, Battles

et al. [1994] raise the possibility of potential interference from high-order Schumann-

Range lines of Oz when employing laser excitation in this region of the NO spectrum. To

determine if a significant 02 problem exists for these measurements, an excitation scan

was taken around the region of the Q2(26.5) line of NO in the post-flame zones of both

flames A and B. Detection occurred in the "t(0,1) band of NO. The scans were similar for
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bothflames,andtheresultfor flameA is shown in Fig. 8.8. The spectral features shown

in Fig. 8.8 agree well with the known line positions of NO [De6zsi, 1958]. The scan also

appears to be very similar to comparable scans in low-temperature flames [Reisel et al.,

1993]. Therefore, 02 interference does not appear to be a significant problem in these

measurements.

EE. Saaum 

In this chapter, NO concentration profiles, found via LIF, in lean, high-temperature

C_I-_/O2/N 2 flames at 1.0 and 3.05 atm have been presented and compared to appropriate

chemical kinetics calculations. The input temperature profiles used for the predictions

were the calculated profile from the energy solution, and this profile scaled to match the

average post-flame temperature as measured by Rayleigh scattering. The agreement

between the measured [NO] and the results from the energy solution appears to be con-

sistently acceptable, while using the measured temperature profiles occasionally provides

a rate of NO production that is too high compared to the measurements. Although the

measured temperature may be too high, this assertion is difficult to defend owing to the

uncertainty in the temperature measurements. Thus, more precise temperature measure-

ments are needed for firm evaluation of the accuracy of chemical kinetics models for NO

formation at high temperature. Finally, there appears to be little interference from 02 in

these LIF measurements.
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Figure 8.8: Excitation scan over the region containing the Q2(26.5) line (v=44330 cm _)

of NO. Detection occurred in the 7(0,1) band of NO. The scan was taken

in the P=I atm, _b--0.80 flame (flame A). Locations of known NO spectral

lines [De6zsi, 1958] are also plotted.
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CHAPTER 9

LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS

OF NITRIC OXIDE IN TURBULENT FLAMES

9.1 Introduction

I-Iigh-pressure combustion applications, such as gas-turbine engines, are a major

source of ni_c oxide (NO) emissions. As the environmental problems caused by high NO

emissions grow, it has become imperative to reduc_ NO emissions from combustion

processes. The achievement of this goal by combustion designers re,luLls, among other

things, a thorough understanding of the chemical kinetics involved in the production of

NO at high-pressure. Such understanding, in turn, mandates accurate in situ measure.

ments of NO concentration.

Many practical combustion devices operate under turbulent conditions. To obtain

measurements in a turbulent flame, it is desirable to use an optical diagnostic technique as

opposed to using a physical sampling probe. Optical procedures allow for remote sensing

of numerous species in a variety of environments [Miller and Fisk, 1987]. Unlike sam-

piing probes, optical methods generally do not alter the combustion process; in addition,

many combustors are more readily adaptable to optical access than to physical sampling

probes. Precise spatial resolution is also achievable through the use of optical methods.

Finally, an optical diagnostic technique such as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) allows

concentration measurements to be obtained over very short time-scales; this allows for

instantaneous concentration measurements as opposed to time-averaged quantities.
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The feasibility of making quantitative LIF measurements of NO in laminar flames

has been demonstrated in Chapters 4, 5 and 8. These measurements were made by aver-

aging the fluorescence signal over 600 laser shots. In the laminar flame measurements, a

fluorescence signal was detected on each laser shot; however, 600 laser shots were taken

to reduce the uncertainty in the average concentration. Due to the fluctuations in the flow

field for turbulent combustion, it is desirable to obtain single-shot measurements of the

NO concentration. The single-shot measurements can then be grouped into a probability

density function (pdf); such a representation provides a distribution of the NO concen-

tration over time at a given location in the flame.

Laser-induced fluorescence has previously been used to measure NO concentrations

in turbulent nonpremixed flames [Carter and Barlow, 1994]. However, it is desirable to

determine the feasibility of measuring [NO] in turbulent flames with the current apparatus,

as well as to evaluate the detection limit of the experimental apparatus for single-shot

measurements. This chapter presents preliminary results which address these two issues.

Because the measurements are performed at 1 atm, broadband laser-saturated fluores-

cence (LSF) [Reisel et al., 1993] is employed for the measurements. LSF has been used

previously to measure [OI-I] in turbulent flames [Lucht et al., 1984; Drake and Pitz, 1985].

The LSF signal is nearly independent of the fluorescence quenching environment; there-

fore, the variable quenching environment of a turbulent flame should not affect the mea-

surements.

9.2 Exoedmental Apparatus

The laser system and optical layout used for performing the LSF measurements of

[NO] are described in Chapter 3. Both the 2.5-cm diameter, water-cooled, sintered-bronze

McKenna flat-flame burner and the 1.3xl.3 cm premixed Hencken burner were used in

portions of this preliminary investigation. To provide a more clearly turbulent combustion

environment, a simple burner was also fashioned using a 1.6 mm (ID) tube through which
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a fuel jet was directed into the atmosphere. The burner was located in the high-pressure

combustion facility described by Carter et al. [1989]; however, the pressure vessel was

removed for this study,

One concern of this work was the generation of turbulence in a flame. Two different

schemes were used in an attempt to produce a turbulent flame. First, a nickel-chromium

wire mesh (B&S gauge 24, 16 mesh) was placed in the laminar flow of the McKenna and

Hencken burners in an attempt to Uip the premixed flame from laminar flow into turbulent

flow. However, the success of this approach was difficult to evaluate. Therefore, to be

more certain of the turbulent nature of the flame, a nonpremixed flame was formed using

a fuel jet emanating from the tube burner.

9.3 Results and Discussion

In this study, there are three issues of concern: (1) the ability to measure pdfs of

[NO] with the current experimental apparatus; (2) the ability to generate turbulent flames

with the apparatus; and (3) the single-shot detectability limit of the [NO] measurements in

turbulent flames. The fkst issue can be addressed in laminar flames as well as in turbulent

flames. It would be desirable to resolve the second issue by measuring significantly dif-

ferent pdfs in turbulent and laminar flames; if this cannot be clone (i.e., if the pdfs are

similar), the determination of turbulence must be assessed through qualitative

observations and calculation of the Reynolds number of the flow. The third issue can be

addressed through an analysis of the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements.

It was anticipated that pdfs of [NO] could be constructed using the current exper-

irnental apparatus, for a measurable fluorescence signal was obtained for each of the 600

laser shots taken in the laminar flames of Chapters 4, 5, and 8. To perform single-shot

[NO] measurements, LSF was used as the diagnostic technique. The laser energy above

the burner was ~1 mY/pulse. To demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining a pdf of [NO] in

these flames, the results from a laminar, atmospheric-pressure, C2I-I_/O2/N2 flame on a
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Hencken burner are presented as an example. This flame was a t_=0.95, V=2.94 flame

with a volumetric flow rate of 4.8 slpm. Figure 9.1 contains the single-shot measurements

of the fluorescence voltage from this flame, obtained over 5000 laser shots, and divided

into 20 different bins, each with a width of 0.025 V. The measurements were obtained 12

mm above the burner. The average of the 5000 laser shots was 0.208 V, and the standard

deviation was .055 V. This results in a relative standard deviation (the standard deviation

divided by the average) of 0.26. The fluorescence signal could easily be converted into a

NO concentration through the use of an appropriate calibration factor. As can be seen

from Fig. 9.1, pdfs of [NO] can be easily generated in laminar flames with the current

experimental apparatus. Similar pdfs have also been generated for laminar, premixed

flames stabilized on the McKenna burner.

The second issue to be addressed was the feasibility of generating a simple turbulent

flame. The ftrst approach taken was to attempt to trip a laminar flame to produce a tur-

bulent combustion environment. It was uncertain what effect this approach would have

on the pdf of [NO]. If the flame were tripped in or before the flame front, a possibility

existed that there would be a broader pdf of [NO]. However, if the flame was tripped after

the NO had been formed, it was questionable as to whether there would be any change in

the pdf, for the turbulent fluctuations would just be "fluctuations" of a constant [NO]. On

this basis, two approaches were taken to obtain the tripping; ftrst, a nickel-chromium

screen was placed next to the McKenna burner surface, and second, the screen was placed

-5 mm above the surface of the Hencken burner, in the region of thermal-NO formation.

The former approach was taken in an attempt to place the screen below or in the flame

front. The latter approach was taken in an attempt to trip the thermal-NO production

region into turbulence, which was thought more likely due to the higher velocities above

the Hencken burner. The pdfs obtained with both of these methods were very similar to

the lxlfs obtained without the screen. A sample is shown in Fig. 9.2, which contains a pdf
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Figure 9.1: Probability density of the NO LSF signal for a laminar flame using a
Hencken burner. The data were taken 12 mm above the burner for 5000

single-shot measurements. The equivalence ratio of the flame was _=0.95.
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Figure 9.2: Probability density of the NO LSF signal for a flame using a Hencken

burner with a screen placed -5 mm above the burner. The data were taken
15 mm above the burner for 5000 single-shot measurements. The equiva-

lence ratio of the flame was _=0.95.
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of the single-shot LSF measurements of the NO fluorescence signal in the same Hencken

burner flame as in Fig. 9.1, but with the measurements taken 15 rnm above the burner (~10

mm above the screen). In this case, the relative standard deviation of the measurements

was 0.20. Since these measurements are not distributed over a wider region, no clear

indication exists concerning turbulent behavior. This result does not mean that the flow

field has not been tripped to turbulence. It is just an indication that the screen does not

cause additional fluctuations in the [NO].

The second attempt to produee a turbulent flame was to flow a nonpmmixed jet of

fuel into the ambient environment This was done by delivering a mixture of 1.87 slpm

C2I-Ie and 0.55 slpm N2 through a 1.6 mm OD) tube into the atmosphere. The Reynolds

number of the cold-gas flow was -2200, which should indicate a flow in the transition

region between laminar and fully turbulent behavior. The flow did visibly exhibit some

turbulent behavior. The flame was lifted -2 cm above the exit of the tube, and measure-

ments were performed -10.5 mm above the burner. A schematic representation of this

flame is provided in Fig. 9.3. Pdfs were obtained at two locations in the flame; location

"X" was in the center of the flame, and location "Y" was at the edge of the flame. It would

be desirable m perform the measurements higher above the burner, so that the turbulent

flow could be more developed. However, due m the current experimental configuration,

this downstream location was the furthest above the burner that the _urements could

be performed.

Figure 9.4 contains a pcLf obtained near the center of the flame (location "X" in Fig.

9.3). The relative standard deviation of the pclf is 0.35; this value is slightly higher than

that obtained for the laminar flames. However, the pdf still appears to be Gaussian, much

like that obtained in a laminar flame. This result indicates that the small level of turbu-

lence in this flame does not significantly alter the pdf Of [NO] in the flame. The distri-

bution is somewhat broader, but the pdf is still similar to the laminar flames.
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Flame

Burner

Figure 9.3: Schematic diagram of the nonpremixed jet flame. The tube burner had an
ID of 1.6 mm and the flame was lifted -2 cm above the burner. Measure-

ments of the pdf of NO were taken at two locations (-10.5 mm above the

burner); location "X" was in the center of the flame, and location "Y" was

at the edge of the flame.
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Figure 9.4: Probability density of the NO LSF signal for a nonpremixed turbulent jet
flame (R_2200). The data were taken 10.5 mm above the burner in the

center of the flame by employing 5000 single-shot measurements.
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Figure 9.5 contains a pdf obtained near the edge of the jet flame (location "Y" in Fig.

9.3). This region represents the area over which the flame iS rapidly fluctuating. There-

fore, there should be a considerably different pdf of [NO]; this is indeed the case as seen

in Fig. 9.5. In fact, the relative standard deviation of the single-shot measurements is 0.66.

In Fig. 9.5, the distribution of ['NO] is heavily weighted towards low levels of NO con-

centration. However, there are also a substantial number of measurements with large NO

concentrations. In short, Fig. 9.5 demonstrates that measurements of NO concentration

with LSF are feasible with the current experimental apparatus in fluctuating environ-

merits. However, Fig 9.4 does not provide a clear indication as to whether or not a pdf of

[NO] in the center of a turbulent flame would be significantly different from that in a

laminar flame.

The third issue that needs to be addressed is the single-shot detection limit. As a fLrSt

step, it is desirable to determine if the measurements are governed by photon statistics.

For this purpose, previous results obtained with the Hencken burner are considered; in

fact, the flame conditions are identical to those of flame A in Chapter 8. A measurement

was performed, over 600 laser shots, with no attenuation of the fluorescence signal, and

the single-shot relative standard deviation was found to be 0.21. The fluorescence was

then attenuated by a factor of 3.9, and the relative standard deviation increased to 0.40.

For photon statistics (Poisson statistics), one would expect the relative standard deviation

to increase by a factor of the square root of the attenuation [Larson, 1969]. In this case,

one would then expect the relative standard deviation to become 0.41. Therefore, it

appears that the measurements are indeed governed by photon statistics.

To analyze the single-shot detection limit, a flame (0=0.80) used for the calibration

of the atmospheric-pressure measurements in the McKenna burner can eonsiderexL This

flame was chosen because its [NO] is already near the anticipated detection limit. For this

flame, the signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., the inverse relative standard deviation) for a single
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Figure 9.5: Probability density of the NO LSF signal for a nonpremixed turbulent jet
flame (Re_2200). The measurements were taken 10.5 mm above the

burner at the edge of the flame by employing 5000 single-shot measure-
ments.
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shotwas2.03,and theNO concentration was 9 ppm ([NO]--3.7x10 _3 cm3). The mea-

surement was performed over 600 laser shots, so that the ratio of the mean to the standard

deviation of the mean was --50. This reference measurement will be designated with a

subscript "0". Since the fluorescence voltage is directly related to the concentration, the

concentration is directly related to the associated number of detected photons. For photon

statistics [I.arson, 1969],

N_

V= v0 , (9.1)
No

and

C, o0o = , (9.2)

where V is the average voltage, N is the NO concentration (or, correspondingly, the

number of photons), and o is the standard deviation. An acceptable ratio of the average

to the standard deviation must be selected so as to determine the detection limit. In this

case, it will be set equal to 1.0; this value is normally considered to be the lowest accept-

able ratio for a meaningful single-shot measurement [Dreier and Rakestraw, 1990].

Therefore, combining Eqs. (9.1) and (9.2)

V V0a f'ff"
o=K_/N00 " (9.3)

Rearranging and settingEq. (9.3) tounity,

N = N O (9.4)
tVoJ

Solving Eq. (9.4) yields a single-shot detection limit of -2 ppm in a _0.80 flame at

atmospheric pressure ([NO]=7.6×10_2cm_), for the LSF measurements. This value would,

of course, change if a different choice were made for the minimum V/o. For comparative

purposes, Carter and Barlow [1994] report a signal-to-noise ratio of 8 for [NO]=2×10 .3
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cm -_ at atmospheric pressure. Therefore, Carter and Badow [ 1994] have a lower detection

limit than that reported here at a signal-to-noise ratio of unity. Their lower detection limit

can be attributed to a larger spatial probe volume, a larger temporal detection gate, and

their detection of fluorescence over a larger spectral region.

9.A.. lmma 

In this chapter, the feasibility of performing single-shot LIF measurements of NO in

a turbulent flame has been investigated. It has been found that the measurement of pdfs

of [NO] is feasible using LSF with the current experimental apparatus. The generation of

clearly turbulent flames was found to be somewhat more difficult. Attempts to produce

turbulence through tripping the flow with a screen were inconclusive, and it is difficult to

obtain a jet with a sufficiently high Reynolds number with the current equipment. Finally,

a single-shot detection limit of ~2 ppm was obtained in an atmospheric-pressure, _=0.80

flame.
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CHAPTER10

CONCLUSIONSAND FUTUREWORK

10.1 Conclusions

In this study, the method of laser-induced fluorescence (UF) has been applied to the

measurement of nitric oxide concentration in a variety of hydrocarbon flame environ-

ments. These environments include the following: atmospheric- and high-pressure (P <

15 arm), premixed, laminar, low-temperature (1600 < T < 1850 t0 C2H_/O2/N2 and C_H4

/O2/N2 flames; premixed, laminar, high-temperature (2100 < T < 2300 K) C2I_/O2/N2

flames (up to 3.05 arm); and turbulent atmospheric-pressure nonpremixed ethane flames.

The results from the laminar flame work have been compared to the predictions of three

current comprehensive chemical kinetics models. A Rayleigh scattering temperature

measurement technique was also developed and applied to several laminar flames. In

addition, the theoretical transportability of a calibration obtained at one set of conditions

was explored for application to another set of conditions.

Perhaps the most important conclusion obtained from this study is that it is feasible

to perform quantitative LIF measurements of NO concentration in both laminar and tur-

bulent premixed flames at high pressure. Such flames do not exhibit significant changes

in the quenching environment, thereby allowing any changes in the quenching rate

coefficient to be neglected at a given pressure. The measurement technique works for

laminar flames up to at least 15 atm. Above 15 atm, the limiting factorin the applicability

of LIF to NO measurements is not the increase in the quenching rate coefficient with
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pressure,but ratherthe abilitytodetermine thespectrallocationoftheabsorptionlineused

for excitationof NO. For the turbulentflame measurements, the single-shotdetection

limitappears tobc -2 ppm in an atmospheric-pressure¢_-_0.80flame.

Another importantresultof thiswork isthe identificationof a shiftin the peak NO

concentration towards stoichiomctricconditionswith increasing pressure for the Iow-

teml)craturetarries.This behavior was noticed in both the ethane and ethylene flames,

indicatingthatthe phenomenon isprobably universalfor low texture, hydrocarbon

combustion. An analysisof thechemical kineticsfortheseflames suggeststhatthisshift

is caused by the effects of pressure and equivalence ratio on the reaction

CH z + OH .-->CH + 1"120. Thus, more CH is formed in near-stoichiometric flames at

higher pressures due to a greater relative concentration of the hydroxyl radical. Since

these flames are dominated by prompt-NO production so that the amount of NO formed

is directly related to the CH level, the above reaction causes a shift in the peak NO con-

centration towards leaner conditions with increasing pressure.

The selected chemical kinetics schemes had different degrees of success at predict-

ing the NO concentrations in these flames. Use of the energy solution of the GMK-DB

mechanism was, in general, accurate both quantitatively and qualitatively when predicting

the NO formed in both the low-temperature and high-temperature ethane flames. For the

high-temperature flames, the energy solution tended to slightly underpredict the actual

temperature, and to also underpredict the NO formed in the flame front; however, the

solution was often still adequate. The MB mechanism gives accurate qualitative predic-

tions for the [NO] in the low-temperature ethane flames, but grossly underpredicted the

actual [NO] levels in these flames. This was due primarily to the rate parameters used for

the primary prompt-NO reaction, i.e., CH + N2 _-_ HCN + N, and the inclusion of the

reaction CH + 1"120 *-->CH20 + H. The latter removes CH from the flame, which then

reduces production of NO. Neither the GMK-DB nor the MIME-DB mechanisms were
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particularly accurate for the ethylene flames. The two mechanisms were adequate at

equivalence ratios less than 0?--1.2, but then underpredicted the NO concen_ations at

higher equivalence ratios. This caused poor predictions of the equivalence ratio corre-

sponding to the peak [NO], particularly at lower pressures. The MIME-DB mechanism

also tended to greatly underpredict the NO concenu'ations quantitatively in these flames.

Thus, in summary, the proposed reaction mechanisms are adequate for the ethane flames,

and inadequate for the ethylene flames at lower pressures. In addition, the good agreement

for the ethane flames may be more fortuitous than an indication of a well-defined chemical

kinetics model.

Analysis of the chemical kinetics suggests that improvement of the predictions for

the ethylene flames will require a better understanding of the initial breakdown of C2H,.

The basic scheme for the small hydrocarbon kinetics for all three mechanisms was

developed primarUy for methane combustion. As seen in this work, these kinetics for

methane combustion appear to be adequate for the ethane flames. However, the kinetics

do not appear adequate for the rich ethylene flames of Chapter 5. As suggested in Chapter

5, inaccurate predictions of the CH profiles in rich flames by the MIME-DB mechanism

may be the cause of the poor NO predictions. The work of Miller et al. [1991], which

showed that the CH profiles are peaking closer to the burner for the predictions as com-

pared to the measurements for rich flames, suggests that further refinement of the fuel

oxidation models is needed for non-paraffinic fuels. If these models can be improved, the

predictions of [NO] in the low-temperature flames may correspondingly improve as well.

The Rayleigh scattering temperature measurement technique was found to be useful

for accurately measuring temperatures for the low-temperature, atmospheric-pressure

flames. However, the difficulty with obtaining accurate temperatures near the burner

surface (due to the large amount of background scattering) and the poor precision of the

technique (-5%) limits its utility for high-temperature flame measurements. The large
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dependence of thermal-NO production on temperature requires more precise measure-

ments than can be obtained with the Rayleigh scattering technique before proper evalu-

ation can be made of the chemical kinetics controlling high-temperature NO formation.

Finally, it was found that it is best to calibrate the LIF measurements of NO con-

centration as close to the flame conditions as possible. It is very important to calibrate at

the same pressure, due both to the effects of pressure broadening on the spectral lines and

the changes in quenching environment with pressure. While it is generally not possible to

easily apply a calibration found at one pressure to a measurement at another pressure,

calibration can frequently _ performed in a flame with a different temperature at the same

pressure.

10.2 Recommendations for Future Work

This work has shown the feasibility of performing LIF measurements of NO con-

centration in high-pressure flames and in turbulent flames. Therefore, there are many

possible ways in which the LIF method can be applied to practical environments. First,

LIF measurements should be obtained in more high-temperature flames, both at atmos-

pheric and high pressure. The limiting factor in this study was the burner used for these

measurements. Burners designed using a capillary tube configuration will not be

particularly successful at producing premixed flames at high-pressure, for the flame tends

to be either pushed into the burner or to be extinguished by the small tube diameter of the

burner assembly. These problems could possibly be overcome with an uncooled

McKenna type, sintered ceramic burner. This type of burner could generate higher-

temperature flames by avoiding water-cooling; moreover, the flame would not be able to

propagate back into the burner at higher pressures.

A second area which should be pursued using LIF is the measurement of pdfs of NO

concentration under turbulent flame conditions. The feasibility of such measurements

was shown in this study, but little was found in the way of useful results. The best
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approachwould beto use a jet burner, such as that used in this experiment. However, this

is only appropriate if the Reynolds number of the flow can be made large enough to obtain

high levels of turbulence. This would require a flow system with a larger available range

for the fuel flow. A second option here would be to use a burner design similar to that of

Goix and Shephard [1993]. This burner contains a grid to generate turbulence within the

burner, above a partially premixed flow configuration. Such a burner may allow for tur-

bulent premixed combustion without the need for very high flow rates.

The method of LIF for NO earl also be extended to planar LIF (PLIF). PLIF mea-

surements allow for the measurement of NO concentrations from an entire flow field.

This could be useful for determining NO production mechanisms in practical combustors

with different eombustor geomeu'ies. It would also be useful for studying thermal-NO

production, for the entire flow field above the burner could be monitored simultaneously.

PLIF imaging would be especially useful for turbulent flames, as the fluctuations of the

[NO] over an entire flow field could be captured instantaneously, providing a better pic-

ture of the turbulence within the flame.

Another possible application for the LIF method would be simultaneous point

measurements of temperature and NO concentration in turbulent flames. This could be

done with Rayleigh scattering for the temperature measurements and LIF for the [NO]

measurements. One of two approaches could be taken for such measurements. First, a

second monochromator could be used for the detection of Rayleigh scattering, with the

scattering monitored via the optical port opposite the LIF signal monitoring port. This

measurement scheme would require precise optical alignment so that the NO concentra-

tions and temperature are measured from the same location in the flame. The second

option would be to use a beam splitter to divide the fluorescence signal obtained from only

one optical port into two parts and direct each part to different monochromators. How-

ever, this approach may reduce the fluorescence signal substantially, and could therefore
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only be used successfully in flames with large NO concentrations.

It is also desirable to obtain OH and CH profiles in some high-pressure flames to

ascertain the correctness of the hypotheses proposed in Chapters 4 and 5. The OH mea-

surements would be useful for determining if the postulate for the shift in NO concentra-

tion with pressure is correct, and the CH profiles could be used to evaluate the ability of

the chemical kinetics models to predict the CH profiles in ethylene flames. Due to the

rapid decrease in OH and CH concentrations in the post-flame zone, the highest pressure

at which these measurements could be usefully performed may be limited. However,

some high-pressure measurements of OH and CH should be feasible with LIF.

Finally, it would be desirable to develop reduced chemical kinetics mechanisms

which could accurately predict NO concentrations in high-pressure hydrocarbon flames.

The size of the current mechanisms does not permit them to be used in turbulent

combustion models. The mechanisms must be reduced to contain only a few species with

a limited number of controlling elementary reactions [Frenklach, 1991]. This will not be

an easy task, for as shown in this study, the prompt-NO mechanism is important for low-

temperature production of NO. Therefore, the hydrocarbon kinetics will need to be

reduced into a form which contains many fewer species, but still provides accurate

predictions of the CH and NO concentrations.
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Aooendix A - Chemical Kinetics Reaction Mechanisms
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This appendix contains the three primary comprehensive chemical kinetics schemes

used as input for the computer modeling of the various flames. The first elementary

reaction mechanism was compiled by Drake and Blint [1991] (GMK-DB). The mecha-

nism was developed primarily by Glarborg et al. [1986]; however modifications to the

mechanism were made using results found by Hanson and Saliman [1984] and by Dean et

al. [1988]. In addition, a propane mechanism was added to the GMK scheme, which

probably has little effect on the C_.2I_O_N 2 flames modeled. The input to the computer

model is organized in the following manner. First, the elements considered are listed,

followed by the species which are considered, and ending with the elementary reactions

in the mechanism. The numbers listed after each reaction represent the constants A, n, and

E,, respectively, in the Arrhenius expression

where k/is the rate coefficient for the reaction, T is the temperatttre (K) and R is the ideal

gas constant (cal/gm-moleoK). Some of the reactions containing the third-I:_ly species

"M" are followed by another line with various species listed. These st_ies represent the

"M" in the previous equation, and the numbers represent the third-My enhancement

efficiency, which is the amount that the rate coefficients are multiplied by for that species.

If this number is 0.0, the above rate coefficient does not apply for that species; rather, the

chemical reaction with that species acting as a third-body is located below that line in the

mechanism. One reaction is followed by a line containing "DUP"; this indicates that this

reaction contains a third-My which is listed later in the mechanism, and the later equa-

tion also is followed by "DUP".
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The chemical kinetics input for the GMK-DB model can be found below. This

mechanism is designed for use at atmospheric pressure. Four reaction rate coefficients are

changed at higher pressures, and these values can be found in Chapter 3.

ELEMENTS
HCON

END

SPECIES
N2 CO CO2 02 H20 H2 OH O H HO2 H202
CH4 CH3 CH2 CH C CH20 HCO
C2H6 C2H5 C2H4 C2H3 C2H2 C2H
C3H6 C3H2

CH30 CH2CO HCCO C3H8 C3H7fN) C3H7(I)
NO N NO2 HNO NH3 NH2 NH N2H2 NNH N20
HCN CN

NCO HNCO HCNO HOCN C2N2
END

REACTIONS

H+O2=O+OH
H2+O=H+OH
H2+OH-H20+H
OH+OH=H20+O
H+OH+M=H20+M

H20/20.0/
O2+M--O+O+M
H+H+M=H2+M

H2/0./H20/0J CO2/0.I
H+H+H2=H2+H2
H+H+H20=H2+H20
H+H+C02=I-I2+CO2

H2+O2=OH+OH
H+O2+O2=H02+O2

H+O2+N2=HO2+N2
DUP

HO2+H-I-I2+O2
HO2+H---OH+OH
HO2+O--OH+O2
HO2+OH=H20+O2
HO2+HO2=H202+O2
H202+M=OH+OH+M

H202+H=HO2+H2
H202+OH=H20+HO2

CO+O+M--CO2+M
CO+O2=CO2+O
CO+OH=CO2+H

5.10E+16
1.80E+10
1.20E+09
6.00E+08
7.50E+23

1.90E+11
1.00E+18

9.20E+16
6.00E+19

5.50E+20
1.70E+13
6.70E+19

6.70E+19

2.50E+13
2.50E+14
4.80E+13
5.00E+13
2.00E+12
1.20E+17

1.70E+12
1.00E÷13
3.20E+13

2.50E+12
1.50E+07

-0.820
1.000
1.300
1.300

-2.600

0.500

-1.000

-0.600
-1.250
-2.000

0.000
- 1.420

- 1.420

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.300

16510.0

8830.0

3630.0

0.0

0.0

95560.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
47780.0

0.0
0.0

700.0
1900.0
1000.0
1000.0

0.0
45500.0

3750.0
1800.0

-4200.0
47700.0

-760.0



CO+HO2=CO2+OH
HCO+M--CO+H+M
HCO+H=CO+H2
HCO+O=CO+OH
HCO+O=CO2+H
HCO+OH=CO+H20

HCO+O2=CO+HO2
CH20+M=HCO+H+M
CH20+H=HCO+H2
CH20+O=HCO+OH
CH20+OH=HCO+H20
CH4+H--CH3+H2
CH4+O--CH3+OH
CH4+OH=CH3+H20
CH4+CH2=CH3+CH3
CH3+M--CH2+H+M
CH3+H=CH2+H2
CH3+O--CH20+H
CH3+O=CH2+OH
CH3+OH=CH2+H20
CH3+OH=CH20+H2

CH3+O2--CH20+OH
CH2+H=CH+H2
CH2+O=CO+H+H
CH2+O=CO+H2
CH2+O=CH+OH
CH2+OH=CH20+H
CH2+OH=CH+H20

CH2+O2--CO2+H+H

CH2+O2--CO2+H2

CH2+O2=CO+H20

CH2+O2--CO+OH+H

CH2+O2=HCO+OH

CH2+O2=CH20+O

CH2+CO2=CO+CH20

CH+H--C+H2

CH+O=CO+H

CH+OH=HCO+H

CH+O2=HCO+O

CH+CO2=HCO+CO

C+CH4=CH+CH3

C+OH=CO+H

C+O2--CO+O

C+C02=CO+CO
CH3+O2--CH30+O
CH30+M--CH20+H+M

CH30+H=CH20+H2
CH30+O=-CH20+OH

CH30+OH=CH20+H20

CH30+O2=CH20+HO2

CH2CO+M--CH2+CO+M

CH2CO+H--CH3+CO

CH2CO+H=HCCO+H2

5.80E+13
1.60E+14
4.00E+13

3.00E+13
3.00E+13
5.00E+12
3.30E+13
3.30E+16
2.20E+08

1.80E+13
3.40E+09
2.20E+04
1.20E+07
3.50E+03
1.30E+13
1.90E+16
9.00E+13
6.80E+13
5.00E+13
1.50E+13
1.00E+12
5.20E+13
7.30E+17
3.00E+13
5.00E+13

5.00E+13
3.00E+13
4.50E+13
1.60E+12
6.90E+11
1.90E+10
8.60E+10
4.30E+10
2.00E+13
1.10E+I 1
1.50E+14
5.70E+13
3.00E+13

3.30E+13
3.40E+12
5.00E+13
5.00E+13
2.00E+13
6.00E+08
7.00E+12
1.00E+14
2.00E+13
1.00E+13

1.00E+13
6.30E+10
3.60E+15
1.10E+13
7.50E+13

0.000 22930.0
0.000 14700.0
0.000 0.0
0.000 0.0

0.000 0.0
0.000 0.0

-0.400 0.0
0.000 81000.0
1.770 10500.0
0.000 3080.0
1.180 -447.0

3.000 8750.0
2.080 7630.0
3.080 2000.0
0.000 9500.0
0.000 91600.0
0.000 15100.0
0.000 0.0
0,000 12O0O.0
0.000 5000.0
0.000 0.0

0.000 34570.0
-1.560 0.0
0.000 0.0

0.000 0.0
0.000 12000.0
0.000 0.0
0.000 3000.0
0.000 1000.0
0.000 500.0

0.000 -I000.0
0.000 -500.0

0.000 -500.0
0.000 9o0o.0
0.000 1000.0
0.000 0.0
0.000 0.0

0.000 0.0
0.000 0.0
0.000 690.0

0.000 24000.0
0.000 0.0
0.000 0.0
0.000 0.0
0.000 25650.0
0.000 25000.0
0.000 0.0

0.000 0.0
0.000 0.0
0.000 2600.0
0.000 59300.0
0.000 3430.0
0.000 8000.0
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CH2CO+O=CH20+CO
CH2CO+O=-HCCO+OH
CH2CO+OH--CH20+HCO
CH2CO+OH=HCCO+H20
HCCO+H--CH2+CO
HCCO+O--CO+CO+H
HCCO+OH=HCO+CO+H
HCCO+O2=CO+CO+OH
CH2+CH=C2H2+H
CI-I2+CH2--C2H2+H2
CH+CH3=C2H3+H
CH+CH4--C2H4+H
CH+C2H2--C3H2+H
C+CH3--C2H2+H
C+CH2--C2H+H
CH3+CH2=C2H4+H
C2H6+H=C2HS+H2
C2H6+O=C2H5+OH
C2H6+OH=C2HS+H20
C2H6+ 3=C2H5+CH4
C2H6-tCH2=CH3+C2H5
C2HS+O2--C2H4+HO2
C2H4+H=C2H3+H2
C2H4+O=-HCO+CH3
C2H4+OH=C2H3+H20
C2H4+OH=CH20+CH3
C2H3+H=C2H2+H2
C2H3+O=CH2CO+H
C2H3+OH=C2H2+H20
C2H3+O2=HCO+CH20
C2H3+CH2=C2H2+CH3
C2H3+C2H=C2H2+C2H2
C2H2+M=C2H+H+M
C2H+H2=C2H2+H
C2H2+O=CH2+CO
C2H2+O=HCCO+H
C2H2+O=C2H+OH
C2H2+OH=CH2CO+H
C2H2+OH--C'2H+H20
HCCO+CH2=C2H+CH20
HCCO+CH2=C2H3+CO
HCCO+HCCO=C2H2+CO+CO
C2H+O=CH+CO
C2H+OH=HCCO+H
C2H+O2--CO+HCO
C2H+O2=HCCO+O
HNO+M=H+NO+M
I-I20/6.0/H2/2.0/ 02/2./N2/2./

HNO+H=H2+NO
HNO+OH=NO+H20
NH3+M=NH2+H+M
NH3+H=NH2+H2
NH3+O=NH2+OH

2.00E+13
5.00E+13
2.80E+13
7.50E+12
1.10E+I4
1.10E+I4
1.00E+13
1.50E+12
4.00E+13
3.20E+13
3.00E+13
6.00E+13
1.30E+14
5.00E+13
5.00E+13
3.00E+13
5.40E+02
2.50E+13
8.70E+09
5.50E-01
2.20E+13
3.20E+12
1.10E+14
1.60E+09
4.80E+12
2.00E+12
4.00E+13
3.30E+13
5.00E+12
4.00E+12
3.00E+13
3.00E+13
4.20E+16
4.10E+05
2.20E+10
3.60E+04
3.20E+15
3.20E+11
6.00E+12
1.00E+13
3.00E+13
1.00E+13
5.00E+13
2.00E+13
2.40E+12
6.00E+l 1
1.50E+16

5.00E+12
3.60E+13
1.40E+16
7.00E+06
2.10E+13

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
3.500
0.000
1.050
4.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.200
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.390
1.000
2.700

-0.6OO
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.060
2.39O
0.000

0.0
8000.0

0.0
3000.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

2500.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5200.0
6360.0
1810.0
8280.0
8660.0
5020.0
8500.0
746.0
1230.0

960.0
0.0

00.0
0.0

-250.0
0.0
0.0

1O7OOO.O
860.0
2580.0
1390.0

15000.0
200.0

7000.0
2000.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

48680.0

0.0
0.0

90600.0
10171.0

9000.0
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NH3+OH=NH2+H20
NH2+H=NH+H2

NH2+O=NH+OH
NH2+O=HNO+H
NH2÷OH=NH+H20
NH2+N=N2+H+H
NH2+NO=N2+H20
NH+H=N+H2
NH+O=NO+H
NH+OH=HNO+H
NH+OH=N+H20
NH÷O2=HNO+O
NH÷O2=NO+OH
NH+N=N2+H

N+O2=NO+O
N÷OH=NO+H
N+CO2=NO+CO
NO+HO2=NO2+OH
NO2+M=NO+O+M
NO2+H=NO+OH
NO2+O=NO+O2
N2H2+M=NNH+H+M
N2H2+H=NNH+H2
NNH+M=N2+H+M
NNH+H=N2+H2
NNH+NO=N2+HNO
NH2+NH=N2I-I2+H
NH2+NO=NNH÷OH
NH+NO=N20+H
N20+H=N2+OH
N20+O=-NO+NO
N20+O=N2+O2

CH+NO=HCN+O
CH2+N2=HCN+NH
CH+NH2=HCN+H+H
CH+NH=HCN+H
CH2+NH=HCN+H+H
CH+N---CN+H

CH2+N=HCN+H
CH3+N=HC"N+H+H
CH4+N=NH+CH3
HCN+O=CN÷OH

HCN+O=-NH+CO
HCN÷OH=CN+H20
CN+O--CO+N

CN+H2=HCN+H

C+NO=CN+O

C+N20=CN+NO

N+HCCO=HCN+CO

HCN+OH=HNCO+H

NCO+H2=HNCO+H

HOCN+H=HNCO+H

HNCO+H=NH2+CO

2.04E+06 2.040 566.0

6.90E+13 0.000 3650.0
6.80E+12 0.000 0.0
6.60E+14 -0.500 0.0
4.50E+12 0.000 2200.0
7.20E+13 0.000 0.0
3.80E+15 -1.250 0.0
3.00E+13 0.000 0.0
2.00E+13 0.000 0.0
2.00E+13 0.000 0.0
5.00E+11 0.500 2000.0
1.00E+13 0.000 12000.0
1.40E+ 11 0.000 2000.0

3.00E+13 0.000 0.0
6.40E-',.09 1.000 6280.0
3.80E+13 0.000 0.0
1.90E+l 1 0.000 3400.0
2.10E+12 0.000 -480.0
1.10E+16 0.000 66000.0
3.50E+14 0.000 1500.0
1.00E+13 0.000 600.0
5.00E+16 0.000 50000.0
5.00E+13 0.000 1000.0
2.00E+14 0.000 20000.0
3.70E+13 0.000 3000.0
5.00E+13 0.000 0.0
5.00E+13 0.000 0.0
8.80E+15 -1.250 0.0
4.30E+14 -0.500 0.0
7.60E+13 0.000 15200.0
1.00E+14 0.000 28200.0
1.00E+14 0.000 28200.0

1.10E+14 0.000 0.0
1.00E+13 0.000 74000.0
3.00E+13 0.000 0.0
5.00E+13 0.000 0.0
3.00E+13 0.000 0.0
1.30E+13 0.000 0.0
5.00E+13 0.000 0.0
5.00E+13 0.000 0.0
1.00E+13 0.000 24000.0
2.70E+09 1.580 26600.0

3.50E+03 2.640 4980.0
1.50E+13 0.000 10929.0
1.80E+13 0.000 0.0
3.00E+05 2.450 2237.0
6.60E+13 0.000 0.0
1.00E+13 0.000 0.0
5.00E+13 0.000 0.0
4.80E+11 0.000 11000.0

8.60E+12 0.000 9000.0
1.00E+13 0.000 0.0
2.00E+13 0.000 3000.0
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CH2+NO=HCNO+H

HCNO+H=HCN+OH

HCN+OH=HOCN+H

C2N2+OH=HOCN+CN

HCN+O=-NCO+H

CN+OH-NCO+H

CN+O2=NCO+O

CN+NO2=NCO+NO

CN+N20=NCO+N2

NCO+M=N+CO+M

NCO+H=NH+CO

NCO+O=-NO+CO

NCO+OH=NO+CO+H

NCO+N=N2+CO

NCO+NO=N20+CO

HCN+CN=C2N2+H

C2N2+O=NCX)+CN

N+NO=N2+O

N20=N2+O

CH+N2=HCN+N

C2HS+CH3=C3H8

H+C3H8=H2+C3H7(N)

H+C3H8-H2+C3H7(I)

O+C3H8=OH+C3H7(N)

O+C3H8=OH+C3H7(r)

OH+C3H8=H20+C3H7(N)

OH+C3H8=H20+C3H7(I)

C3H7(N)--C_H4+CH3

C3H7(1)=C3H6+H

C3H7(N)--C3H6+H

C3HS+HO2=C3H7('N)+H202

C3HS+HO2=C3H7(1)+H202

H+O2+M=HO2+M

1.40E+12

5.00E+13

9.20E+12

1.90E+11

1.40E+04

6.00E+13

5.60E+12

3.00E+13

1.00E+13

3.10E+16

5.00E+13

5.60E+13

1.00E+13

2.00E+13

1.00E+13

2.00E+13

4.60E+12

3.30E+12

2.13E+19

4.20E+12

2.0E+13

1.3E+14

1.0E+14

3.0E+13

2.6E+13

3.7E+12

2.8E+12

3.0E+14

2.0E+14

1.0E+14

5.00E+12

5.00E+12

2.10E+18

H20/21.0/CO2/5./H2/3.3/CO/Z/O2/0./N2/0./

DUP

C2H5+H--CH3+CH3

CH3+CH3=C2H4+H2

CH4=CH3+H

C2H6--CH3+CH3

C2HS=C2H4+H

C2H3+M=C2H2+H+M

C2H4+M=C"2H2+H2+M

C2H4+M----C2H3+H+M

END

4.00E+13

2.10E+14

4.4E+30

3.9E+31

3.1E+23

3.0E+15

2.60E+17

2.60E+17

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

2.640

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

-0.500

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.300

-2.558

0.000

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-1.000

0.000

0.000

-5.158

-4.810

-3.384

0.000

0.000

0.000

- 1100.0

12000.0

15000.0

2900.0

4980.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

48000.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-390.0

0.0

8880.0

0.0

63584.0

2O40O.O

0.0

9700.0

8360.0

5760.0

4440.0

1650.0

860.0

33030.0

38740.0

37330.0

18000.0

18000.0

0.0

0.0

19200.0

1_2_.0

91_8.0

42121.0

3_.0

79350.0

9660O.O
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The next chemical kinetics model used is that of Miller and Bowman [1989]. This

mechanism has a similar format to the GMK-DB mechanism. However, the pressure

dependencies of several reactions are handled by directly including the curve-fitting

parameters for the Troe, SRI, or Lindemann-Hinshelwood corrections. A common feature

of these fits is the parameter "LOW", which represents the low-pressure limit of the

reaction rate coefficient. The details of these corrections can be found in Kec et al.

[1989]. The MB model is listed below.

ELEMENTS
HCON

END
SPECIES

CH4 CH3 CH2 CH C CH2(S) CH30 CH20 CH2OH
CO2 CO C CH2CO
C2H6 C2H5 C2H4 C2H3 C2H2 C2H C2N2
C3H2 C4H2
H HO2 H2 H20 H202 HCO HCCO HCCOH
02 OH O N2
N NH NO NCO NO2 N20 NH2 NH3 NNH
HCN H2CN HCNO HOCN HNCO HNO CN
H2CCCH I-I2CCCCH

END

REACTIONS

CH3+CH3(+M)=C2H6(+M)
LOW/3.18E+41 -7.0 2762./
TROE/.604 6927. 132J
H2/2.0/CO/2.0/CO2/3.0/H20/5.0/

CH3+H(+M)--CH4(+M)
LOW/8.0E+26 -3.0 0.0/
SRI/0.45 797.0 979.I

H2/2.0/CO/2.0/CO2/3.0/H20/5.0/
CH4+O2--CH3+HO2

CH4+H--CH3+H2
CH4+OH=CH3+H20
CH4+O=CH3+OH
CH4+HO2=CH3+H202
CH3+HO2=CH30+OH
CH3+O2--CH30+O
CH3+O=CH20+H

CH2OH+H=CH3+OH
CH30+H=CH3+OH
CH3+OH=CH2+H20
CH3+H--CH2+H2

9.03E+16 -1.200

6.00E+16 -1.000

7.90E+13 0.000
2.20E+04 3.000
1.60E+06 2.100

1.02E+09 1.500
1.80E+l i 0.000
2.00E+13 0.000
2.05E+18 -1.570
8.00E+13 0.000

1.00E+14 0.000
1.00E+14 0.000
7.50E+06 2.000
9.00E+13 0.000

6.54.0

0.0

56000.0

8750.0
2460.0
8604.0

18700.0
0.0

29229.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

5000.0
15100.0
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CH30+M=CH20+H+M
CH2OH+M-----C_O+H+M
CH30+H---CI-I20+H2
CH2OH+H--CH20+H2
CH30+OH=CH20+H20
CH2OH+OH=CH20+H20
CH30+O=CH20+OH
CH2OH+O=CH20+OH
CH30+O2--CH20+HO2
CI-I2OH+O2=CH20+HO2
CI-I2+H=CH+I-12
CH2+OH--CH+H20
CI-I2+OH=CH20+H
CH+O2=HCO+O
CH+C_O+H
CH+OH=HCO+H
CH+CO2=HCO_O
CH+H=C+H/
CH+I-I20=CI-I20+H
CH+CH20--CH2CO+H
CH+C2H2=C3H2+H
CH+CH2--(_H2+H
CH+CH3:_2H3+H
CH+CH4=C2H4+H
C+O2_O+O
C+OH=CO+H
C+CH3---C2H2+H
C+CH2--C2H+H
CH2+CO2=CH20+CO
CH2+O=CO+2H
CH2+O=CO+H2
CH2+O2=CO2+2H
CH2+O2----CH20+O
CH2+O2=CO2+H2
CH2+O2--CO+H20
CH2+O2=CO+OH+H
CH2+O2=HCO+OH
CI-I20+OH=HCO+I-I20
CH20+H=HCO+H2
CI-I20+M=HCO+H+M
CH20+O=-HCO+OH
HCO+OH=H20+CO
HCO+M=H+CO+M

1.00E+14
1.00E+14
2.00E+13
2.00E+13
1.00E+13
1.00E+13
1.00E+13
1.00E+13
6.30E+10
1.48E+13
1.00E+18
1.13E+07
2.50E+13
3.30E+13
5.70E+13
3.00E+13
3.40E+12
1.50E+14
1.17E+15
9.46E+13
1.00E+14
4.00E+13
3.00E+13
6.00E+13
2.00E+13
5.00E+13
5.00E+13
5.00E+13
1.10E+11
5.00E+13
3.00E+13
1.60E+12
5.00E+13
6.90E+11
1.90E+10
8.60E+10
4.30E+10
3.43E+09
2.19E+08
3.31E+16
1.80E+13
1.00E+14
2.50E+14

H2/1.9/C0/1.9/CH4/2.8/CO2/3.0/H20/5.0/
HCO+H=CO+H2
HCO+O=CO+OH
HCO+O=CO2+H
HCO+O2=HO2+CO
CO+O+M---CO2+M
CO+OH=CO2+H
CO+O2---CO2+O
HO2+CO=CO2+OH
C2H6+CH3--C2H5+CH4

1.19E+13
3.00E+13
3.00E+13
3.30E+13
6.17E+14
1.51E+07
1.60E+13
5.80E+13
5.50E-01

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-1.560
2.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.750
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.180
1.770
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.250
0.000
0.000
-0.400
0.000
1.300
0.000
0.000
4.000

25000.0
250_.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2600.0
1500.0

0.0
3000.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

690.0
0.0
0.0

-515.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

I000.0
0.0
0.0

I000.0
9000.0
500.0

-I000.0
-500.0
-500.0
-447.0
3OOO.O

81000.0
3080.0

0.0
16802.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3000.0
-758.0

410O0.0
22934.0

8300.0



199

C2H6+H--C2H5+H2
C2H6+O--C2H5+OH
C2H6+OH=C2H5+H20
C2H4+H--C2H3+H2
C2H4+O=CH3+HCO
C2H4+OH=C2H3+H20
Ct.I2+CH3=C'2H4+H
H+C2H4(+M)--C2HS(+M)
LOW/6.37E+27 -2.8 -54.0/
H2/2.0/CO/2.0/CO2/3.0/I-I20/5.0/

C2HS+H=2CH3
C2H5+O2--C2H4+HO2
C2H2+O=CH2+CO
C2H2+O=HCCO+H
H2+C2H=C2H2+H
H+C2H2(+M)--C2H3(+M)
LOW/2.67E+27 -3.5 2410.0/
H2/2.0/CO/2.0/CO2/3.0/I-t20/5.0/

C2H3+H=C'2H2+H2
C2H3+O=CH2CO+H
C2H3+O2=CH20+HCO
C2H3+OH=C2H2+H20
C2H3+CH2--C2H2+CH3
C2H3+C2H=2C2H2
C2H3+CH=CH2+C2H2
OH+C2H2=C2H+H20
OH+C2H2=HCCOH+H
OH+C2H2=CH2CO+H
OH+C2H2=CH3+CO
HCCT)H+H=CH2CO+H
C2H2+O=C2H+OH
CH2CO+O=CO2+CH2
CH2CO+H=CH3+CO
CH2CO+H=HCCO+H2
CH2_O_HCCO+OH
CH2_OH-HCCO+H20

CH2CO(+M)= H2+CO(+M)
LOW/3.60E+15 0.0 59270.0/

C2H+O2=2CO+H
C2H+C2H2--C4H2+H
H+HCCO=CH2(S)+CO
O+HCCO=-H+2CO
HCCO+O2=2CO+OH
CH+HCCO=C2H2+CO
2HCCO=C2H2+2CO
CH2(S)+M---C_+M
H/0.0/
CH2(S)+CH4=2CH3
CH2(S)+C2H6--CH3+C2H5
CH2(S)+O2=CO+OH+H
CH2(S)+H2=CH3+H
CH2(S)+H=CH2+H
C2H+O=CH+CO

5.40E+02
3.00E+07
8.70E+09
1.10E+14
1.60E+09
2.02E+13
3.00E+13
2.21E+13

1.00E+14
8.43E+ 11
1.02E+07
1.02E+07
4.09E+05
5.54E+12

4.00E+13
3.00E+13
4.00E+12
5.00E+12
3.00E+13
3.00E+13
5.00E+13
3.37E+07
5.04E+05
2.18E-04
4.83E-04
1.00E+13
3.16E+15
1.75E+12
1.13E+13
5.00E+13
1.00E+13
7.50E+12
3.00E+14

5.00E+13
3.00E+13
1.00E+14
1.00E+14
1.60E+12
5.00E+13
1.00E+13
1.00E+13

4.00E+13
1.20E+14
3.00E+13
7.00E+13
2.00E+14
5.00E+13

3.500
2.000
1.050
0.000
1.200
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
2.000
2.000
2.390
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.000
2.300
4.500
4.000
0.000
-0.6OO
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5210.0
5115.0
1810.0
8500.0

746.0
5955.0

0.0
2066.0

0.0
3875.0
1900.0
1900.0

864.0
2410.0

0.0
0.0

-250.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

14000.0
13500.0
-1000.0
-2000.0

0.0
15000.0
1350.0
3428.0
8000.0
8000.0
2000.0

70980.0

1500.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

854.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0



20O

C2H+OH=HCCO+H
2CH2--C2H2+H2
CH2+HCCO=C2H3+CO
C4H2+OH--C3H2+HCO
C3H2+O2=HCO+HCCO
C4H2+O=C3H2+CO
C2H2+O2=HCCO+OH
C2H2+M=C2H+H+M
C2H4+M=C2H2+H2+M
C2H4+M=C2H3+H+M
H2+O2=2OH
OH+H2=H20+H
O+OH=O2+H
O+H2--OH+H
H+O2+M=HO2+M

2.00E+13
4.00E+13
3.00E+13
6.66E+12
1.00E+13
1.20E+12
2.00E+08
4.20E+16
1.50E+15
1.40E+16
1.70E+13
1.17E+09
4.0OE+14
5.06E+04
3.61E+17

H20/18.6/CO2/4.2/H2/2.9/CO/2.IIN2/1.3/
OH+HO2=H20+O2
H+HO2=2OH
O+HO2=O2+OH
2OH=O+H20
2H+M=H2+M
H2/0.0/H20/0.0/CO2/0.0/

2H+H2=2H2
2H+H20=H2+H20
2H+CO2=H2+CO2
H+OH+M=H20+M
H20/5.0/

H+O+M--OH+M
H20/5.0/

20+M=O2+M
H+HO2=H2+O2
2HO2=H202+O2
H202+M=2OH+M
H202+H=HO2+I-I2
H202+OH=I-I20+HO2
CH+N2=HCN+N
CN+N---C+N2
CH2+N2=HCN+NH
H2CN+N=N2_
H2CN+M=HCN+H+M
C+NO=CN+O
CH+NO=HCN+O
CH2+NO=-HCNO+H
CH3+NO=HCN+H20
CH3+NO=-H2CN+OH
HCCO+NO=HCNO+CO
CH2(S)+NO=-HCN+OH
HCNO+H=HCN+OH
CH2+N=HCN+H
CH+N--CN+H
CO2+N=NO+CO
HCCO+N=HCN+CO
CH3+N=H2CN+H

7.50E+12
1.40E+14
1.40E+13
6.00E+08
1.00E+18

9.20E+16
6.00E+19
5.49E+20
1.60E+22

6.20E+16

1.89E+13
1.25E÷13
2.00E÷12
1.30E÷17
1.60E÷12
1.00E÷13
3.00E+11
1.04E+15
1.00E+13
2.00E÷13
3.00E+14
6.60E÷13
1.10E+14
1.39E÷12
1.00E+11
1.00E÷ 11
2.00E÷13
2.00E÷13
1.00E÷14
5.00E÷13
1.30E÷13
1.90E+11
5.0OE÷13
3.00E+13

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.300

-0.500
2.670
-0.720

0.000
0.000
0.000
1.300

-1.000

-0.600
-1.250
-2.000
-2.000

-0.600

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.0
0.0
0.0

-410.0
0.0
0.0

30100.0
107000.0

55800.0
82360.0
47780.0

3626.0
0.0

6290.0
0.0

0.0
1073.0
1073.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

-1788.0
0.0
0.0

45500.0
3800.0
1800.0
13600.0

0.0
74000.0

0.0
22000.0

0.0
0.0

-1100.0
15000.0
15000.0

0.0
0.0

12000.0
0.0
0.0

3400.0
0.0
0.0



C2H3+N=HCN+CH2
HCN+OH=CN+H20
OH+HCN=HOCN+H
OH+HCN=HNCO+H
OH+HCN=N[-I2+CO
H_+H=HNCO+H
HCN+O=-NCO+H
HCN+O=-NH+CO
HCN+O=-CN+OH
CN+H2=HCN+H
CN+O=CO+N
CN+O2=NCO+O
CN+OH=NCO+H
CN+HCN--C2N2+H
CN+NO2=NCO+NO
CN+N20=-NCO+N2
C2N2+O=NCO+CN
C2N2+OH=HOCN+CN
HO2+NO=NO2+OH
NO2+H=NO+OH
NO2+O=-NO+O2
NO2+M=NO+O+M
NCO+H=NH+CO
NCO+O=NO+CO
NCO+N=N2+CO
NCO+OH=NO+CO+H
NCO+M=N+CO+M
NCO+NO=N20+CO
NCO+H2=HNCO+H
HNCO+H=NH2+CO
NH+O2=HNO+O
NH+O2=NO+OH
NH+NO=N20+H
N20+OH=N2+HO2
N20+H=N2+OH
N20+M=N2+O+M
N20+O=N2+O2
N20+O=2NO
NH+OH=HNO+H
NH+OH=N+H20
NH+N=N2+H
NH+H=N+H2
NH2+O=-HNO+H
NH2+O=NH+OH
NH2+OH=NH+I-I20
NH2+H=NH+H2
NH2+NO=-NNH+OH
NH2+NO=N2+H20
NH3+OH= H2+H20
NH3+H=NH2+H2
NH3+O=-NH2+OH
NNH=N2+H
NNH+NO=N2+HNO

2.00E+13
1.45E+13
5.85E+04
1.98E-03
7.83E-04
1.00E+13
1.38E+04
3.45E+03
2.70E+09
2.95E+05
1.80E+13
5.60E+12
6.00E+13
2.00E+13
3.00E+13
1.00E+13
4.57E+12
1.86E+11
2.11E+12
3.50E+14
1.00E+I3
1.10E+16
5.00E+13
2.00E+13
2.00E+13
1.00E+13
3.10E+16
1.00E+I3
8.58E+12
2.00E+13
1.00E+13
7.60E+I0
2.40E+15
2.00E+12
7.60E+13
1.60E+14
1.00E+14
1.00E+14
2.00E+13
5.00E+11
3.00E+13
1.00E+14
6.63E+14
6.75E+12
4.00E+06
6.92E+13
6.40E+15
6.20E+15
2.04E+06
6.36E+05
2.10E+13
1.00E+04
5.00E+13

0.000
0.000
2.400
4.000
4.000
0.000
2.640
2.640
1.580
2.450
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.800
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.500
0.000
0.000
-0.500
0.000
2.000
0.000
-1.250
-1.250
2.040
2.390
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.0
10929.0
12500.0

1000.0
4000.0

0.0
4980.0
4980.0

26600.0
2237.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

8880.0
2900.0
-479.0
1500.0

600.0
66000.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

48000.0
-390.0
9000.0
3000.0

12000.0
1530.0

0.0
10000.0
15200.0
51600.0
28200.0
28200.0

0.0
2000.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1000.0
3650.0

0.0
0.0

566.0
10171.0
9000.0

0.0
0.0

201



NNH+H=N2+H2
NNH+OH=N2+H20
NNH+NH2=N2+NH3
NNH+NH=N2+NH2
NNH+O=-N20+H
HNO+M=H+NO+M _:

I-I20/10.0/O2/'2.01 N2/2.0/H2/2.0/
HNO.+OH=NO+H20
HNO+H=H2+NO
HND+NH2=NH3+NO
N+NO=N2+O
N+O2=NO+O
N+OH=NO+H
CH2+C2H2=H2CCCH+H

H2CCCH+O2--CH2CO+HCO

H2CCCH40=CH20+C2H
H2CCCH+OH=C3H2+H20
C2H2+C2H2=H2CCCCH+H

H2CCCCH+M=C4H2+H+M

CH2(S)+C2H2=H2CCCH+H
H2CCCH+N=HCN+C2H2

END

1.00E+I4

5.00E+13

5.00E+13

5.00E+13

1.00E+I4

1.50E+16

3.60E+13
5.00E+12
2.00E+13
3.27E+12
6.40E+O9
3.80E+13
1.20E+13
3.00E+10
2.00E+13
2.00E+13
2.00E+12
1.00E+16
3.00E+13
1.00E+13

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.300
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

48680.0

0.0
0.0

1000.0
0.0

6280.0
0.0

6600.0
2868.0

0.0
0.0

45900.0
59700.0

0.0
0.0

202
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The final chemical kinetics model used is the combined mechanism of the hydro-

carbon kinetics of Miller and Melius [1992], and the nitrogen kinetics of Drake and Blint

[1991] (MIME-DB). The MIME-DB mechanism has a similar format to the MB

mechanism, and is listed below.

ELEMENTS
H O C N

END

SPECIES

02 H2 I-I20 H O OH HO2 H202
CO2 CO
CH20 HOD CH2CO HCCO

CH4 CH3 CH2 CH2(S) CH C
CH2OH CH30
C2H6 C2H5 C2H4 C2H3 C2H2 C2H C2
HCCOH 1220

C3H4 C3H4P H2CCCH C3H2
CH2CHCHCH2 CI-I2CHCHCH CH2CHCCH2 CH2CHCCH HCCHCCH

H2CCCCH C4H2 H2C40
C5H2 C5H3
C6H6 C6H5 C6H50 C6H2
N2 NO N NO2 HNO NH3 NH2 NH N2H2 NH N20 HeN CN NCO
HNCO HCNO HOCN C2N2

END

REACTIONS

H2+O2=2OH

OH+H2=H20+H
O+OH=O2+H
O+H2--OH+H
H+O2+M=HO2+M

H20/18.6/ CO2/4.2/ H2/2.86/ CO/2.11/
OH+HO2=H20+O2
H+HO2=2OH
O+HO2--O2+OH
2OH--O+H20
H+H+M=H2+M

H20/0.0/H2/0.0/CO2/0.0/
H+H+H2=H2+H2
H+H+H20=-H2+H20
H+H+CO2=H2+C02
H+OH+M=H20+M

I-I20/5/
H+O+M--OH+M

0.170E+i4 0.000 47780.0

0.117E+10 1.300 3626.0
0.400E+15 -0.500 0.0
0.506E+05 2.670 6290.0
0.361E+18 -0.720 0.0

0.750E+13 0.000 0.0
0.140E+15 0.000 1073.0
0.140E+14 0.000 1073.0

0.600E+09 1.300 0.0
0.100E+19 -1.000 0.0

0.920E+17 -0.600

0.600E+20 -1.250
0.549E+21 -2.000

0.160E+23 -2.000

0.620E+17 -0.600

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0



H20/5/
O+O+M=O2+M
H+HO2=H2+O2
HO2+HO2=H202+O2
H202+M---OH+OH+M
H202+H=HO2+H2
H202+OH=H20+HO2

CH3+CH3(+M)--C2H6(+M)
LOW/1.135E36 -5.246 1704.8/
TROE/0.405 1120. 69.6/
H2/2/C0/2/CO2/3/H20151

CH3+H(+M)=CH4(+M)
LOW/8.0E26 -3.0 0.0/
SRI/0.45 797. 979./
H2/2/CO/Z/C02/3/I-I20151

CH4+O2=CH3+HO2
CH4+H=CH3+I-I2
CH4+OH=CH3+I-I20
CH4+O=CH3+OH
CH4+HO_3+H202
CH3+HO2=CH30+OH
CH3_O+H
CH3+O2----CH30+O
CH2OH+H--CH3+OH
CH30+H---CH3+OH
CH3+OH=CI-I2+H20
CH3+H=CH2+H2
CH30+M=CH20+H+M
CH2OH+M--CH20+H+M
CH30+H--CI-I20+H2
CH2OH+H=CH20+H2
CH30+OH--CH20+H20
CH2OH+OH=CH20+H20
CH30+O=CH20+OH
CH2OH_20+OH
CH30+O2--CI-L20+HO2
CH2OH+O2--C_O+HO2
CH2+H=CH+H2
CH2+OH=CH+H20
CH2+OH---CH20+H
CH+O2=HCO+O
CH+O=CO+H
CH+OH=HCO+H
CH+OH=C+H20
CH+CO2=HCO+CO
CH+H--C+H2
CH+H20--CH20+H
CH+CH20=CH2CO+H
CH+C2H2--C3H2+H
CH+CH2--C2H2+H
CH+CH3---C2H3+H
CH+CH4---C2H4+H

0.189E+14
0.125E+14
0.200E+13
0.130E+18
0.160E+13
0.100E+ 14

9.220E+16

6.000E+16

0.790E+14
0.220E+05
0.160E+07
1.020E+09
0.180E+12
0.200E+14
8.000E+13
0.205E+19
0.100E+15
0.100E+15
0.750E+07
0.900E+14
0.100E+15
0.100E+15
0.200E+14
0.200E+14
0.100E+14
0.100E+14
0.100E+14
0.100E+14
0.630E+ 11
0.148E+14
0.100E+19
0.113E+08
0.250E+14
0.330E+14
0.570E+14
0.300E+14
4.000E+07
0.340E+13
0.150E+15
1.170E+15
0.946E+14
0.100E+15
0.400E+14
0.300E+14
0.600E+14

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-1.174

-1.000

0.000
3.000
2.100
1.500
0.000
0.000
0.000

-1.570
0.000
0.000
2.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-1.560
2.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.000
0.000
0.000

-0.750
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

204

-1788.0
0.0
0.0

45500.0
3800.0
1800.0

635.8

0.0

56000.0
8750.0
2460.0
8604.0
18700.0

0.0
0.0

29229.0
0.0
0.0

5000.0
151O0.0
25000.0
25O00.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2600.0
1500.0

0.0
3000.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3000.0
690.0

0.0
0.0

-515.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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C+02--CO+O

C+OH--CO+H

C+CH3--C2H2+H

C+CH2--C2H+H

CH2+CO2--CH20+CO

CH2+O=CO+H+H

CH2+O=CO+H2

CH2+O2--CO2+H+H

CH2+O2--CH20+O

CH2+O2=CO2+H2

CH2+O2--CO+H20

CH2+O2---CO+OH+H

CH2+O2=HCO +OH

0.200E+14 0.000 0.0
0.500E+14 0.000 0.0

0.500E+14 0.000 0.0
0.500E+14 0.000 0.0
0.110E+12 0.000 1000.0
0.500E+14 0.000 0.0
0.300E+14 0.000 0.0
0.160E+13 0.000 1000.0
0.500E+14 0.000 9000.0
0.690E+12 0.000 500.0
0.190E+l 1 0.000 -1000.0

0.860E+11 0.000 -500.0
0.430E+11 0.000 -500.0

CH20+OH=HCO+H20
CH20+H=HCO+I--I2
CH20+M=HCO+H+M
CH20+O=HCO+OH

0.343E+10 1.180 -447.0
0.219E+09 1.770 3000.0
0.331E+17 0.000 81000.0

0.180E+14 0.000 3080.0

HCO+OH=H20+CO 0.100E+15 0.000
HCO+M=H+CO+M 0.250E+15 0.000

CO/1.87/ H2/1.87/ CH4/2.81/CO2/3./H20/5./
HCO+H=CO+H2 0.119E+14 0.250
HCO+O=CO+OH 0.300E+14 0.000
HCO+O=CO2+H 0.300E+14 0.000
HCO+O2=HO2+CO 0.330E+14 -0.400

CO+O+M=CO2+M
CO+OH---CO2+H
CO+O2=CO2+O
HO2+CO--CO2+OH

0.0
16802_

C2H6+CH3--C2H5+CH4
C2H6+H--C2H5+H2
C2H6+O=C2H5+OH
C2H6+OH=C2H5+H20
C2H4+H=C2H3+H2
C2H4+O=CH3+HCO
C2H4+OH=C2H3+H20
CH2+CH3---C2H4+H

H+C2H4(+M)--C2H5(+M)
LOW/6.369E27 -2.76 -54.0/

H2/2/CO/2/CO2/3/H20/5/
C2H5+H--CH3+C 3
C2H5+O2--C2H4+HO2
C2H2+O=CH2+CO
C2H2+O=HCCO+H
H2+C2H----C2H2+H

H+C2H2(+M)=C2H3(+M)
LOW/2.67E27 -3.5 2410./

H2/2/CO/2/CO2/3/H20/5/
C2H3+H=C2H2+H2
C2H3+O--CH2CO+H

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.617E+15 0.000 3000.0

0.151E+08 1.300 -758.0
2.530E+12 0.000 47688.0
0.580E+14 0.000 22934.0

0.550E+00 4.000 8300.0
0.540E+03 3.500 5210.0
0.300E+08 2.000 5115.0
0.870E÷10 1.050 1810.0

0.110E+15 0.000 8500.0
0.160E+10 1.200 746.0
0.202E+14 0.000 5955.0
0.400E+14 0.000 0.0

0.221E÷14 0.000 2066.0

1.000E+14 0.000 0.0
0.843E+12 0.000 3875.0
0.102E+08 2.000 1900.0
0.102E+08 2.000 1900.0
0.409E+06 2.390 864.3
0.554E+13 0.000 2410.0

0.400E+14 0.000
0.300E+14 0.000

0.0
0.0



C2H3+O2--CH20+HCO
C2H3+OH--C2H2+H20
C2H3+CH2---C3H4+H
C2H3+C'2H--C2H2+C2H2
C2H3+C2H3---CH2CHCCH2+H
C2H3+CH--CH2+C2H2
OH+C2I-I2=C2H+I-I20
OH+C_H2=HCCOH+H
OH+C2H2=CH2CO+H
OH H2--CH3+CO
HCCOH+H--CH2CO+H
C'2H2+O=C2H+OH
CH2CO+O=CO2+CH2

CH2CO+H--CH3+CO

CH2CO+H=HCCO+H2

CH2CO+O=-HCCO+OH

CH2CO+OH=HCCO+H20

CH2CO(+M)=CH2+CO(+M)

LOW/3.6EI5 0.0 59270./
C2H+O2_CO_O+H
C2H+C2H2--C4H2+H

HCCO+C2H2=H2CCCH+CO

H+HCC_H2(S)+CO
O+HCCO=H+CO+CO

HCCO+O2--CO2+CO+H

CH+HCCO--C/H2+CO

HCCO+HCCO--C2H2+CO+CO

HCCO+OH--C20+H20

C20+H--CH+CO

C20+O=CO+CO

C20+OH--CO+CO+H

C20+O2--CO+CO+O

CH2(S)+M=CH2+M
H/0.0/I-I20/0.0/C2H_0.0/

CH2(S)+CH4=CH3+CH3
CH2(S )+C'2H6=CH3+C'2H5
CH2(S)+O2--CO+OH+H
CH2(S)+H2=CH3+H

CH2(S)+H20=CH3+OH
CH2(S)+H20=CH2+H20

CH2(S)+C2H2=H2CCCH+H
cm(s)+c2m=cm+c2m
CH2(S)+H=CH2+H
CI-12(S)+O=CO+H+H
CH2(S)+OH--CH20+H
CH2(S)+H--CH+H2

CH2(S)+CO2---CH20+CO
CH2(S)+C 3---C2H4+H
CH2(S)+CH2CO=C2H4+CO
C2H+O=CH+CO

C2H+OH=HCCO+H
C2H+OH--C2+H20

C2+H2--C2H+H

0.400E+13 0.000 -250.0
2.000E+13 0.000 0.0
3.000E+13 0.000 0.0
0.300E+14 0.000 0.0

4.000E+13 0.000 0.0
0.500E+14 0.000 0.0
3.370E+07 2.000 14000.0
5.040E+05 2.300 13500.0
2.180E-04 4.500 - 1000.0
4.830E-04 4.000 -2000.0

0.100E+14 0.000 0.0
0.316E+16 -0.600 15000.0
0.175E+13 0.000 1350.0
0.113E+ 14 0.000 3428.0
0.500E+14 0.000 8000.0

0.100E+14 0.000 8000.0
0.750E+13 0.000 2000.0
0.300E+15 0.000 70980.0

3.520E+13 0.000 0.0
0.300E+14 0.000 0.0
1.000E+I 1 0.000 3000.0

0.100E+15 0.000 0.0
0.100E+15 0.000 0.0

1.400E+09 1.000 0.0
0.500E+14 0.000 0.0
0.100E+14 0.000 0.0
3.000E+13 0.000 0.0
1.000E+13 0.000 0.0
5.000E+13 0.000 0.0
2.000E+13 0.000 0.0
2.000E+13 0.000 0.0
0.100E+14 0.000 0.0

0.400E+14 0.000
0.120E+15 0.000

7.000E+13 0.000
0.700E+14 0.000

1.000E+14 0.000
3.000E+13 0.000
1.800E+14 0.000
4.000E+13 0.000
0.200E+15 0.000
3.000E+13 0.000

3.000E+13 0.000
3.000E+13 0.000

3.000E+12 0.000
2.000E+13 0.000
1.600E+14 0.000
0.500E+14 0.000
0.200E+14 0.000
4.000E+07 2.000
4.000E+05 2.400

2O6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

8000.0
1000.0
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C2+O2--CO+CO

C2+OH=C20+H

CH2+CH2=C2H2+H+H

CH2+HCCO=C2H3+CO

CH2+C2H2=H2CCCH+H

C4H2+OH=H2C40+H

C3H2+O2=HCCO+CO+H

C3H2+OH--C2H2+HCO

C3H2+CH2=H2CCCCH+H

H2C40+H--C2H2+HCCO

H2C40+OH=CH2CO+HCCO

H2CCCH+O2--CH2CO+HCO

H2CCCH+O=CH20+C2H

H2CCCH+H--C3H2+H2

H2CCCH+OH--C3H2+H20

H2CCCH+CH2=CH2CHCCH+H

H2CCCH+CH=HCCHCCH+H

H2CCCH+CH=H2CCCCH+H

CH2CHCCH+OH=HCCHCCH+H20

CH2CHCCH+H=HCCHCCH+H2

CH2CHCCH+OH=H2CCCCH+H20

H+HCCHCCH=H2CCCCH+H

H2CCCCH+O2=CH2CO+HCCO

H2CCCCH+OH--C4H2+H20

H2CCCCH+O=CH2CO+C2H

H2CCCCH+O=H2C40+H

H2CCCCH+H--C4H2+H2

H2CCCCH+CH2--C3H4+C2H
CH2CHCCH+H=H2CCCCH+H2

CH2CHCHCH+OH--CH2CHCCH+H20

CH2CHCHCH+H--CH2CHCCH + H2

C6H6+H--C6H5+H2

C6H6+OH--C6H5+H20

C2H3+C2H2--CH2CHCCH+H

C2H2+CH2CHCHCH=C6H6+H

HCCHCCH+C2H2=C6H5

C3H4+H=H2CCCH+H2

C3H4+OH=H2CCCH+H20

C3H4P+H=H2CCCH+H2

C3H4P+H--CH3+C2H2

C3H4P+OH=H2CCCH+H20

C6H5+OH--C6H50+H

C6H5+O2--C6H50+O

CH2+C4H2=C5H3+H

CH+C4H2--C5H2+H

CH2(S)+C4H2=C5H3+H
C4H2+O=C3H2+CO

C4H2+C2H=C6H2+H

C2H2+O2=HCCO+OH

C2H2+M--C2H+H+M

C2H4+M--C2H2+H2+M

C2H4+M=C2H3+H+M

C2H3+C2H4--CH2CHCHCH2+H

5.000E+13
5.000E+13
0.400E+14
0.300E+14

0.120E+14
0.666E+13
5.000E+13
5.000E+13
3.000E+13
5.000E+13
1.000E+07
0.300E+11
0.200E+14
5.000E+13

0.200E+14
4.000E+13
7.000E+13
7.000E+13
7.500E+06
2.000E+07
1.000E+07
1.000E+14
1.000E+12
3.000E+13
2.000E+13
2.000E+13
5.000E+13
2.000E+13
3.000E+07
2.000E+07
3.000E+07
3.000E+07

7.500E+06
2.000E+12
2.800E+03
2.800E+03
5.000E+07
2.000E+07
5.000E+07
1.000E+14

2.000E+07
5.000E+13
1.000E+13
0.130E+14
0.100E+15
0.300E+14

0.120E+13
0.400E+14
0.200E+09
0.420E+17

0.150E+16
0.140E+17
3.000E+12

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
2.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

2.000
0.000
2.900
2.900
2.000
2.000
2.000
0.000

2.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
1.500

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

6600.0
-410.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

3000.0
2O00.0
2868.0

0.0
3000.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
5000.0

15000.0
2000.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5000.0
1000.0
1000.0
5000.0
5000.0

5000.0
1400.0
1400.0
5000.0
1000.0
5000.0
4000.0
1000.0

0.0

0.0
4326.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

30100.0
107000.0

55800.0
82360.0

1000.0
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CH2CHCHCH2+H--CH2CHCHCH+H2
CH2CHCHCH2+H=CH2CHCCH2+H2
CH2CHCHCH2+OH=CH2CHCHCH+H20
CH2CHCHCH2+OH--CH2CHCCH2+H20
CH2CHCHCH+H=CH2CHCCH2 + H
H2CCCCH (+M)=C4H2+H(+M)

LOW/2.0E15 0.0 48000.1
HCCHCCH(+M)--C4H2+H(+M)

LOW/1.0E14 0.0 30000./

CH2CHCCH2(+M)=CH2CHCCH+H(+M)
LOW/2.0EI5 0.0 42000./

CH2CHCHCH(+M)=CH2CHCCH+H(+M)
LOW/I.0E14 0.0 30000./

H+C6H5=C6H6

H2CCCH+H(+M)=C3H4(+M)
LOW/8.0E26 -3.00.0/

H20/5/H2_ C02/3/CO/I/02/2/C2H2/2/
H2CCCH+H(+M)--C3H4P(+M)

LOW/g.0E26 -3.0 0.0/
H20/5/H2,r2/C02/3/CO/'//02/2/C2H2/2/
H2CCCH+H2CCCH=C6H5+H
HNO+M=H+NO+M
H20/6.0/H2/2.0/O2/2J N2/2J
HNO+H=H2+NO
HNO+OH=NO+H20
NH3+M=NH2+H+M
NH3+HfNH2+H2
NH3+O=NH2+OH
NH3+OH=NH2+H20
NH2+H=NH+H2
NH2+O=NH+OH
NH2+O=HNO+H
_+OH=NH+H20
NH2+N=N2+H+H
NH2+NO=N2+H20
NH+H=N+H2
NH+O=NO+H
NH+OH=HNO+H
NH+OH=N+H20
NH+O2=HNO+O
NH+O2=NO+OH
NH+N=N2+H
N+O2=NO+O
N+OH=NO+H
N+CO2=NO+CO
NO+HO2=NO2+OH
NO2+M=NO+O+M
NO2+H=NO+OH
NO2+O=-NO+O2
N2H2+M=NNH+H+M
N2H2+H=NNH+H2
NNH+M=N2+H+M
NNH+H=N2+H2

3.000E+07
3.000E+07
2.000E+07
2.000E+07
1.000E+14
1.000E+14

1.000E+14

1.000E+14

1.000E+14

5.000E+13
6.000E+16

6.000E+16

1.000E+13
1.50E+16

5.00E+12
3.60E+13
1.40E+16
7.00E+06
2.10E+13
2.04E+06
6.90E+13
6.80E+12
6.60E+14
4.50E+12
7.20E+13
3.80E+15
3.00E+13
2.00E+13
2.00E+13
5.00E+l 1
1.00E+13
1.40E+l 1
3.00E+13
6.40E+09
3.80E+13
1.90E+11
2.10E+12
1.10E+16
3.50E+14
1.00E+13
5.00E+16
5.00E+13
2.00E+14
3.70E+13

2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
-1.000

-1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.060
2.390
0.000
2.040
0.000
0.000

-0.500
0.000
0.000

-1.250
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

13000.0
6000.0
50O0.0
2O0O.0

0.0
55000.0

36000.0

50000.0

37000.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
48680.0

0.0
0.0

90600.0
10171.0
9000.0

566.O
3650.0

0.0
0.0

2200.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2000.0
12000.0

20OO.O
0.0

6280.0
0.0

3400.0
-480.0

66000.0
1500.0
600.0

50000.O
I000.O

20000.0
3000.0



NNH+NO=-N2+HNO
NH2+NH=N2H2+H
NH2+NO=NNH+OH
NH+NO=N20+H
N20+H=N2+OH
N20+O=NO+NO
N20+O=-N2+O2
CH+NO=-HCN+O
CH2+N2=HCN+NH
CH+NH2=HCN+H+H
CH+NH=HCN+H
CH2+NH=HCN+H+H
CH+N=CN+H
CH2+N=HCN+H
CH3+N=HCN+H+H
CH4+N=NI-I.+CH3
HCN+O=CN+OH
HCN+O=NH.+CO
HCN+OH=CN+H20
CN+O=CX)+N
CN+H2=HCN+H
C+NO--CN+O
C+N20=CN+NO
N+HCCO=HCN+CO
HCN+OH=HNCO+H
NCO+H2=HNCO+H
HOCN+H=HNCO+H
HNCO+H--NH2+CO
CH2+NO=-HCNO+H
HCNO+H=HCN+OH
HCN+OH=HOCN+H
C2N2+OH=HOCN+CN
HCN+O=NCO+H
CN+OH=NCO+H
CN+O2=NCO+O
CN+NO2=NCO+NO
CN+N20=NCO+N2
NCO+M=N+CO+M
NCO+H=NH+CO
NCO+O=-NO+CO
NCO+OH=NO+CO+H
NCO+N-N2+CO
NCO+NO=N20+CO
HCN+CN---C2N2+H
C2N2+O=NCO+CN
N+NO=N2+O
N20=N2+O
CH+N2=HCN+N
END

5.00E+13
5.00E+13
8.80E+15
4.30E+14
7.60E+13
1.00E+14
1.00E+14
1.10E+14
1.00E+13
3.00E+13
5.00E+13
3.00E+13
1.30E+13
5.00E+13
5.00E+13
1.00E+13
2.70E+09
3.50E+03
1.50E+13
1.80E+13
3.00E+05
6.60E+13
1.00E+13
5.00E+13
4.80E+11
8.60E+12
1.00E+13
2.00E+13
1.40E+12
5.00E+13
9.20E+12
1.90E+ll
1.40E+04
6.00E+13
5.60E+12
3.00E+13
1.00E+13
3.10E+16
5.00E+13
5.60E+13
1.00E+13
2.00E+13
1.00E+13
2.00E+13
4.60E+12
3.30E+12
1.66E+20
4.20E+12

0.000
0.000

-1.250
-0.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.580
2.640
0.000
0.000
2.450
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.640
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.300

-2.880
0.000
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

15200.0
28200.0
28200.0

0.0
74000.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

24000.0
26600.0

4980.0
10929.0

0.0
2237.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

11000.0
9000.0

0.0
3000.0

-1100.0
12000.0
15000.0
2900.0
4980.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

48000.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-390.0
0.0

8880.0
0.0

64115.0
20400.0
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Appendix B - Modeling of Other Flame Species

The chemical kinetics models used to predict NO concentrations in the flames of this

study can be used to predict the concentrations of other species as well. The only species

measured in this work has been NO. However, there have been several other studies

which have performed measurements of other species and compared the results to the

predictions of the various chemical kinetics models. Some of this work is reviewed here,

Vaughn etal. [1991] compared measurements of CO, CO2, H2, CI-I4, C-all2, C2I-I,, and

_I-10 with predictions obtained using the GMK mechanism [Glarborg et al., 1986] for a

well-stirred reactor using a premixed Call,/air mixture. The flame temperature was 1750

K, and the combustion was at atmospheric pressure. The nitrogenous species kinetics

were eliminated from the mechanism; this had no effect on the predictions from the

hydroc_n kinetics. The model predictions were generally within 20% of the measured

concenlrations of the species listed above. However, the model severely underpredicted

CI_ concentrations at _>1.6. Vaughn et al. [1991] noted that this behavior could be due

to an overprediction in the rate of methyl destruction.

Drake et al. [1991] used the GMK-DB scheme to predict OH concentrations, as well

as NO concentrations, in high-pressure, lean C2I-I+/O2/N2 flames. The flame temperatures

were between 1650 and 1750 K. The OH concentrations were measured using laser-

saturated fluorescence. The agreement between the measurements and modeling calcu-

lations for OH were generally good, and both the measurements and the modeling found

large superequilibrium OH concentrations for the various flames. The model predictions

did tend to be -40% higher than the measurements; however, this is not a substantial error

for a chemical kinetics evaluation of an intermediate species.

Miller and Bowman [1989] compared the MB model predictions to several exper-

imentally measured species concentrations. One flame studied was a lean (¢=0.97),
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low-pressure (18.5 torr) C2H4/O2/N2 flame; for this flame, comparisons were made

between measured and predicted C, CH, and CH2 profiles. The model was fairly accurate

at predicting the heights above the burner corresponding to the maximum concentration

for the different species, but underpredicted the CH2 and C concentrations by ~50%, and

overpredicted the CH concentration by -30%; this agreement is adequate for many pur-

poses. Comparisons between measurements and predictions were also made for CO, COs,

Ns, and HCN in low-pressure (25 torr) Hs/Oz/Ar/I-ICN flames (0.5<0<1.5). Agreement

between the measurements and modeling was found to be within ~10% for these four

species. Finally, comparisons were made between the predictions and measurements of

CN, Ns, and HCN concentrations in rich (_=1.5), low-pressure HslOslArlCaHslHCN and

HslOs IAriCaH2/NO flames. Again, the same level of agreement was found between the

measurements and the MB modeling.

Zabamick [1992] compared results of the MB model with measured concentrations

in low-pressure (63 torr), premixed, laminar CH4/NO/Oz and CH4/NsO flames. The peak

flame temperature, as determined by OH rotational temperature measurements, was

-2400 K for the former and -2700 K for the latter. LIF measurements were obtained for

OH, NH, CH, and CN concentrations. Comparisons between the measurements and pre-

dictions were generally better for the CH4/NsO flame. The OH and CN concentrations are

overpredicted by a factor of 2 - 3 for the _/NO/Os flame, while the OH and Nil

concentrations are overpredicted by a similar amount for the CH4/NsO flame. The model

also predicts the CH profile to peak at a lower height than found in the measurements for

the CH4/NO/O s flame.

Garo et al. [1992] compared measurements in low-pressure (25 torr) CH4/Os/NH3

and CH4/O2/NO flames with predictions from the MB model. Comparisons were made

between the predictions and measurements for HsO, CO2, CO, 02, and NH_. In general,

the predictions of the profiles of these species as a function of height above the burner
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were within 20% of the measurements. Measurements of O and H were made using mass

spectrometry, and OH was measured using absorption. Comparisons were made of the

concenWations of these species, and it was found that the concentrations predicted by the

MB model tended to be too high in comparison to the measurements by a factor of two.

The predictions of CH_ and HCN were somewhat inaccurate both qualitatively and

quantitatively. Garo et al. [1992] concluded that the MB model gave accurate predictions

of the major species profiles, but possessed some inaccuracies for flame radicals.

Bemstein etal. [1993] compared concentration measurements of O, H, OH, CH, CO,

HCO, and CH_ to predictions from the mechanism of Miller and Melius [1992] (MIME).

The flames eons_ were low-pressure (17-20 tort), stoichiometric CI-14/O2/Ar, CaI'I4

/O2/Ar, and _/O2/Ar flames. The temperatures of these flames were less than 2000

IC The predicted HCO profiles were in good agreement (within 10%) for the methane

flame, but the other flames suffered from overprediction by a factor of two. The CH3

predictions were good for the methane and ethane flames, hut tended to be too low (by a

factor of 2) for the ethylene flames and the peak locations were several millimeters in

error. The CH profile was well predicted for the methane and ethane flames, but were a

factor of two low for the ethylene flames. The O and OH profiles were accurately pre-

dicted in all four flames. The predicted H profiles tended to have the correct magnitude,

but the qualitative agreement was not good; the predictions suggest an increase in [I-I] far

above the burner, while the measurements indicate a decrease. Bemstein et al. [1993]

suggest that this error could be due to the one-dimensional nature of the model which

neglects such effects as the increase in cross-sectional area of the flow with increasing

distance above the burner. Finally, the agreement between the measurements and pre-

dictions was within 20% for the CO profiles in the various flames.

Miller et al. [1991] compared three low-pressure (25 torr), rich, non-sooting Call2

/02/At flames to predictions from the MIME model. The species compared were CO2,
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C4H2, H20, CO, 02, C2H 2, OH, H, and CH. The stable species are generally well predicted

by the MIME model, although the C4H2 concentration is overpredicted by a factor of 3.

The radical concentrations are well-predicted for the near stoichiometric flame, although

the CH tends to be overpredicted by a factor of two. However, at higher equivalence

ratios, the agreement between the measurements and predictions for the radical profiles

becomes substantially poorer, both in quantitative agreement and in the qualitative shape

of the profiles.

Miller and Melius [1992] compared measured and MIME predicted concentrations

for C_H2, 02, CO2, H20, H, CO2, HI2, C2H, C2H 3, OH, C4H2, C4I-]4, C4H3, C4H5, and CeHe

for a lightly sooting C-.21-12/02/Ar flame. Here the model did, in general, a good job at

predicting the concentrations. The radical species concentrations were generally within a

factor of two of the measurements. The largest errors are in the tmderprediction of the H

and the CdI-L concentrations. The agreement tends to be better for all species in the flame

region, although some discrepancies arise in the post-flame zone. For instance, the pre-

dictecl H20 concentration drops more slowly in the post-flame zone than the measured

concentration.

In this appendix, a brief review has been presented of several studies which have

compared experimentally measured species concentrations (other than [NO]) with pre-

dictions from the various chemical kinetics schemes used in this study. The agreement

between the measurements and modeling varies for different flame conditions. However,

in general, the predictions of the models are within 20% of measurements for the stable

species concentrations, and often improvement is n_ded in the predictions of flame rad-

ical concentrations.
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Measurements of every type have a certain amount of uncertainty associated with

them. This uncertainty can take various forms, including the uncertainty in reading a

gauge, and the uncertainty stemming from random deviations in consecutive measure-

ments of the same quantity. For instance, if the length of an object is to be found from a

series of measurements using an ordinary ruler, uncertainty in the length will come from

two main sources. There would be a contribution to the uncertainty for each measurement

due to the required interpolation between the markings on the ruler. The other main source

of uncertainty would arise from the different values of length that would be found during

successive measurements. Similar uncertainties can be found for all types of measure-

ments, and presentation of the uncertainties in measurements enables others to know the

accuracy of the measurement.

One way to determine the uncertainty in a measurement is to use the method of

propagation of errors. In this method, it is assumed that there are a series of measure-

ments, x, ..., z, which contribute to the final measured quantity, q ; q can be written as a

function of the other measurements. Each of the measurements x, ..., z has an associated

uncertainty, _0c, .... _iz. If the uncertainties _tx, ..., _z are random and independent, the

uncertainty in q, 5q, can be written [Taylor, 1982]

iSq=_/l_)2 + (_{iyf + ... + (_Sz) 1 (C.1)

An uncertainty analysis has been performed for the measurements of nitric oxide

number density in the C2I-I_/Oe/N2 flames and the CaH4/O2/N 2 flames (see Chapters 4, 5,

and 8) and the Rayleigh scattering temperature measurements in the C2I-I6/O2/N2 flames

(see Chapters 7 and 8). The uncertainty analyses for both the LIF measurements and the
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Rayleigh scattering measurements employ a 2o confidence interval (95%). The uncer-

tainty in the fluorescence signal can be determined from the following procedure. For a

linear fluorescence measurement, the NO number density in each flame can be found from

Vflam¢ /_, cad

[NO = [NO ,
(C.2)

where [NO]e.,,,,, is the NO number density in the flame of interest, [NO],_ is the calibration

NO number density, V_,,,, is the fluorescence signal in the flame of interest, V,_ is the

fluorescence signal in the calibration flame, and IL./i, and It.. _ are the respective laser

intensities for the rneasurernents. For each flame, the uncertainty in the calibration carries

over to that in each flame. However, the precision of the measurement can be found by

neglecting the uncertainty in the calibration (which affects the accuracy) and calculating

Using Eq. (C.3), the precision of the LIF measurements is typically found to be about

+_5%. However, a few measurements did have uncertainties of +7%; therefore, the pre-

cision of the LIF measurements can be conservatively taken as +7%. As an example,

Table C.1 lists the intermediate values for the calculation of the precision of the [NO]

measurement for four of the 9.15 atm C2H+/O2/N2 flames from Chapter 5.

The calibration number density can be calculated from

XNoP

[NO ],a = kT ' (C.4)

where NO_a is the NO number density for the calibration flame, XNO is the NO mole

fraction of the calibration flame, P is the pressure, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the

temperature. For the calibration, it will be assumed that the pressure is accurately known.
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Intermediate quantities in the uncertainty analysis of LIF data for some of the
9.15 atm CzH4/O2/N 2 flames of Chapter 5.

Quantity Flame Equivalence Ratio

0.80 1.10 1.25 1.50

8V_a/V _ 2.80E-2 2.80E-2 2.80E-2 2.80E-2

5Va_/V_ 3.20E-2 2.06E-2 3.08E-2 4.93E-2

5IL_/IL_ 1.06E-2 1.06E-2 1.06E-2 1.06E-2

5ILa_/Ii_ 1.06E-2 0.98E-2 0.88E-2 0.77E-2

_i[NO]_.../INO]a_ 4.82E-2 3.76E-2 4.38E-2 5.82E-2

To determine the uncertainty in the calibration, one must be concerned with the uncer-

tainties in the temperature, the day-to-day repeatability of the calibration (X_o), and the

accuracy of the NO/N2 mixture used to calibrate the flames. The day-to-day repeatability

of the NO concentration of the calibration flame was found to be :k20% for the calibration

of the ethylene flames at 3.05 arm; this value is typical of the me_urements. The

uncertainty in the loss of the doped NO through the flamefront is :k5%. The quoted

uncertainty in the accuracy of the NO concenu'ation in the NO/N2 cylinder used for doping

NO into the flame for the calibration is +4% [Matheson Gas Products, 1990]. An

uncertainty of +_5%was placed on the thermocouple-measured temperature [Norton et al.,

1993]. As found above, the precision of the [NO] measurements was +7%. Using a

propagation of errors analysis, the overall accuracy of the [NO] measurements is -25%.

This uncertainty is dominated by the day-to-day repeatability of the calibration. The

repeatability could most likely be improved by implementing a better flow system for

doping NO into the flame; i.e., the current high-pressure flowmeter which is used for the
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NO flow could be replaced with another mass flowmeter. On the other hand, the accuracy

of the NO measurement is comparable to the uncertainty found in previous LSF

measurements of OH concentration [Lucht et al., 1985].

Determining the uncertainty of the Rayleigh scattering temperature measurements

follows a similar procedure, but involves considerably more measurements. For this

procedure, it was assumed that the uncertainty in the background measurement is equal to

that of the helium scattering measurement. Because the background was determined by

fitting a line to two data points, the uncertainty in the background is not directly deter-

minable. The background, however, closely follows the helium measurement, and is not

as greatly affected by the niu'ogen measurement. In addition, it can be assumed that there

is no uncertainty in the temperature of the calibration gas, and that the differential cross-

The temperature as measured with Rayleigh scatteringsections also have no uncertainty.

is given by

gco b (da,Fdf )
L., ' (C.5)

where the calibration and flame Rayleigh scattering signals are given by

S =S_s-S,,_ (C.6)

In Eq. (C.6), S is the true Rayleigh scattering signal, SRs is the signal measured in the

experiment, and SaG is the background signal. All of these Rayleigh scattering signals are

found by dividing the photomultiplier voltage by the laser power monitoring photodiode

voltage: S = _/I. Therefore, two measurements are used to obtain Sju and Sna. The first

step in calculating the uncertainty is to determine the uncertainty in SRs:

sRs t. + v,,o ) ' (c.7)
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where Vp_ and Vpv are the photomulfiplier tube and photodiode voltages. Values of

5SRs/SRs need to be calculated for the Ne calibration measurement, the helium measure-

merit (which wiU then be considered the background uncertainty), and for each of the

flame Rayleigh scattering signals.

The uncertainty in the calibration and flame Rayleigh scattering signals can be found

from

_ =-_(aS.s) _ + (_)2

The total temperature uncertainty is then

T= ) + J

(C.8)

(C.9)

where 5S_ and 5S_m are found from their respective measurements using Eqs. (C.7) and

(C.8).

This procedure has been used to find the uncertainty in the Rayleigh scattering

measurements. Example intermediate results are presented in Table C.2 for the three

flames of Chapter 7. Typically, the total uncertainty in the temperature measurements is

-5%.
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TableC.2: Intermediatequantitiesin theuncertaintyanalysisof the Rayleigh scattering
temperature measurements for the data obtained 7 mm above the burner
surface for the C2H_/O2/N2 flames of Chapter 7.

Quan_ty

_,---_ (V)
S_(V)

S_(V)

Sr_. (V)
8(Ss2-S_) (V)

_S_,,-S_) (V)
S_,,,-Sso
8T/T

T(K)
ST(K)

0.8

7.04E-3

1.73E-2

6.29E-2

3.19E+0

2.46E-2

6.13E-1

6.33E-2

3.17E+0

2.56E-2

5.96E-I

4.74E-2

1.76E+3

8.34E+I

Flame Equivalence Ratio

1.0

7.04E-3

1.73E-2

6.29E-2

3.19E+0

2.36E-2

5.66E-1

6.33E-2

3.17E+0

2.38E-2

5.49E-1

4.78E-2

1.96E+3

9.34E+1

1.3

7.04E-3

1.73E-2

6.29E-2

3.19E+0

2.55E-2

5.70E-2

6.33E-2

3.17E+0

2.58E-2

5.53E-1

5.06E-2

1.82E+3

9.21E+I
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